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Robert Lautzenhiser, class of ’49, speaks from experience when he says: 

corp . Tere 

The broad experience and growth possibilities 

available at U.S. Steel offer a great future 
° . . ele 99 

with unlimited opportunities. 

: ‘ j — . _- rrr oo : 
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: — T _- 

g ~ - i | 
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Following his graduation with a B.S. nature. His responsibilities in this atmosphere and unusually coopera- 

degree in Metallurgical Engineering, work included consultation and the tive personal relationships through- 

Robert Lautzenhiser joined U. S. advising of customers regarding the out the company are a big help in 

Steel as a Junior Metallurgist at the proper steels for their projects. acquiring the knowledge that leads 

Waukegan Works of the American Mr. Lautzenhiser received his ap- to advancement and success in one’s 

Steel & Wire Division. Here, he be- pointment as Product Metallurgist chosen field.” 

came familiar with the many types for stainless steel wire in April, 1954. If you are interested in a challeng- 

of wire and wire products produced, His work on this relatively new prod- ing and rewarding career with 

through the practical performance of uct, in which he developed excep- United States Steel, and feel you can 

various physical tests in the metal- tional skills and abilities, resulted in _ qualify, get in touch with your place- 

lurgical laboratory. his advancement to Division Metal- ment director for additional informa- 

The knowledge Mr. Lautzenhiser lurgist in July, 1955. tion. We shall be glad to send you 

gained of the characteristics of stain- Mr. Lautzenhiser feels that the our informative booklet, Paths of 

less steel wires led to his advance- graduate engineer gains much from Opportunity. Write to United States 

ment, in April, 1950, to Product the well-planned and complete train- Steel Corporation, Personnel Divi- 

Metallurgist. In this capacity, his ing program at U. S. Steel. ““Further- sion, Room 1662, 525 William Penn 

duties were of the customer-contact more,”’ he says, ‘‘the friendly Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE... COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL 

GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING... NATIONAL TUBE .. . OIL WELL SUPPLY .. . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON .. . UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES 

UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS ... UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 7-613 

SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station.
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or I Dipt into the Future e 
Far as Hi E Id See” | 
Dipping into the future is the business For example, trouble may develop along | 
of many a Goodyear engineer. It may a production line, resulting in work- _ 
be as much as five years from now—or time loss, or worker fatigue. 

rs little as five minutes. But in P. an Then Plant Planning and Methods men > Planning and Methods, the future is in . i _ Z = move in to find the cause and prescribe _ their eyes and on their minds every . _ : é the remedy. This could take the form of Pe waking, working moment. : _ . . rearranged equipment or floor space, or ro 
And if we may say so, the future is in machinery to establish a new “time and _ 
their hands, too. Here’s why. motion” pattern. i 

Let us suppose that Goodyear contem- As you can see, this is engineering that | 
plates a new plant — expansion of an requires the ability to look ahead and established department — or setting up think ahead. It requires the highest 

an entirely new one. To Plant Planning degree of professional training. But _ 
and Methods goes the responsibility for more than that. 
laying out the whole project. 

. . ‘5 in Pl At Goodyear, an engineer deals with a 
Working bag! with eo a ant diversity of products scarcely matched i 
Engineering, achine Design and other in all U. S. industry—tires, chemicals, . 
major departments, they plan every- plastics, aviation products, atomic thing from the location of the water a i SDerey: Le “y fountains to the best place to put a huge . bceae tec ae eral 
machine — such as a gigantic curing In pee the eee our | Goop/YEAR i, 
press. Every detail is visualized and needs — for engineering talents are iA a 
faithfully created on scale layout or almost limitless. The horizon stretches Ff mgm i just as far as your imagination can see. tae, : model. La 
Some of their problems are of quite Wouldn’t YOU like to be a member of WS @ 
a different nature. They may demand the Goodyear engineering team? May - cy | 
more immediate action and solution. we hear from you? el 

i Send for your copy of 
| this free booklet. It de- ? .: Lo . . There’s a World of Opportunity at | | scribes in detail your 
Lo career opportunities at 
| | Goodyear. Write: Tech- 

Za i nical Personnel, Dept. 
ip a 806-W, The Goodyear 

_ Tire & Rubber Com- 

THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER aL Py, Akron 16, Ohio. 
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| | lm ; ose If YOU are graduating in Engineering : 

_ Y , ) moa or the Sciences, you owe it to yourself : 

a ke ae to investigate the career : 

ee aS ee . ‘ 
_. —- quince advantages of becoming a : 
i. Va ht 7 : 

4) a === 
ON. Seige : 

ee EE ertrtr—C—CSCS 
: 

: (Hs ; mtg CONVAIR-POMONA in Southern : 
: om : RS £7] | California is the first fully-integrated mis- : 

: = : = sile plant in the U.S. Here the Navy's : 

: : ~ TERRIER supersonic missile is designed and : 

: ADVANCED DEGREES > PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT — Duilt. You, asa graduate engineer or science ==: 
: can be earned while a full- =~  CoNnvarr-pomona is housed = Major, can build an outstanding career in : 

‘ time employee of convam- 3 in the newest kind of air- electronics and missiles systems at CONVAIR- : 

: Pomona. Salaricsand benefits + conditioned plant. Research XY ill k with th d : 

: compare with the highest in + and Development facilities pomona. You will work with the most mod- £ 

, private industry anywhere. ! manned by “name” experts. ern electronic equipment known. Better ‘. 

: pe eee eevee cenesssccecces checceressesesine secesees yet, you will work with the kind of friendly, : 

: oo { informed engineer-scientist groups that are : 

: ® Lal : as pacing the advance into outer space. And : 

: 7S : | BA you will live where the climate and oppor- . 

: ar PJ : anes ee tunities for spacious living and outdoor : 

: SL : SSS recreation are unsurpassed in America. : 

> PROMOTION FROM WITHIN —: ‘CALIFORNIA LIVING SEND RESUME HOR SOMELETE : 
o assures you of continuing : close to mountains, desert, INFORMATION TO: . 

: evaluation of capabilities and} seashore. Modern homes with : 

: the swiftest possible advance- + swimming pools are within 3 : . 

$ ment in this constantly ‘easy price range. Year-round Engineering Personnel Dept. 5-S . 

: expanding organization. : outdoor sports and recreation. : 

: POMONA, CALIFORNIA 7 : 

: A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION : 

2 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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The new General Motors Technical Cente 

ecco AND YO U 

Wr should the vast new GM Tech Center be But above and beyond everything else, you would 
of interest to outstanding young engineering _have the unequalled opportunities for advancement 

seniors? —the chances for professional achievement — that 
We'll try to answer that briefly: can exist only in an organization that has committed 

. nye Lo. ‘ itself solidly and unyieldingly to the ideal of tech- 
First, of course, it’s interesting in and of itself. It’s : f y y BY f 3 es , nical progress. 
the world’s largest institution devoted to research in 

the industrial arts and sciences. It occupies 25 build- So if you feel you’re cut to the right cloth for 

MIBEs stands on 330 acres, houses MOLE than 4,000 such a challenge, why not ask your Placement 
engineers, scientists, stylists and technicians. Officer to put you in touch with the GM College 

Second, and even more significant, it is testimonial | Representative? 
to the increasingly vital role which your chosen pro- : . “ 

et ney ve ; youre’ p Or simply write us directly. 
fession of engineering plays in the nation’s destiny. 

Third—and most important of all so far as your OWN ve ce cece cece ccccnceeccccccevcecccceces 
immediate problems and aims are concerned—this — : : 
multimillion dollar Technical Center gives living — : GM Positions Now Available in These Fields 
proof that you could do no better than to seeka : —in GM Divisions throughout the country : 
career with General Motors. : : 

° MECHANICAL ENGINEERING . 

For—as a CM engineer working in any of GM’s 34: ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING : 
decentralized manufacturing divisions scattered + CHEMICAL ENGINEERING : 
throughout the land — you would he backed up by : INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING : 
the Tech Center resources and facilities in addition i — ‘ 

8 i . METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING ‘ to those of your own division. : : 
. ‘ AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING : 

You would partake in a two-way flow of mutually —: ° 
stimulating ideas between divisional and Tech  f.cececccccccccccccsccsscccccccecececess 
Center engineers. 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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To the graduate of an engineer- pH | | . : | | 7 

ing or technical school can make u : Bi a | ic | | 

no more promising choice of careers i | | <= A i 4 

than the modern petroleum industry i | io 4 eat e 

... with its amazing new offspring, - iH | i: | a 

petrochemicals, This is truly the 7. i | } | . 

“industry of the future.” ‘ te | | eo | we 
i. e | cy a 

Phillips Petroleum Company is one a | q Lomo a 

of America’s great integrated oil com- 1 ’ | ’ i Fe f oe 

panies, engaged in exploration, pro- i 4 ae | u i | L  @ 

. . «gee . - : 4 4 | i  . 

duction, manufacturing and distribu- a | a ' ei i A fo 

tion of many types of petroleum a. 7. : | i po 

products; and Phillips leads in the i 7 wy 46 ee a oo 

fast-growing petrochemical field. The : i ee — «FF eal _ 
: 4 ‘ rf a aol , oY co to 

company is a major factor in the fields | a ft i ae _ 

of synthetic rubber, carbon black, B Va ; . ss 

chemical fertilizers, plastics, rocket a | a |  #F Ess 7 hi 

fuels and special chemicals. Phillips 5, fee |. Bec 4 

also is active in the field of atomic — —hClre - F beret a. 

energy and operates one of the gov- Be #§§i _ a ag 

ernment’s major reactor installations. ,_ | is i — boar _ t= 

At Phillips You choose your career , - = : - - f - 

At Phillips you can decide among 7 — i i [ _ . | ig | 

we . 3 | COs : he | fo 

many promising careers in an industry at 4 To. : i | 
wae os es 7 — 4 | 3 oe 

with an unlimited future. And Phillips et a __ i —— LU i i 

policy of “promotion from within” i | _———_— | : | ee 

offers you the opportunity for ad- . 1 vo i — Yee PP oe ti 

vancement to positions of increasing a | : a i y _ a a 

responsibility and importance. (|B tt a _ . uy | 7 fa a 

PuILiips PETROLEUM COMPANY gp a on : 0 : | i om eG 

+ j o . . | id eS . — a t 

Bartlesville, Oklahoma |i Et | SES a 

eo et foe 1S. : 
UUs mt. ge is . ! , 

! fa \ f Pp | a aa i a - . F 

FS | a 7 > Fil ee ok 

Send this coupon for the new booklet i 4 _ = if F. . 

“Career with a Future,” describing Eat a 9 ee | i. _ 4 

your opportunities with Phillips. a oe 22 ae | _ _- | pee _ oa 

Ee ee a _ 

eke Ce a 
! Cg ea 4 te _ 
| -D.R. McKeithan by Sw, a? ia —L, 

| Technical Employment Consultant rrr ee : — 

| Phillips Petroleum Company L. oe ee ee B a 

| Bartlesville, Oklahoma bo | fe 
i Fe ,————— le _ Cg et es ee . 
I Dear Mr. McKeithan: Please send me your new book- Oe | 2 : | 

{ let “Career with a Future. FP a . es oe Eo pa : 

[ > WEEERE - . 

| & 7 = Loon i 

| Clty .csass vewewedcnwees ceveees es HMO bsae cewsevieeeece CS f i | 

1 . a 

| ee a Se La 
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Ef fA VV SS eo EL : 

GOT A LOT Peedi [Vy “3 & ; “we “A t 
- Re oo v aw \. S s - 

oo" e {wm 
99 mn Maik xi TO THINK ABOUT eS ee eee yO -  ~_2o 

f ¢ =«sCEEC 

“A wife...anice home...acar... y+ ~~ 

two kids . . . some fun, like golf .. .” ia... = j 
a ar —6mUmrti‘_O™OCOlCW 

Yes, It’s True .. . There’s A Lot to Consider! wy £autllUlUGG CC 
, tit =r tl, 

College students of today give serious consideration to where they iy wy _ oo .) A yo 

want to live after graduation, as well as where they want to work. j 4 6 —li(<i(i‘(CértC ) 
i 2 ny ae 

. . . 1, ee 
Public Service Electric and Gas Company, one of the outstand- 4 a J 7 

ing utility companies in the country, is fully aware of these im- " 4 Y . ee a ae 

portant questions in the minds of college men. = a Cimee ee | 
} <n ut ‘ 

New Jersey has everything for pleasant living; seashore and a } i exumee? 

mountains for recreation; New York and Philadelphia for metro- 4 : ele fh 

politan culture, entertainment and sports; suburban living with all hg c in, yl 

urban conveniences. ars | = fi 
Doe mo a eC; 

The Company has excellent training courses for Cadets in its ww . hoo, 1 

Electric and Gas Operating Departments, in Sales Engineering A ' egy i . | 

and in Commercial Management work. a Gey 1a n [/ 
i i r cue 

FREE BOOKLETS a ye : Al £ is | ; 

The Company has literature available describing its cE . F Fi 

operations, as well as additional information about ai Be Fe BN: fe 

the state’s vacation opportunities. For your copies, q : Fi ‘i o i 

please use the coupon below. J ny ae y 

oH AiG WEN ee ( \ fii ra 
| Public Service Electric and Gas Company, j F Ph d 4 y 

” 1 Room 2152A, 80 Park Place, Newark 1, N. J. | Kaen i ae 
I a Bey i: ee | 

° | Please send me literature on New Jersey Fie ae + tS, 
I and job opportunities with Public Service. aes +4 4 

| | watt 4 BW Ff 
J Nome | x ms ‘ ‘ ee } wa! ee 
| Address —_____ ei 

| College z ———— ae | 
XK A-87-57 wy 

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS CO., NEWARK 1, N. J. 
ES 
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Graduates in engineering, physics, 

applied math., allied sciences: 

You can do much better 

un ” than a “standard” career today! 

Careers, like cars, come in various models. And now- : CT @ = The techniques 

adays such things as security, adequate compensation, =. )h OU hm __ of Electro-mechan- 
vacations-with-pay are not ‘‘extras”’ any more—they’re yA , . __ ical Engineering 
just ‘‘standard equipment’! Ay q _ Mot _ reach their ulti- 

liiiies As an individual, =) A mm - $j 7 mate efficiency in 
Se you decide whether 4 A, > / — © their application to 

ha re 4 you want white wall Yic 0 ee 5 missile guidance 

pele eet tires or maybe a - . . yy —~ | systems, fire and 

— ee sportscar. You | © ae” —— flight control sys- 

ies Folge BBE should do no less MM agg tems, computers 
Pon r. ae 4 in choosing where prec nel b and recorders. You 
a ae you want'to! work. ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL will explore, study, 

a ae ‘At North American, test, develop and produce apparatus that can extend 

ee OF fringe benefits are or supersede the human nervous system. 

second-to-none; ROCKETDYNE DIVISION — Builders of Power for Outer 
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT but you can get Space. 

much more than that. Such extras as creative work; If you like challenging work, the large liquid-propel- 
advanced technology, latest facilities to implement 1 oe ae — ede 

i lant rocket engine is your field. This Division operates 
your work—these all add up to rewards an ordinary the biggest rocket engine workshop in the Free World: 

job cannot give. You’ll work with men of high profes- the ey ne eine workshop in the Free * 

sional standing. Your personal contribution will earn Field Test lakers 

quick recognition. tory in the Santa ee 

It will be worth your while personally, as well as Susana Mountains. } ad 

financially, to find out about the extras that go with The engineers and : VvK al 

a position in any of these four pianeering fields. scientists say they ear gs 

meet more differ- oe 
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING ent phases of work 4 

The SM-64 Navaho Intercontinental Missile is only one in a week here than e ey 

of the projects here. You can well imagine the exacting in a year of “‘con- , 

standards of the Sn ee ventional” practice. 
work, the quality of CO. eS _ ROCKETDYHE / 

the facilities, the » Hh . y he oN ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL—Pioneers in the Creative 

caliber of the men. fe ay Sa foe . “\ Use of the Atom. 
Here you will deal he se). w~ At this Division you will see a new industrial era tak- 

with speeds well ria Z| “Epi nN ing shape, and play your part in putting the peaceful 

up into multiple i OS® Hie | Ni atom to work for mankind. Nuclear Reactors of various 
Mach numbers, ee = OS kinds, for both power and research applications, are 

encountering phe- K< ise rg designed and delivered to order by Atomics Interna- 

nomena that were | Sacks’. of tional. With many “‘firsts’’ to their credit, these dedi- 

only being guessed a AS a ee cated men continue to spearhead the progress in this 

at a few years ago. roc. ~SCS*éXaCtting field. 
For more information write: College Relations Repre- 

AUTONETICS DIVISION—Automatic Controls Man Has sentative Mr. J. J. Kimbark, Dept. 991-20 Col., North 
Never Built Before. American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif. 

A\ 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, ENC. “2¥s 

6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Mr. Phan had a plan. It was really a very simple _us pioneer beyond the automotive horizon in the dra- 
thing. His idea was to let tomorrow take care of matic fields of nuclear power and solar energy. 

elf, And Mr. Phan, too. eae gave Mr. Phan We’d like you to have the facts about an engineer- 
credit for courage but not for such things as groceries, ing career at Chrysler Corporation. They’re all con- 

rent and clothing. tained in a fully illustrated booklet which you may 
Fortunately, most engineers insist on building have absolutely free. Whatever your particular field 

their own futures. They’re not inclined to wear destiny |= may be—research, metallurgical, chemical, electrical 
like a millstone. And when they come blessed with —_ or mechanical—this booklet will give you a complete 
a far-ranging spirit and an extra portion of creative rundown on the opportunities awaiting you at Chrysler. 
ambition, we like to have them with us here at Chrysler. Send for this free book- a 

ia 
Engineers so endowed have helped us develop such _let today. Use the handy de r\ 

distinguished automotive firsts as push-button driving coupon, or simply drop us Lo CSCS Lines 

... the first practical automotive gas turbine... and a card and ask for “The \ 0 and 
many others, all the way back to all-steel body con- Forward Look and Your En- 7 Fe. , 
struction and hydraulic brakes. Now they are helping gineering Career.” a - F | Some 

Mr. L. C. Bettega _ 

. Please send me your free booklet, “The For- 

CH RYSLE ee Corporation ward Look and Your Engineering Career.” 

Name ——— 

ENGINEERING Division = *«—H__ 
Ga i ON 

> P.O. BOX 1118 «© DETROIT 31, MICHIGAN OL 
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Synthane laminated plasti tf lk 
; 7, ee "1 Since the time when the heart of radio was _ tion resistance and dissipation factor ca- 

| the crystal and cat’s whisker, Synthane _ pable of controlling TV’s high frequencies 

| laminated plastics have been the recom- —even under tropically humid conditions. 

| mended insulation in the vital and ever But Synthane makes over 30 grades— 

i wa | expanding communications industry. each with its own proportion of useful 

: | Turn on your TV or radio and Syn- mechanical, electrical and chemical vir- 
4 Es] << a * = 3 2 2 
8 EN x ae] ¥ | thane goes to work as insulation in coil tues. You can buy Synthane laminated 

Ose \ I, _ forms, transformers, tuners, plug-ins, plastics in sheet, rod and tube form or 

e 5 fae ae | switches, potentiometers, or as the avail yourself of our complete fabrica- 

ee ees | Ovi metal-clad base for the entire printed tion service. 

. —_ === ‘ == _ circuit. Synthane also qualifies for im- We have a number of interesting and 

portant work in radar, sonar and guided informative folders on Synthane proper- 

| missile applications. ties and applications. A post card will 

| Among the varieties of Synthane lam- bring them to you promptly. Synthane 

Soe 4 inated plastics are several with insula- Corporation, 13 River Road, Oaks, Pa. 
is. ca SLL indian ae acc ae ec 

Printed circuit for popular television receiver 

uses a metal-clad Synthane Laminate. Such a $ 6, 
circuit eliminates wiring, wiring errors, saves 303 Mis ‘= Oo 302 Ae AN. 
space and weight. 1g ; I ns ed 

| CR> "TES 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH LIGHT WEIGHT WEAR RESISTANCE 

S Y NIH ANE | §.. industry's unseen essential 

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, 13 RIVER ROAD, OAKS, PA. 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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: P. Choose Westinghouse 
| i] for a rewarding futur 

Ph OE) You are making a tough 
ay =. lS decision... 

‘te ee where shall I start my career 
* - ofl! ‘ 

| vt) lp ... which company offers 
AT eeeegrs Fy me the best future?” 

e em = es 
‘“ : Pea 
Waa | f | : ie Your whole career can be 
1 TPeeee aw ii! i affected by your decision, so 

ie | i 1] | i Tillie , Bi choose carefully. 
@ hei gi gf ae on We sincerely believe you 

es regege? a i oe will make a wise decision in 
, Se gee Ad si) Ls A choosing Westinghouse, a 

— ily gn oo Py company where big and excit- 

.* +5; 3 ee ing things are happening. 
bY ag Here you can work with 

: y men who are outstanding 

Sim leaders in fields such as: 

Atomic PowER 

Ni P 7] AUTOMATION 
a A , JET-AGE METALS 

ee < ' LARGE POWER EQUIPMENT 
4 ; RADAR 

— SEMICONDUCTORS 
if | ELECTRONICS 

" " CHEMISTRY 
Paul Halpine, University of Pittsburgh "41, atomic engineer for Westinghouse, checking the 
operations of a model of the first nuclear reactor for the nation’s first full-scale atomic and dozens of others 
power plant being built by Westinghouse for the AEC and the Duquesne Light Company. 

You will have an opportunity to work with a company can pick a career in the industry of your choice . . . in 
that is having spectacular growth in many fields... the type of work you prefer, and in plants, sales offices 
giving you room to grow. and laboratories from the Atlantic to the Pacific. And, 

We value our engineers highly, for we know our you can study for advanced degrees at Company 
growth has been due largely to the high caliber of expense. 
engineering personnel we have succeeded in attracting. These are just a few of many reasons why you should 

Their development into scientists and managers has choose Westinghouse. If you want more information, 
resulted in dynamic and progressive planning and ask your Placement Officer for our booklets, or phone 

policies. or write the Westinghouse interviewer, or Educational 
We help you apply your training to industry. You Coordinator named below. 

i Mr. C. W. Mills 

e I Regional Educational Co-ordinator 
e S t 1 n ou S e | Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

| P.O. Box B 
| Chicago 9, Illinois 
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ea ,hlrwrr a Pap , i i i : “ay MO ee Will your income 

"f, i Gn ggg and location 
' i Se, | eee . 

1 toe ee allow you to live 
> ae A = Pe aie, = ina home 

6h i Ae gs . . 
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A Douglas engineer lives here ey | on) J ee 

They can...if you start your at , MP, oe 

Douglas career now! Mie al ie Le v4 

Douglas has many things to offer the career- a " : ‘ : Pee 

minded engineer! Coke Mf r ie tig } 
...there’s the stimulating daily contacts with | : y ei ef is 
men who have designed and built some of the WV Ah ii VU Mn, 

world’s finest aircraft and missiles! . Jaan yi iy > me 
...there’s enough scope to the Douglas opera- O- ciopels We. LS me 
tion so a man can select the kind of work he Ce a ers 

likes best! pa Caen 

...there’s security in the company’s $2 Billion : aaa 
backlog of military and commercial contracts! Brochures and employment applications are 
...and there’s every prospect that in 10 years available at your college placement office. 

you'll be where you want to be professionally, | For further information about opportunities with 

and you'll be in both the income level and geo- Douglas in Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long 
graphical location to enjoy life to its full. Beach, Calif. and Tulsa, Okla., write today to: 

. DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 
bE cg GX %, C. C. LaVene, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd. 

Santa Monica, California 

poucias (@<——- = 
Ks First in Aviation 
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With your future at stake, it pays to investigate these employment advantages NOW! y pay g' ploy 

Dow is one of the fastest growing chemical companies in the 
world. New products and processes are being developed con- 
tinually in the search for better ways of doing things. Your 
contribution—as a Dow chemist, engineer, metallurgist—will 

be recognized and rewarded. 

In addition, the activities of Dow are not dependent upon 

any one industry. Our over 600 products go into practically 
every industry, into agriculture and the home, here and abroad. 

The fringe benefits you would expect from a sound, pro- 

gressive company are yours, too, at Dow. To name a few— 

pensions, profit sharing, insurance—even the chance for further 

education. (AND salaries are reviewed at least once a year, 
promotions come from within.) 

Opportunities are open in Midland, Michigan; Freeport, Texas; 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana; and a new Textile Fiber Department 

(present address Midland, Michigan) to be located in Lee 
Hall, Virginia. 

We Pay Moving Expenses. Send complete résumé of edu- 
cation, experience, age, academic record and salary require- 
ments to the Technical Employment Department at any of 
the above locations. 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan <> 
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forerunners of the supersonic and hypersonic aireraft f ca] }7 Pies eS. é N 

and missiles of tomorrow. ve e TA Peace Uae 

“You're aware of the current demand for engineers, DTA ; mh 1e) s Aas 

but did you know that the greatest shortage is in ye — _ Wee Re slin Sp 

the aircraft industry? That’s because the challenge of Pit Ne ie’ wey \ ve es om 

transporting men, materials and armament through f ke . | ) fi iy Saal 

the air at constantly increasing speeds involves a JOLLA if Op eee 

greater number of basic sciences than possibly any ({ PLeul Va \ | 

other field of research and development. In this in- Ris £ : hy t 

dustry, any area of engineering study offers you a s ‘ & S@ipegs ao 

profitable and unlimited future. RN i dh - a 

“And remember, these engineering opportunities w * ON c m~ a . i 226 

will result in personal satisfaction as well as high : VA . * L yoo - oe i : 

returns in salary and security. So between you and 1 ee oe 4 Vo I : 

mé, I’d advise you to consider seriously the aircraft ag. 2 ie | Soars 

industry as you plan your career.” ; fyi se a : | 

N\A oe ow ft Tr 
AN across the nation this sound advice is being “. | «4 ~~ 4 \ 7 f fa 

appreciated by students who are searching for \ ~ Ww f_ : j i ba : 

the most promising careers in engineering. With time 1 x iS ae 5 ee | 

and space being vastly diminished by today’s aircraft ND | ye : : Gir, | 

and missiles, and by those to come, possibilities for y ti Pp GT oN oe > 

creative engineering at Northrop Aircraft, Inc., are as/ | i ose aS 

unequalled anywhere. AX | al oS ( aon j , 

At Northrop such vital projects as theSnarkSM-62,  \ a \ LS PS \ 

first intercontinental guided missile, and Northrop’s fo : ‘TA ay, g) NG “= 

new supersonic jet trainer, the world’s fastest flying uf a h ¢ ' ‘a 

classroom, will continually spark your interest and _/ Le ‘\ A Ce \ tet OF 

enthusiasm. Northrop research accomplishments in- Le - Sak 5 Rt a SL 

clude automatic guidance controls for missiles and gee” - =< ey 

manned aircraft, significant advances in the field of “7 oe woe ‘ of 

boundary layer control, new type materials for d = 2 4 ey \ 

strengthening aircraft and missile components, and 3 a 4, i @ 

integrated ground support systems for the most, +7 | om i Bes f 

advanced flight equipment. / li \ \ ne t ye 7} 

In Northrop’s new multi-million-dollar engineer; }? /, pe \ PF a : { 

ing center you will be working in ideal, modern sur ‘| 5 f i J i ge i 

roundings with leading engineers and scientists who Le if a : Sema N 

will encourage your initiative and ideas. ‘ i 1 7 £ i \ 
Write now regarding an interesting future with pos \) a : : Z be \ 

Northrop. Ask us questions... let us tell you about J z f oo 4 

our future. We sincerely believe we can help you. & or ca ee “ \ BS a 

Write to Manager of Engineering Industrial Rela =. i‘ = ~~; : Se : +. 

tions, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., 1019 East Broadway, or if r co" _ : FESS GD — 

Hawthorne, California. ee $ <—_— Ne raat is ~~ "LL 

Le ae. Tt Mit 

z 4 % Benne on reneh 388 

ww i\ \ eZ f 
gf YX 8 \™. “4 IK 
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NORTHROP i hey i 4 —_ \ \ a 

NP SS\Seh- 
NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC., IAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA ii ' 

Builders of the First Intercontinental Guided Missile é i y ed , 
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Engi ing? IMAGINEERING? ngineering? Or NG? 

Many capable engineers are perfectly radar, computers, microwaves and gun- will visit your school. In the meantime ry cap: g P y P 8 J > 
content to go through life doing routine fire control systems. get more of the Sperry story by writing 

jobs over and over again. Frankly, such = A career with Sperry offers many direct to J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope 

engineers wouldn’t be interested in advantages. Good pay, of course, The Company, Section IBS. 

spy and Sperry wouldn’t be inter- Opportunity to participate in the really Sperry engineer tests hydraulic servo 

estedn thet: important developments of these criti- valves for high temperature service on 
= Engineering, at Sperry, requires a cal times—working with the acknowl- jet engines. 

combination of fine technical training edged leaders in their fields. Your choice 
plus imagination — the desire to help of location at Sperry plants in Long 

solve anticipated problems of the future Island, Florida, California, Virginia and 
and pioneer in new methods and devel- Utah—close to excellent colleges where GYROSCOPE COMPANY 

opments. You can see the results of you can get advanced training with Great Neck, New York 

such “imagineering” in the impressive Sperry paying your full tuition. Bininonatpemymanscorperetion 
list of Sperry “firsts” in such exciting = Your Placement Office will tell you Brooke yas» oceveuany 7 New on eas 10s ANGELES 

fields as missiles, inertial guidance, the times when Sperry representatives COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., MONTREAL, QUEBEC 
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COME To WORK FoR US! 

We want YOU! The kind of engineer who’s engineering graduates. Our training programs 

never contented with the usual, “accepted” for engineers are among the most complete 

way of doing things. The kind of engineer in the country. And as a Standard Oil of Ohio 

who’s always searching for an approach engineer, you would be working in one of 

that’s new, different, better. The Creative America’s largest and most challenging 

Engineer! growth industries—oil! 

What company offers the most to this “dis- So before you decide on any company, look 

contented” type of engineer? We believe itis into Standard Oil of Ohio—where creative 

The Standard Oil Company of Ohio! We are engineering counts! Contact the placement 

engineering-minded. Seven per cent of all our director of your school. Or write Mr. E. G. 

employees are engineers. One-half of the Glass, Standard Oil Company (Ohio), 

president’s staff—our top management—are Midland Building, Cleveland, Ohio. 
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THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY (OHIO) 
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Engi What’s That 

The Meaning of the term “Engineering”: 

For the past one hundred and thirty years prominent persons have attempted to define the term “Engi- 
neering”. An early definition by Thomas Tregold (1828) stated that “Engineering is the art of directing the 
great sources of power in nature for the use and convenience of man.” From this rather general concept, 
many specialized ideas of the meaning of engineering have been developed. We hear of such thoughts as 
the art of constructing, the art of organizing, the science of economy, the art of efficient dealing with mate- 
rials and forces and the conscious application of scientific principles. In more recent definitions of the term, 
engineering is assuming a new ideal of professionalism. This is pointed out in the definition of Ralph J, Smith 
(1956) when he states that “Engineering is the professional art of applying science to the efficient conversion 
of natural resources to the benefit of man.” We see then, that the term “Engineering” is equally as dynamic 
and sensitive to change as the subjects it involves. Engineering has evolved into a truly professional art as 
well as a science for the benefit of mankind. 

Engineering in Everyday Life: . 

Today, the daily life of the average American is unbelievably dependent upon the engineering develop- 
ments about him. Science and technology have yielded a standard of living unsurpassed by any civilization in 
history. Faster and safer transportation is within the economic reach of almost every one. We have devices 
to do the washing of clothes, dishes and floors in our homes. Inexpensive energy is at our disposal for heat- 
ing, cooking and lighting. We have telephones for convenient communication and radio and television for en- 
tertainment and education. Improved sanitation methods including water purification and waste disposal tech- 
niques have helped to increase the life expectancy from fifty years in 1900 to seventy years in 1950. Engineers, 
scientists and inventors have increased production, shortened the working hours and increased the amount of 
goods available to each person. There are over 500,000 engineers composing the backbone of our industrial- 
ized society, working for a better tomorrow through science and technology. 

The Student In Engineering: 

Preparation for the engineering profession can offer an inspiring challenge to the high school graduate. 
One has merely to look at the many branches of engineering to see the many and varied choices for future 
development. Equal opportunities can be found in mechanical, electrical, chemical, metallurgical, aeronautical, 
civil and nuclear engineering. Today, there is a great demand for young engineers, the compensation for his 
efforts are high, and his place in society is indisputably essential. 

The student takes two years of general pre-engineering courses to obtain a working knowledge of basic 
fundamentals. During this period he develops the philosophy and techniques essential to scientific problem 
solving. Specialization in his major field of interest occurs in the following years. In addition, emphasis is placed 
upon his ability to work with people by giving him a foundation in the social sciences and a knowledge of 
the world about him. 

Outside the classroom the engineer has practically unlimited opportunity in professional societies, honor- 
ary organizations, fraternal groups, special interest clubs, sports, and student government. 

We at Wisconsin are proud to be the new addition to the growing engineering profession; a profession 
with high ideals and sincere obligations to the betterment of mankind. 

J.G.B. 
FRONTISPIECE: New “Vulcan” gun (named after Roman God of War), fast firing 

<fj—ee 20 millimeter aircraft cannon, developed and manufactured by GE, is shown in night 
firing tests. The brilliant ball of fire is from exploding gasoline. 
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IMPORTANT ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR POSITIONS AT 

North American Aviation, foremost in the design and production of 

military aircraft, has an established engineering team at its Columbus 

Division with prime responsibility for complete design and development 

of Navy aircraft. 
The New FJ-4—Navy’s latest and fastest Fury Jet—is the most 

recent achievement at Columbus. Other, even more advanced designs 

are now being developed from initial concept to actual flight...creating 

top opportunities for virtually all types of graduate engineers. 

Contact your Placement Office for an appointment with North 

American representatives. 

Or write: Engineering Personnel Office, Dept. COL, North American 

Aviation, Columbus 16, Ohio. 

AN. 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. A iS 

COLUMBUS DIVISION 

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD 
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J Coo Me eas \ ee 

with Honeywell a nice 
Campus-like Honeywell Research Center in Hopkins, Minneapolis suburb 

P 

oe. | “Honeywell is now Terms of program 

_- a , interviewing students Honeywell’s program is geared to students one year from 
— fF for its summer intern graduation in any branch of engineering, chemistry, math- 
« +) < program. 9 rected physics, anes pails or accounting. 

. a he _ Assignments will be made in Design and Development, 

ie |) —— “We believe a man makes a much Industrial Engineering, Quality Control, Quality Analysis, 
AS _ better choice in. his career if his Production Coordination, Personnel Administration, Fi- 

9 - Me decision is based on’actual work nancial Control, Marketing and Market Analysis. 

S experience. And, at Honeywell, There are also special assignments in the Honeywell Re- 

—_— ml the experience can be matched search Center for graduate students in Physics, Chemistry 

Be eae exactly to his individual needs or Engineering who are one year from completion of their 

M.A., Physics, 1941, Drake; and interests. work, 
.D., Lowa State, 1948. & is i i ‘ : . 

Fb.D., we ae oo, ‘This is made possible by If you are enrolled in this program you will work at 
Honeywell's wide diversification in the field of controls. Honeywell from mid June to early September, approxi- 

Honeywell makes Dore than 12,000 different systems and mately 12 weeks. Included in the weekly schedule will be 

controls. They are precision products whose development discussions and meetings, as well as practical work assign- 
and manufacture require extensive use of all kinds of engi- ments. 

neering skills. And they are used in virtually every industry 

known today. Thus, the man who enters Honeywell’s sum- Applications being accepted now! 

mer program gets a real working knowledge, not only of 

controls, but of many related industries. In order to give maximum benefit to the members of this 

“Many of Honeywell’s 14 separate divisions will offer program, Honeywell must limit the number enrolled. If 

assignments under the summer internship program. The you wish to apply for an assignment, send your name, 

location and name of each division and activity is listed at address, school, the course in which you are enrolled, 

the bottom of this ad.” plus the number of years completed to: 

ln @ Honevwe Dr. A. Lachlan Reed 

\ G oneywell Director, Industry Education Relations 

AV BY . . Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company 

SM [py] Fert in Controls Dept. TC29A 
f ioneeweit Minneapolis 8, Minnesota 

Residential Controls: Minneapolis, Minn. and Wabash, Ind. Industrial Instruments: Philadelphia, Pa. Commercial Controls: Minneapolis, Minn., Chicago, 

Ill. and Wabash, Ind. Aeronautical Controls: Minneapolis, Minn., Los Angeles, Calif. and St. Petersburg, Fla. Valves: Philadelphia, Pa. Micro Switches: 

Freeport and Warren, Ill. and Independence, la. Appliance Controls: Los Angeles, Calif. Ordnance: Minneapolis, Minn., Wabash, Ind., Seattle, Wash. 
and Monrovia, Calif. Transistors and Servo Components: Boston, Mass. Home Products: Minneapolis, Minn. Photographic and Oscillograph Equipment: 
Denver, Colo. Industrial Tape Recorders and Reproducers: Beltsville, Md. Research: Minneapolis, Minn. Sales: 112 offices throughout the country. 
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The artificial earth satellite, Project Vanguard, is man’s 

first milestone in space. Its inception, structure, and 
5 j ‘ ‘ > « 

flight plan are discussed in this month’s feature article. 

: > 
by John L. Hilgers e57 

Sometime in the near future a new object will ap- event. For the tiny object circling the heavens will be 

pear in the heavens. It will not be conspicuous like man’s first milestone in space—an artificial satellite, an 

many of our other heavenly bodies, but it will be ob-  earth-born baby moon shining with the reflected light 

servable to those who know just when and where to from the sun. 

look for it. And as men lift their heads and catch a This small unmanned, earth-circling satellite is part 

glimpse of the body racing across the sky, they will of an integrated, unprecedented plan for the study of 
feel the excitement of witnessing a great historical man’s physical environment which will be conducted 
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by some forty nations during the period termed the In- / y. a7 
ternational Geophysical Year, 1957-1958. This eighteen Ai ay 
month period has been chosen because it is expected to aq I ry" 
be an interval of increased solar activity and sunspot- eo ly 4 
tedness which have various effects on the earth and its eer as [if 
atmosphere. ae { an Va > 

A solar show of this type will not occur again for ok) ee Vi \ 
eleven years. Only through this world-wide study em- — othe ms te } \ 4 s U 
bracing those fields of geophysics in which observa- ie oe Hy ey i 
tions must be conducted simultaneously over the earth, ae A bos 
can we achieve significant progress in our understand- i a ae pre) 4 (fe Wh 
ing of the earth and its atmosphere. - es 4 ud A 

Because of advanced rocket studies, our scientists — a Me 
became very interested in the satellite proposal, and — —- 2 ah 
with President Eisenhower's approval they have gone a SOU CL 
to work enthusiastically to tackle the problems that a Se 2 
project of this nature presents. The project is now bee fee 7 SMe 
ing accomplished under the code name of Project Van- A technician makes last minute adjustments. 
guard, a joint Army—Navy-Air Force program under 
Navy management. The mission of Project Vanguard This has never been done before. The density of the 
is to place satellites, possibly ten in all, in orbits around upper atmosphere will be measured by optically de- 
the earth, to determine the orbits, and to obtain useful termining the drag on the satellites at their resulting 
scientific information from these satellites. altitudes. 

Before discussing the prospective plans and limita- The chemical and ionic composition of the upper at- 
tions of the satellite program, it is necessary to under- mosphere will be determined by spectrographic and 
stand just what scientific information these earth cir- mass spectrometric means. 
cling vehicles are expected to obtain, since the whole Radiation studies will be conducted with emphasis 
design is centered around the instrumentation required on ultraviolet radiation, X-rays, and cosmic rays. The 
for observing and relaying this information from the recording of solar spectra will be of utmost importance 
satellite to the earth. In general, the possible uses of at these high altitudes since the ultraviolet and X-ray the satellites as a platform for scientific research are regions of the spectrum are barely visible on the sur- 
limited only by imagination, but certain basic experi- face of the earth due to their absorption in some of the 
ments will be required of the first satellites. lower ion layers in the atmosphere. Special attention 

Pressure, temperature, and density readings of the will be given to the solar spectrum behavior during 
upper atmosphere will be some of the primary measure- solar flares. 
ments. Since the satellite is expected to stay in its Tiny meteorites, specks of dust only a few thou- 
orbit for a reasonable length of time, these readings sandths of an inch in diameter, are constantly bom- 
can be taken at intervals over this extended period. barding the earth’s atmosphere. These particles are 

called micrometeorites and are believed to contribute 

to some degree to the ionization of the ionosphere. A 
: satellite will be able to read their first impact and count 

% = them by means of scintillation counters. 
= _ Measurements will also be conducted via the satel- 

i oe lites to determine the effect of the current flow in the 
ae” a & ionosphere on the earth’s magnetic field. 

_— ao | Finally, the satellites will be used to study the sur- 
* . /. . face of the earth for mapping and for weather pre- 

‘ _ ™ diction. 
_ : i : These studies, which can be made by tracking from 
_ "of 4 mon the ground by radio and optical means, apply to all 

fo _ , | a» satellites. However each satellite will probably have a 
; gy , i “personality” all its own. So many research projects 

ys ol oe, have been suggested that no one satellite could pos- 
A it af _sibly carry the necessary instruments for all of them. 

aos aN ‘ : Measurement of many of these characteristics has 
: ics oy é already been achieved by the use of rockets, but they 

Photos courtesy Popular Science and Martin have only been spot checks since the rockets remain 
Typical orbits for the satellites, in one particular region for only a few minutes, and 
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their total time of flight is very short. The long term — signed. A brief explanation of how this weight figure 

flight of the satellites, therefore, will be of much greater _ was determined will be given later. 

scientific value. It is felt that a successful experiment Each satellite must carry instruments in order to per- 

in solar ultraviolet radiation alone would be adequate poi the experiments required of it, The nature of the 

reward for all the heartaches and efforts necessary to experiments to be performed by the first “bird” and the 

put the satellite in flight. equipment needed is still being determined. It is ap- 

What sort of object will the first satellite be like? It parent, however, that no means will be available to re- 

need not be very large to be useful. The size will de- cover the first satellite and its equipment before it is 

pend to a great extent on the nose diameter of the destroyed in its descent into the dense, lower atmo- 

rocket which will carry it to its orbit. A sphere twenty — sphere. A transmitter is therefore necessary to radio 

inches in diameter appears likely. This is large enough the information to the ground stations. Such  trans- 

to carry a reasonable amount of instruments, and it — mitters, as well as the electronic research equipment, 

would be visible for optical observation even at three — will require a power supply. Mercury batteries have 

hundred miles above the earth, been suggested because they give best energy for 

The spherical shape mentioned above is scientifically weight. 

desirable. It always presents the same shape surface in Let us consider the problems and limitations encoun- 

the direction of forward movement, no matter how it — tered in planning and designing the first artificial satel- 

may spin or turn—an important factor to scientist who _ lite and its launching equipment. 

will be measuring the air drag on the satellite to obtain The first problem is to determine the altitude, ve- 

accurate data about the density of the air at high alti- locity, direction, and weight of the sphere in order that 

tudes: this project will produce a satellite instead of a me- 

The material of the outer shell may be aluminum, _ teorite. 

thin stainless steel, or plastic coated with a reflecting Eleanor Pressly of the National Research Foundation 

material. The final choice has yet to be made, but the — has calculated that a satellite weighing two pounds per 

surface will be of Be highly Teflecting nature so that square foot of cross section would not girdle the earth 

under proper conditions, it will be optically observable. even once if it started out with the circular velocity 

The weight of the “bird”, a nickname given to the at an altitude of one hundred miles. This short lifetime 

satellite, is the most critical of the physical character- is due to the intense drag produced by the dense air 

istics. A maximum value of thirty pounds has been as- at this altitude. 

At two hundred miles, it would fly about the earth 

. cars ee for about fifteen days before falling to the earth; at 

— three hundred miles the atmosphere is so thin that the 

poate — satellite would stay aloft for almost a year. This means 

, oS that a thirty pound satellite must be shot two hundred 

AM SS miles or higher if it is to be of any value. A nominal 

Mfae 4 4 Sic circle of three hundred miles has been chosen as the 

4 ox : | ae oy oF intended orbit. 

es ei a i In order to achieve this circular orbit and to remain 

Loe eee a there, the “bird” must have sufflcient velocity so that 

wees + = i oF its kinetic energy will balance the earth’s gravitational 
—es he ae eae iS a pull. At a velocity of seven miles per second the object 

+ |\ aaa Sees eee would escape from the earth’s gravitational pull and fly 
; ¥ % neat “SPS, yo off into space. On the other hand, a velocity of, say, 

\\ ae | LS Oe, four miles per second would allow it to fall closer to 

\ ees - the earth on the opposite side from the launching 

a — ... point, giving it an elliptical orbit which it could not 

j i The speed required to keep it in a circular path 

fs a ss around the earth is estimated to be about five miles per 

: a oe a second or over 25,000 feet per second. 

: a cL i. / Two important directions must also be imparted to 

- 2 Le a the “bird” once it has reached its ultimate altitude. 

i. oo i a a First, it must be propelled in a precisely horizontal di- 

i i si — : — rection, or it will again follow an elliptical instead of 

————— - a circular orbit. Secondly, it must be launched in a pre- 

a “J cisely calculated and controlled direction with respect 

The finished model. to the equator or the poles, so that we may know its 
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path around the globe and place observing stations ac- in pointing is magnified by the high velocity component 

cordingly. contributed by the last two unguided stages. 

Although the weight of the satellite is an important In the second system the first two stages are guided; 

factor in determining the altitude and velocity needed the third stage is unguided and fires at second-stage 

to keep the “bird” in a circular orbit, the importance zenith. 

of its weight becomes more apparent in rocket calcula- The third system contemplates guidance in all three 

tions. It has been proven that, with the best current SAGES in A éradual powered asSent fo thé orbit’ The 

design techniques, it will take one thousand pounds difficulty here is that guidance components must be 
of power plant, structure, and guidance to place each carried in the third stage where the weight penalties 
pound of satellite in an orbit. A balance between eco- ave-teat Hines ag greatias in the second stage 
nomics, available techniques, and equipment needed _ _— . . : ‘ 

in the satellite has established the weight to be thirty Two-stage combinations are derived readily from the 
pounds. three-stage systems described previously. Two categor- 

a 4 . ‘ ; ies are considered. In the first, the first stage is guided 
The second main problem is to design and build a and provides all of the potential energy. As it orien- 

rocket which will impart these conditions to the satel: tates itself in the orbital zenith, the second stage is fired, 
lite, and to choose the proper and best method of making up the deficit in orbital velocity. This system 

launching. is fairly simple, but it has not been developed well 

The primary considerations for determining the type enough yet. 

of rocket for Project Vanguard are the number of The second system is now obvious—both stages 

SHIEES to be used and the choice of vehicle com- guided. This would require both stages to be larger, 

bination. but it would make less demands upon guidance pre- 

The first and basic choice is the number of stages. cision. 
A. theoretical analysis of staging shows that, for the After careful thought and consideration, Project Van- 

SHINE Bross weight and payload (weight of satellite), guard has selected a three-stage rocket with the first 

CWO: Stages BIVES @ thirty-three per cent velocity gain two stages guided and the third stage unguided as their 

over one, the gain for three stages is forty-five per cent, launching system. It is believed that this system repre- 
and is only seventy per cent for an infinite number of sents the smallest vehicle combination consistent with 
stages. When the added complexity of multistaging is the present state of rocket development 
considered, it would appear that any more than three a : / ‘ 
or four stages is difficult to justify. The Vanguard rocket has already been designed and 

Aone stmecrodiowther couli-Ay aii of He wy nto is under construction. The composite vehicle is cylin- 

2 ee a ce drical and without fins. It is seventy-two fect long with 

the orbit would be the simplest configuration, Such a a forty-five inch first stage diameter and a thirty-two 
rocket is not realizable with propulsion that can be ob- inch second-stage diameter. The gross weight veadyitak 
tained now or in the near future through chemical com- launching is approximately 22,000 pounds. , 
bustion. Therefore, only two- and three-stage combina- : a 
tions, with the reservation that a four-stage would be The first stage is a liquid-propellant rocket similar 

admissable, have been considered. to the Viking, but with substantial improvements. The 

_ Ls . . oo major components of the first stage are two propellant 
he second decision, choice of vehicle combination, tanks and a single power plant and accessory section 

refers to the number of stages needed to be guided. The tank walls are the extemal Sdn of the first stage. 
This decision can and does influence the character of Ty, power plant can be tilted, as in the Viking, to con- 

cach stage, its size and complexity and whether it trol the vehicle’s orientation and flight path. Guidance 
should employ liquid or solid propellants. information is obtained from an inertial reference sys- 

The three-stage combination falls into three cate- tem carried in the second stage, and the major propel- 
gories, depending upon the method of guidance, which lants are liquid oxygen and gasoline. 
also has profound influence regarding the ascent tra- The second stage is a liquid-propellant rocket that 

jectory. attaches to the forward end of the first stage. The pro- 
In the first system, only the first stage is guided and pellants, nitric acid, and unsymmetrical _dimethyl- 

it provides all of the potential energy to the system. It hydrozine are fed directly to the motor from high pres- 
will reach its coasting zenith at the orbital altitude, and sure tanks also intregral with the airframe’s skin. The 
it will furnish only a small part of the circular velocity. guidance system for the entire vehicle will be in the 
The remaining two stages are unguided and will fire in _ forward section of this stage. 
sequence providing the major share of the orbital ve- The second stage also contains the turntable on 

locity. which the third stage is mounted and which allows the 
This type of trajectory is inefficient and the first stage _ third stage to be spun into stabilization before ejection. 

would tend to be too large. Furthermore, this system Mechanisms and fittings for ejection are also in the 
requires high precision in the first stage since any error forward section of the second stage. 
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% the earth’s surface), and the third stage will be given 

y | a spin for stabilization since it contains no guidance 

; UAB system. When the second-stage zenith is reached the 
y U4 i third stage will separate and fire. This third stage will 

: ir Wi yi contribute the final velocity necessary to maintain the 
{ ely ey arse] satellite in its orbit. At this point no further control of 

rs ee na the vehicle can be exercised. Separation of the satellite 
Vas ie Herd ni and the third stage will occur after third-stage burnout. 

ly mt ie ay pe i Although every possible method is being considered 

Al oN Moe al a to place the satellite in a circular orbit, it is not likely 
ee Wilh 2 ‘al ea that this will be accomplished in the first try owing to 

aq Hat i d ! H the accumulation of errors in the second-stage orienta- 
| le ih A we nl tion, in sensing the second-stage zenith, and in the 
Kae << HONS 4 7 r wey third-stage stability. Moreover, the vehicle is being de- 

: was mg oo. ie ~~, signed to have a final velocity in excess of that required 

as. ee, aie yt coe ee _ oe for a circular orbit—this excess represents an essential 
: za ie eS x =. —~—~smargin of error. An elliptical orbit will therefore 

: a I ass ORY eee §= result. 

eM Wee fai “fay It has been shown that an error of one degree in 
Sg Ne eC) a a ae elevation angle, with proper cutoff velocity, will in- 

eee tO oe crease the apogee (point on the elliptical orbit farthest 

Fea hg “— no a from the earth) and diminish the perigee point (point 

» (<a AY a oS . oe on the elliptical orbit closest to the earth) by about 

i N . “2. sixty-five miles. The effect of an error in cutoff velocity, 
j =: Ba _ for zero error in elevation angle, will increase the 

ae re GP @ apogee point or decrease the perigee point by sixty 

. . . . . nautical miles per one hundred feet per second of ve- 
A specially-built ramp is used to aid the technicians. 

The third stage is a solid-propellant rocket that is 4 ih Wo . 

unguided. Several propellant formulations are being Le \ - 

tested—the final choice has not yet been made. The sat- fy |} ee _ : 
cllite is attached to the front end of the third stage and He : nN Li _ ‘ ‘ 
may be separated when the orbital velocity has been Ny x \¥ oo oa 

obtained. It is apparent then that the third stage must |) |) ~ i . 

reach orbital velocity and, if separated from the pay- |] |] | ESN S oo 

load, will itself become a satellite. | a | a a : 

The ascent trajectory for the three-stage Project Van- . a st : i: 

guard vehicle will be as follows: The rocket will take baa _ oo / 
off vertically under first-stage power. It will ascend in a) Te _ / 
a smooth curve tilting gradually from the vertical in | YY _ _— 

the direction of the intended orbit. At about thirty-six ay i _  . 

miles above the earth, the first-stage burnout will oc- oF % A (| oo oe 

cur. The rocket at this time will be traveling at an oe \ id a | 2 _ 

angle of forty-five degrees to the vertical. The first INS. ~ | - 
stage will separate; the second stage will immediately eT Q | _ | 

ignite and proceed under power to about 140 miles. — : ae | . ltrs 

At burnout it should have sufficient velocity for m/f ~ eG . . a. 

ascent to three hundred miles altitude and a horizontal al) fe ~~ oo — 
velocity that is about half of the required orbital ve- Bij bi a a _ a _ 

locity. No separation will occur at the second-stage aa és — Shite : Se 
burnout; the second-third-stage combination will coast — ee — Ve - 

forward a distance of about seven hundred miles in —— ee 
ascending to the three hundred mile mark. ee ee 

During the coasting period the vehicle will be ee rl a 

brought to the correct orientation (roughly parallel to The ramp is moved away on its track. 
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locity error in excess of or less than the required cir- _ a 4 
cular velocity. - fb, 4 

If the resulting satellite orbit lies within a perigee of \ Ay 2 
two hundred miles and an apogee of 1,400 miles, then eS : ¢ ae 
the launching vehicle will have accomplished its mis- A ey 

sion. ag ; a i ‘ 

The success of the artificial earth satellites as scien- : bs AN ‘7 hom 
tific vehicles will depend largely on the ease and ac- iy M4} eu 
curacy with which they may be tracked. At the present og VS =) Es 

time there are only two methods of tracking: optical : (ae ae ‘| 
observations and telemetering. Since the life of the bat- * ‘ eh & 
teries used to power the transmitter in the process of wea —l Ae 
telemetering is shorter than the expected life of the Ny : Vi! Nae oo 

satellite and since the success of telemetering requires Ja gt \ ee 
that we be able to predict its orbit at any particular a: | Ce oo. 
instant, optical observations will be extremely im- [4 Ke .« NS tay ee 
portant. ' J “aN am ae “Se 

. . Ze AN | Na < 
Optical tracking will not be easy. The orbit of cs 4 SS ie gi ww ONE) J 

the “bird” will be at an angle to the Equator. Its | iA Loe \ ~ ~ aN \ a Pan i 

path will wind in kind of a sine curve back and forth {i i \ A A | NA) Ke PS. “TO Bi 

across the equator, and the crossing points will change [age Jet. NY) ING ee 

from one trip to the next because of the earth’s ro- 1 Mas ss pte | iY (aes _— 
tation. a Uy, ; a ea 

The satellite’s flight will also be influenced by the & ‘\) fa ig - A r Ne 
equatorial bulge (the radius of the globe being thir- oe MG : _ op b ye! « 
teen miles longer at the equator than at the poles), ays a J cat \ . 
for the excess mass will speed it up and shift its path The fueling is done last. 

= slightly as the object comes closer to the equator. As 

: a result, this man-made moon will come up and go 
: * ~~ down at different points on the horizon every cross- 

n : ing, and there will be fifteen separate crossings per 

ia day. 
/ i It is estimated that the satellite will swing only as 

: af _ far north as the thirty-fifth or possibly the fortieth 
; . Ve ON Parallel, which runs westward through Philadelphia to 

4 on a point north of San Francisco. The best observing 
a - | He a conditions in terms of sky transparency will be gen- 

i : — } .L Bo erally at latitudes approximately plus or minus thirty 
 . — i Hk ~~ : degrees. Hence it will be desirable to place chains of 

. . . Ae ie 2 Se observing stations around the earth at these two 
pe ati 28 
| il To aude — 
-  hlllU But even the inhabitants of these zones of visibility 

7 2 : 8 s) cannot expect to see the new heavenly body as regu- 

se to ne larly as they see our natural moon, for it can be seen 
“4. & t Ce = Lo j A ph only when it passes overhead at twilight, morning or 
7 ee 2) - Re | py evening. The average station will probably have an 

-— — | > a les a > o 22 opportunity to observe the satellite during a morning 
Aq ay _ . oH | 4 | or evening twilight period approximately once a week. 

— = Gal Wie | i i és | The satellite surface, as mentioned previously, will 
at - ‘ Po nt ils cae = be shiny, and hence will shine with light reflected from 

> . | ee eae the sun. At best, however, the light will not be bright 
ee “qe ou Se =—merely equivalent to that of a sixth-magnitude star; 

a 4 a a ots. » the dimmest star visible to the unaided eye. Further- 

A last-minute check is made. (Continued on page 84) 
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, Jet propulsion was the apparent solution to the shorter 
. a air travel time problem but turned out to be uneconomi- 
e cal. The newest solution is the turboprop engine which 

combines the best features of the reciprocating propel- 
ler engine and the turbojet engine. 

by Fred Wensing m’58 

In this vast world, with nations and cities separated dustry is making to establish itself as the best mode 
by vast stretches of land, mountains, and water, the — of traveling by air, 

necd for fast economical travel is apparent. At present, The following steps will be covered in order to show 
the fastest way to travel is by air in modern propeller the effort being made by the aircraft people to develop 
driven airplanes. Due to the period or age we live in, the turboprop engine as a power plant for present day 
people are always seeking methods and machines by — air travel: 

which travel time can be decreased. Ll. A general description of the turboprop engine. 

With the development of jet propulsion, a solution 2. Development of the turboprop engine. 

appeared to be found, but it was then discovered that 3. Comparison with other types of engines. 

jet propelled aircraft were not the best economical so- 4, A general historical picture of this engine. 
lution, Similar to the jet engine, due to the power plant, The turboprop engine is essentially a gas turbine 
is the turboprop engine. This type of power plant seems which rotates a shaft upon which a propeller is at- 
to fulfill the requirements necessary to power our mod- tached, There are three basic power plants, the single 
ern transport planes. : shaft turboprop, the free turbine turboprop, and _ the 

At the present time, the people backing the turbo- dual rotor turboprop. 
prop engine are fighting for its existence in this appar- Each turboprop engine has five main components: 
ent jet age. This article will try to explain the turbo- speed reduction mechanism, compressor, combustion 
prop engine and describe the fight this potential in- chambers, turbine, and propeller. 

2s 
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GEAR COMBUSTOR NOZZLE UR CONE ONTOR TERNAL SHAFT 
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. COMPRESSOR POWER 
COMPRESSOR TURBINE COMPRESEOR TURBINE TURBINE 

Fig. 1.—Single shaft turboprop. Fig. 2.—Free turbine turboprop. 

The power section shaft speed of 13,820 rpm is re- TI f the turl i, ‘lit 1 . WEE s tarbeeres Sass air DIANE 
duced to the rated prop shaft speed of 1,106 rpm by a ne Use “OL the turboprop engine in: military p anes 

9 . a = . Fi at the present time has not been very extensive, This 
12.5 to 1 reduction. Speed stepdown occurs in two ~ . . . 

. . mary of 3.19) — . . is due to the fact that the Defense Department is more 
stages: a primary of 3.125 to 1 by spur gear and a sec- . . - 

‘ . concerned with speed than with economy. One factor 
ondary of 4.0 to 1 by planetary gearing. The reduction . . ae ‘ 

eee oa 5 which has led the Services to become interested in the 
gear housing is cast magnesium and has a total weight ae : . 

: turboprop engine is the fact that jet propelled planes 
of about 450 Ibs. : : ; : . 

. require large airfields for take-off and landing pur- 

More than 30 Ibs. of air per second is handled by the poses, These airfields have to be extremely large when 
14 stage axial flow compressor at a compression ratio sed by large jet transport planes. 

exceeding 9 to 1 at rated power and standard sea level . . . 
5 When a plane takes off, it requires a given amount 

conditions. Compressor wheel, blades, and stators are - nas . 
of thrust, which is less than the thrust available at the 

made of steel. > ig ' 
plane’s cruising speed. The difference between the 

The combustor has six stainless steel liners in a one- available thrust and the required thrust is the thrust 
piece outer shell. There are two igniters in diamet- useable for climb or acceleration. 

rically opposed liners. es 
Y OPP Because of the propeller characteristics, the turbo- 

The turbine is a four-stage unit. The first three prop engine will have two to three times the thrust of 
stages of the four stainless steel wheels carry cast the turbojet available for take-off, where both have the 
GMR-235 blades. The last stage has 8-816 blades. The same air handling capacity through the engine. This 
stator blades also are cast GMR-235. extra available thrust enables turboprop planes to take 

A three blade propeller is used on this engine. The off and land at airports inaccessible to turbojet planes. 
propeller has a diameter of 13.5 feet. The propeller This factor is very important to the military services 

regulator is mounted on the rear of hub, rotates with because of the volume of necessary manpower, equip- 
it and incorporates a self-contained hydraulic system ment, and supplies that are shipped by planes to places 
with integral governing. The propeller spinner incor- that have small airfields. 

porates de-icing and antiicing by means of rubber Due to the tremendous effort that has been made in 
boots on the spinner shell. A : ‘ ; 

developing the components of a turbojet engine, it has 
The engine has a total weight of 1,610 pounds. The been found that much of this work can benefit the 

length is 145 in. and has a 27 in. width. The frontal turboprop engine. Thus by jet propulsion research and 
area of the engine is 6 square feet. development, if better turbine blade cooling can be 

It is necessary now to learn how power is obtained 
from a turboprop engine for propelling an_ aircraft. 

First, air is drawn in the front of the engine and passed REDUCTION HIGH PRESSURE HIGH PRESSURE 

to the compressor. Then it is compressed and delivered CER COMPRESSOR TURE LNE: NOU2Ue 

to the combustion section of the gas turbine. Here fuel XN 

is added and the mixture of fuel and compressed air [| | 
is burned. 

_ . . ( EXHAUST 
Energy released by the expanding gases is absorbed 

by the turbine which in turn converts the energy to || | ' 

shaft horsepower and drives the propeller (through the I 
reduction gear-box, the compressor, and the engine ac- 

cessories. bout 10% of the turboprop engine’s pro- LOW PRESSURE LOW PRESSURE 
: ) About: bi cof ‘the: prop eng E COMPRESSOR COMBUSTOR TURBINE 

pulsive force is jet-thrust, but the remainder comes 
from the propeller. Fig. 3.—Dual rotor turboprop. 
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Planes which are now using turboprop engines. 

had and better compressor and turbine efficiencies ob- the compounded reciprocating engine and the turbojet 

tained, and also by decreasing the weight of the turbo- _ engine. These comparisons are based on comparable 

prop, even greater advantages can be obtained from — engines. 

the turboprop engine. At present, the compounded reciprocating engine is 

When the jet transports were developed for the used on most standard transport planes. When used 

military services, it was figured that the same type of — on such planes, its top speed is approximately 360 miles 

plane could be used by the airline companies. Most per hour; with the same plane equipped with turbo- 

airline flights are of the short variety (500 miles and prop engines, top speed would be about 460 miles per 

under), and with jet transports it is necessary to fly hour. This will give approximately 100 miles per hour 

at high altitudes in order to obtain the best economy. increase in air speed. This figure can be increased as 

Thus for short flights the jet transports would not be _ better propellers are developed. 

fiving long enough at high altitudes to justify their Although the turboprop engine has a slightly higher 

use, Therefore, the plane did not work out, and the fuel consumption rate, the range of the turboprop trans- 

airlines still were looking for a new plane that was _ port will be greater due to the increase in load capacity 

faster, more flexible, and more economical than the _ that it will be able to carry. 

transports presently used. This need was the opening With the development of the turboprop engine, the 

that the people who were backing the turboprop en- fuel consumption rate has been steadily decreasing. In 

gine were looking for. the near future, it is conceivable that the fuel rate will 

At present, most of the large companies in the air- be better than it is possible to obtain with the standard 

craft industry are developing turboprop engines and compounded reciprocating engine. Along with the fuel 

designing planes on which these engines can be placed. consumption, it is necessary to consider the cost of the 

One company has also designed and built conversion fuel. In the turboprop engine, it is possible to use 

kits in order that two of its present models can have cheaper fuel, which will cut down the cost of fuel com- 

their present piston engine replaced with turboprop _ pared to that for the compounded reciprocating engine. 

engines. In the compounded reciprocating engine the power 

This conversion kit is estimated to cost approximately output is limited to about 4,000 shaft horsepower. With 

$300,000. This may seem like a large cost, but it would _ the turboprop engine, it is estimated that it will be pos- 

provide an airline with a turboprop plane for about — sible to increase the power per engine to about 15,000 

half the cost of a new fully equipped plane. shaft horsepower. With this increase in power per en- 
The building of turboprop airplanes for private use gine, it will enable the building of faster and larger 

is still in the future. Turboprop planes for the indi- airplanes without increasing the number of nacelles be- 

vidual owner will be possible when the development yond the optimum. 

of turboprop engines has advanced much further. This This increase in power per engine also gives the 

advancement in development should proceed very rap- planes more power for quicker and shorter takeoffs and 
idly with both the military services and airlines show- landings. By increasing the size of the aircraft, more 
ing great interest in turboprop planes, and with the passengers and cargo can be carried at reduced cost. 
growing competition in the aircraft industry to fill Comparing the weight of the two engines, it is found 
these demands. that the turboprop engines are more attractive because 

In order to make this comparison, two types of en- they provide high power in relatively small and light 
gines will be compared with the turboprop engine: weight packages. For example, turboprop engines now 
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Planes which are now using turboprop engines. 

flying produce well over two shaft horsepower for each _ gine, the velocity of the gases as they leave the jet noz- 
pound of engine weight, whereas the best reciprocating _zle is much lower than that of the turbojet; therefore, 
engines deliver slightly better than one shaft horse- the turbojet is considerably more noisy. Because of this 
power per pound of engine weight. noise, the jet transports have been barred from land- 

In the turboprop engine, it is possible to ues some of _ ing at airports around New York City. 
the compressed air from the compressor for cabin pres- Because of the propeller, propeller shaft, and speed 
surization and aircraft de-icing and as a power source reduction mechanism, the turboprop engine is con- 
for driving auxiliary equipment. With the standard siderably heavier than the turbojet engine. It is also 
type engine, additional electrical motors are necessary more complicated and more awkward to install in an 
to perform these tasks. aircraft. 

The turboprop engine also has a reduced noise and It can be observed by the comparisons made with 
vibration level which results in greater comfort to the the two types of engines that the turboprop-powered 
passengers and crew and less maintenance. transport has great possibilities, especially when one 

Further comparing the turboprop and turbojet en- considers that most of the development of the turbo- 
gines, it is already known that at present the turbojet prop engine has taken place in the last few years. At 
has greater possibilities as far as speed is concerned, present, it is only possible to guess at the real poten- 
present day turbojets having speeds in excess of the _ tial of the turboprop engine. 
speed of sound. Although the turbojet is faster, it also When gas turbines were first developed for the pro- 
has a greater fuel consumption rate. The low fuel rate pulsion of aircraft, the turboprop engine was placed on 
of the turboprop engine is obtained at lower altitudes, the shelf in favor of the pure jet engine. This was dur- 
which reduces the development problems involved in ing World War II and the preceding conflicts, which 
flying transport planes at 40,000 feet and above. Be- demanded planes that could fly at very high specds. 
cause of its lower fuel consumption, also, the range of Therefore, the pure jet engine was developed as fast 
the turboprop-powered transport of a specified gross as possible. 
weight will be nearly twice that of the turbojet- The turboprop engine has now been removed from 
powered transport of similar weight. the shelf and the aircraft industry has been pushing its 

As previously mentioned, the turboprop engine has development. This has come about by the failure of 
more thrust available for takeoffs than the turbojet the jet transport to fill all the requirements specified by 
engine. This ‘higher propulsion efficiency during take- the military services and airlines. It has been found 
offs and the use of the propellers for braking during that turboprop transports will provide the qualities 

landings permit safe operation of the turboprop off that are required, such as increased speeds, better 
shorter length runways. Under present conditions, the economy, greater flexibility, less noise (than jet), less 

turbojet transport is limited to certain airfields because vibration (than reciprocating engine), and improved 
of the space needed for takeoffs and landings. landing and takeoff qualities. 

Another feature of the turboprop is the reversability In the future, the turboprop engine may become an 
of the propellers which makes possible aborted takeoffs even more important power plant than at present. By 
and landings in icy runways. improving turbine and compressor efficiencies, reduc- 

Another comparison between the turboprop and the ing the weight of the engine, and developing better 

turbojet engines is the amount of noise caused by the _ blades, the advantages of the turboprop engine should 
gases as they leave the jet nozzle. In the turboprop en- continue to grow. THE END 
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SCIENCE HIGH- 
Edited by Ted Witzel ¢57 

POST-FREE SPACE up to 15,000 persons for other construction, according to the ar- 

A spectacular timber dome just sports. chitects, Fred Willson and Oswald 

completed at Bozeman, Mont., is The dome structure is a dra- Berg, Jr, of Bozeman, since the 

the latest recordbreaker among matic webbing of glued laminated nearest bid in another material was 

wood structures being — built arches and purlins soaring to 90 nine per cent higher. 

throughout the country to provide feet at the center. It rests on col- “Other factors in favor of wood 

large areas of post-free space for umns standing outside the perime- were its beauty in its final form 

spectator sports. ter wall of the area. Lumber re- and color, low maintenance, fire re- 

With a 300-foot diameter, the quired for the dome system, which sistance of heavy timber construc- 

main arena of Montana State Col- was fabricated and erected by Tim- _ tion, permanency and ease of erec- 

lege’s new physical education cen- ber Structures, Inc., amounted to tion,” they reported. “Still other 

ter passes all records for long span 150,000 board feet, or enough to points we had to consider were hu- 

in buildings of glued laminated build 15 average size homes. The — midity effects on the structure, di- 

timber construction, according to giant arches were manufactured in mensional stability and changing 

the National Lumber Manufactur- segments 51 feet long and shipped temperatures, elimination of paint- 
ers Association. by rail. ing maintenance by _prestaining, 

Large enough for football and Economy was a major factor in time factors in erection and availa- 
baseball practice, the building seats selecting glued laminated wood bility of material.” 

Construction of the arena met a 

=~ j — o : _— . fast-paced nine-month schedule so 

eee 77 GE 108 fe 8 he ore 
; Se —_ nema et > Erection of the dome itself took 

Cs aS at . ae cmmitel some els 4 a . only ten weeks. The arches were 

~ KC a A a or! mee (6 ya at assembled on the ground in pairs 

<e ra st ee SS EG fA Pag ae with purlins, sub-purlins and cross 

See eo Ly Ie a . a bracing in place. The pie-cut 
bre es <T lt. i} PE Ge’ oer shaped sections were then hoisted 

a= = < Be ; to position by two 100-foot boom 

‘| (Vea eSa ae oh PIP In addition to practical values, 

NEEL Roo the timber dome system produced 

SSIS POR a structure of classic lines and es- 

co <2 COS CITE IO < thetic appeal on both exterior and 
COS PLO Sr - interior, This is acknowledged as 

ey SO one of the most difficult problems 

So ee SOS confronting architects in designing 

oS <> fieldhouses for the nation’s schools 

COS CT and colleges. Glued laminated con- 

ne = --~ struction is currently being used 
— Lo es - for many types of large buildings, 

5 a SES ee including sports arenas, schools, 
= Doe tS spn Le — churches, hangars, warehouses and 

Meare ‘eieaee —— ——— i Ee supermarkets. 

‘ as as veer — - L ipods = 

ee eee , Working with. sible iron 

a ae Lo Pe TLIC es “dust,” General Electric researchers 

Timbers of glued laminated Douglas fir presented a dramatic pattern of structure have created a revolutionary and 
and shadow as Timber Structures, Inc., roofed this building in time for the 1957 potentially super-strong magnet. 
basketball season, It’s the main arena of ‘Montana State College’s new physical edu- Dr. T. O. Paine, of the com- 
cation center at Bozeman, Mont. World’s widest span timber structure, the arena 2 
is 300 feet in diameter. Giant wood arches rise to 90 feet at center. pany’s Instrument Department told 
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LIGHTS i 
aw 
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Fe ovett by : | ge! 5 / 
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- et : 
ae : & o v tutes of Health, Bethesda, Mary- 

; : ss cog land. 

oven s ; % The RCA ultraviolet TV system 

: = ~ ale s : kt is being used with a high-power 

= ~ ee aes microscope and an electronic oscil- 
Magnetic Log Jam—Iron “dust,” used by General Electric in loscope to obtain direct observa- 

making of new magnet, is shown under powerful electron micro- ‘ z 
scope, magnified 100,000 times. This new material derives poten- tions and oscillographic MGASUTES 
tial super-strength from researchers’ ability to “break up” the ments of the metabolism of living 
oO Glee Game ae up the minuscule particles (right) cells, according to Dr. George Z. 

‘ . , Williams, Chief vf the NIH Clin- 
ical P: > Depnartme 

the American Association for the soldered, and molded __ precisely ical Pathology De partment, . 
Advancement of Science that the into any desired shape. The successful application of ul- 
unique properties of this magnet Ordinary iron is used in the form traviolet television to medical smi- 
are achieved by precisely control- of sub-microscopic elongated par- eroscapy: and oscillographic spec 
ling the size and shape of individ- ticles to make the new magnet. troscopy, Dr. Williams said, BIves 

ual iron particles so small that there This Jeads to another far-reaching Promise a al epeed wand atts 
are more than a billion billion in a enefit, the saving of strategic met- 1" the analysis of cells and tissue. 
pound. als like nickel and cobalt—heavily The system introduces ‘numerous 

Dr. Paine said that, theoreti- used in making most magnets. advances in cell research: 
cally, the ultra-fine particle iron Elimination of cobalt makes pos- 1. For the first time, it enables 
magnet can be made ten times sible the application of magnets in researchers to observe and_ take 
stronger than the best available nuclear reactors, where magnets motion pictures, simultaneously, of 

magnets. Already experimental containing cobalt cannot be used — chemical activity within living 
magnets have been made equal to because of high induced radioac- cells. 

the strongest commercial magnets, tivity. 2. It makes possible microscopic 
he added. study and analysis of hundreds of 

The new magnet will result SPECIAL ULTRAVIOLET CLOSED- living cells in only a fraction of the 

in electric instruments that are CIRCUIT TV SYSTEM PROVIDES time formerly required. 

smaller, lighter, more accurate and IMMEDIATE COMPARATIVE 3. It makes possible direct ob- 
more rugged, making possible sig- DATA ON LIVE NORMAL servation and rapid, accurate meas- 
nificant advances in instrumenta- AND CANCER CELLS urement and identification of cer- 
tion. It will help us make better A new application of closed- tain chemical changes within the 
photographic exposure meters, air- circuit television that provides im- cells. 

craft instruments and other prod- mediate comparative data of chem- “The ultraviolet _ television- 
ucts using permanent magnets. ical activity within live normal and microscope-oscillographic system 

This development opens whole cancer cells was reported recently. has proven of value in studies of 
new vistas to the design engineer The new technique, made pos- living cellular material and pos- 
because the iron particles can be sible by a developmental RCA sesses definite advantages over 
embedded in plastics, metal, rub- ultra-violet-sensitive TV camera other available techniques. The 
ber or glass. The magnets are tube, is undergoing experimental shortened exposure to the narrow 
easily machined, drilled, tapped, examination at the National Insti- bands of ultra-violet reduces cell 
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damage and avoids artificial ab- is that samples can be irradiated in ninety-two stainless steel tubes 

sorption changes. Direct observa- in air rather than under water, as arranged in a square pattern sur- 

tion facilitates rapid search of large is done with many gamma irradia- _ rounding the irradiation chamber. 

numbers of cells and other ma- tion devices now in operation. The entire unit is below ground, 

terial, and provides better selection Cobalt-60 decays with a half-life with a top shield composed of high 

of desirable specimens for oscillo- of 5.3 years. This new facility is de- density concrete and lead. Removal 

graphic and other studies.” signed to utilize the radiation en- of the heat generated by absorp- 

The overall ultraviolet equip- ergy from Cobalt-60 slugs await- tion of radiation in the tubes, 

ment chain, devised by Dr. Wil- ing shipment to customers. Un- shield, and samples being irradi 

liams, includes an ultraviolet light der normal storage procedure the _ated_ is accomplished by an air 

source, a high-power microscope, benefit of this radiation would stream flowing through the plenum 

the RCA broadcast TV camera otherwise be lost. The radiation around the tubes. It is estimated 

with ultraviolet camera tube, a field from 85,000 curies of Cobalt- _ that almost 5,000 watts, or enough 

monitor, an oscilloscope, and vari- 60 now stored in the unit has been to heat two rooms or an average 

ous motion picture cameras for measured at 1,100,000 roentgens house, will be generated by the ra- 

filming images on both the TV per hour. Since it is expected that diation heating at a loading of 

monitor and the oscilloscope. the amount of Cobalt-60 in storage 300,000 curies. 

will vary between 85,000 curies 
In operation, the ultraviolet light and 300,000 curies, the gamma field AIRBORNE COMPUTERS REDUCE 

source is focused on the specimen will be recalibrated as the loading Airborne computers, the devices 

under the microscope. The RCA changes. that from radar information pre- 
camera is mounted so that it Materials to be irradiated are dict target position and direct guns 

DEets: through the eye-piece of placed in a 10-1/2 in. by 10-1/2 in. accordingly, are on a weight and 
the microscope. Sensitive to ultra- hy 12 in, space at the bottom of a size reduction program. 
violet, it “sees” and transmits to 5-1/2 ft. long concrete shielding The Westinghouse Electronic 
the monitor an image of the cell plug. Access to the space is through = Tubeless Analog Computer (WE- 

and the action and reaction of a maximum clear opening of 8-1/2 TAC) is a typical example. A ma- 
its ultraviolet-absorbing chemicals, in. by 8-1/2 in. cross-section. Once jor element of this computer, the 

both those normal to the cell and samples have been inserted in the 

those induced artifically or by compartment at the base of this F heed 

disease. plug it is lowered into the unit and 
“In its present stage of experi- these samples are exposed to the e a 

mentation,” Dr. Williams said, “the intense radiation field. Samples re- — oa Hae 

ultraviolet television-microscope quiring special connections, as in a ‘Stic 2 ae 
system must be considered as a de- circulating loop system, cannot be as, 4 | 

velopmental technique, but one irradiated at the present time be- ni i LL tas 

which holds important implications cause of the design of the shield- 
for future medical research. It ing plug. However, two tubes are 

offers. significant possibilities also provided in the plug for leads to 4 
as an important diagnostic medium, instruments in the irradiation zone. New computer components. 
for rapid determination of the na- The Cobalt-60 slugs are stored 

ture of a diseased cell by direct instrument servo, consists of an 

ultraviolet. TV observation and ie ie amplifier, a servo motor, gear box, 

measurement of the rate, scope, PERE Ns le Wess eee and a bank of potentiometers. 

and shape of abnormal chemical aa od OT as Weight of the sero: amplifier 
changes.” (For P.A.M.H.) a ae cued L ay Ri. a was reduced from 33 to 4 ounces. 

tn ee Ie The new all-transistorized ampli- 

os Ale ap i ee, fier replaces five molded units us- UNUSUAL GAMMA IRRADIATION [ay ie De ubes. Tho transis 
FACILITY IN OPERATION — fis 7 he cr ing vacuum tubes. The transistors 

et eal 4 AL are silicon to operate through a 

A new gamma irradiation unit . Sa! eo os wider temperature range, and the 

has recently been placed in opera- = a ae amplifier also employs a feed-back 
tion by the Radioisotope Depart- eee a : loop to correct for any temperature 

ment of the Operations Division at pa — oe om deviations in transistor characteris- 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. a eg tics. Another advantage of the 

The new unit makes space avail- Se ms ae ‘ transistorized circuit is the low 
able in the sub-surface Cobalt-60 23> | “eee <a =. power consumption. This is es- 
storage installation for irradiation — ~ SS a Se pecially true during nulls, when 

of materials in an intense gamma This new gamma irradiation unit was the power consumption of the 
field. One feature of the new unit econ pase Tk apeetson. ab OBR transistorized amplifier is about a idge National Laboratory. ransistorized amplifier is abou! 
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one watt—the previous system re- individual atoms far enough apart, y a 
quired 40 watts. without breaking, to get a measure Ny — ea 

Size reduction was also aided by _ of the interatomic forces. This en- wee “a a 
fewer total components—39 for the _ ables us, for the first time, to check ee 4 : e iD 
original version to 24 for the tran- — modern theories of interatomic ii ey] i 
sistor servo. This includes such forces,” f yy : y ial 
items as resistors, capacitors, di- In Dr. Eisner’s whisker experi- 4 a 4 fi 4 
odes, and transformers. For ex- ments, only a small force—less than Ay = ¥ 1% 
ample, six tubes in the original ver- one hundredth of an ounce—is re- ' |) ee 
sion have been replaced by five quired to pull the average whisker Sev G 4 ad z rl: . = transistors. epanti This force, which must be ae 1 > Se). py 
SCIENTISTS USE ‘WHISKERS’ TO controlled and measured with un- Ge << SN r | \ 

usual accuracy, is obtained by a io Pig mf 
STUDY FORCES BETWEEN light-weight pendulum about 12 s P< ee Se i} 

ATOMS feet long. The whisker is “clamped” wee on ee a Fey One of modern science’s oddities hetween the bob of the pendulum > 4 le 
—highly pure and perfect metal and a special “take-up” screw. As Bogs oS. w ey 
crystals known as “whiskers’—are the screw is tightened, the whisker be Se . nmin 
enabling scientists to gain new in- pulls the pendulum from its ver- ‘Toolmakers and machinists “will use 
sight into the enormous forces tical position. Each millionth of an the new Bausch & Lomb Toolmaker’s 
which bind atoms together. ounce of pull displaces the handl- — Measuring vais a fast, peru 

In a paper delivered during the ing pendulum exactly the same all tee oF Rete ie i tools an 
seventh New York meeting of the — amount—about one ten-thousandth 
American Association for the Ad- of an inch. NEW MICROSCOPE FOR TOOLMAK- 
vancement of Science, Dr. R. The stretch of the tiny whisker ERS' AND! MACHINISTS 
L. Eisner, Westinghouse research js measured by reflecting a beam ANNOUNCED 
physicist, described a new tech- of light from flat optical mirrors at- A new microscope for use by 
nique for evaluating these forces tached to the clamps at each end machinists and toolmakers in the 
by measuring the tensile strength of the whisker, to form an “inter- inspection and measurement of 
of whiskers of iron and silicon. ference pattern.” As the whisker tools, drill jigs, templates and fin- 

Dr. Eisner’s technique is one of stretches, the mirrors move and ished parts has been announced by 
the most accurate methods known cause changes in the pattern simi- the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. 
for pulling apart the tiny crystals Jar to the changing “rainbow” col- Called a Toolmaker’s Measuring 
and measuring directly the applied ors seen in soap bubbles or thin Microscope, the new instrument 
stress and the amount of strain films of oil. These changes are elec- offers significant improvements 
they undergo. Precise, delicate tronically amplified and analyzed ver existing shop microscopes. Ac- 
equipment is required, Dr. Eisner to disclose the amount of stretch. cording to the manufacturer, it 
said, because the tiny strands of | The technique accurately measures Provides versatility, convenience, 
metal may be 40 millionths of an changes in whisker length down to sturdiness and accuracy previously 
inch or less in diameter—about one Jess than one millionth of an inch. unavailable in its price bracket. 
hundredth the thickness of a hu- “Our experiments reveal con- Major advance lies in a unique 
man hair. Use of the method, the siderable data about interatomic _ illuminating system. The illumina- 
Westinghouse scientist reported, forces,” Dr. Eisner said. “We have tion source is built-in and the beam 
has cast new light on the nature of found that, freed of the limitation of light is directed down through 
the interatomic forces which give imposed by impurities and imper- the microscope objective, giving 
all metals their ultimate strength. fections, these forces give iron a true vertical illumination. A col- 

“In whiskers, a metal exists in a strength of more than half a mil- lective mirror under the stage plate 
perfect condition,” Dr. Eisner said. Jion pounds per square inch. reflects the light back into the body 
“In contrast, any ordinary piece of - tube. As a result, both the surface 
metal contains countless millions _ eG _ and the contour of parts may be 
of structural imperfections. Under : Pmt ce a viewed simultaneously. 
stress, it is these imperfections - ae if r} : Standard magnification is 35X, 
which govern how and when the , but different objective and eye- 
metal will break. They mask any Tmt . piece combinations may be used 
attempt to measure the much ’ ‘ la to obtain other magnifications. A 
larger forces which hold the metal — i. = La =. 7/5X protractor eyepiece, and cen- 
atoms themselves together. 7 — _ en ters which can be aligned with the 

“By conducting tensile tests on _ | eyepiece cross-hair are available 
whiskers, where these imperfec- : an “for increasing the versatility of the 
tions do not exist, we can pull the Scientists use “whiskers”. instrument. THE END 
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i ar HOW WOULD YOU LIKE i 
2a TO WORK WITH IF al Of 
Ae $ GENERAL MOTORS IN THE ty rs 

> FIELD OF ELECTRONICS? a Ay 

SS ... WITH MEN WHO ARE > 2, 
. 2 * 
> ENGINEERING AND \ . 

AR MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY’S ; * f \ 

; HIGHEST POWERED oo 

GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS i 

AND OTHER ELECTRONIC # 
COMPONENTS AND f i _ 

5 ; PRODUCTS? 
; - _ 

1s f 

i . 

...men who have the ability to solve 
problems that stand in the way of { 

' progress . .. men who give a qualified 

college graduate a running start on : 

4 f success. They’re Delco Radio men— 

, and our most prized asset. You can ‘ 

work with them—become one of them. 
7 They have perfected the new high- 

: powered germanium transistors, the 
beginning of an expanded program of 

} j research, development, and produc- 
; tion at Delco Radio. This revolutionary 

transistor is already filling a vital need, 
3 and its potential use is incalculable! . 

To keep this program moving and to 
1 develop equally big, new ideas in the 

field of electronics, Delco Radio needs } 
3 men like yourself—graduates with de- 4 

grees (BS, MS and PhD) in electrical 
engineering, mechanical engineering, 
metallurgy, physical chemistry, phys- : 

4 ics, and production engineering. If you d 
7 are interested in permanent work in 

the field of semiconductor devices, 
i applications, production, and related 

\ engineering jobs, contact us today. 4 

1 4 You'll find Delco Radio’s policies re- 
| garding salaries, promotions, and bene- 
/ fits as advanced as the transistor itself. 

4 . 
: . 3 wi Address: Employment Supervisor—M | 
A 4 f aM a 4 

Frt—“—O™ONOC MOTORS — A 

Go“ 6 GENERAL MOTORS A 
KOKOMO, INDIANA 
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[ i by Pete DeWitt che’60 
4 SS 

1953, the company currently has sistant director of Armour Research 
nearly 900 employees studying for Foundation, said the decision will 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees, be made upon excellence of past 

ry plus another 20 studying for doc- scholastic record, participation in 
torates. extra-curricular activities, and the 

Cooperating in the new program, quality of the proposed study pro- 

called the Hughes Work-Study Pro- gram. 

aw gram for Undergraduate Engineers, Applications are available 

nie are Loyola University of Los An- through the office of the National 
geles, the University of Southern Electronics Conference, 84 E. Ran- 

DR. KNIGHT GETS AWARD California and the University of dolph St., Chicago 1, Ill. Applica- 

In the Glycerine Research California at Los Angeles. tions must be submitted before 

Awards Contest third award ($200 Applications are being accepted March 1. The offer is open to stu- 

and honor plaque) was won by Dr. only in writing and should be ad- dents at all colleges and universi- 

Stanley G. Knight, University of dressed to Hughes Aircraft Com- _ ties. 
Wisconsin professor of bacteriol- pany, Training Dept., Box 45426, 

ogy, for his research establishing Airport Station, Los Angeles, Calif. INSTITUTES 

glycerine triacetate (triacetin) as Information is also available at the AUTOMATIC CONTROL FOR 
a new fungicide (Glycerine Facts, — Training Department office at PROCESS INDUSTRIES 
December 15, 1956). In evaluation 2060 East Imperial Highway, El April 9-10 

studies of triacetin ointments and Segundo. The economic aspects of process 

lotions as fungistatic agents, 58 out vce a 
Et ‘ , ‘ control and process control analysis 

of 80 patients afflicted with super- NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CON- will provide a theme for this insti- 

ficial fungus and allied infections FERENCE FELLOWSHIP provice 2 | . . 
: 2 . tute. Specific control problems re- 

of the skin, nails and scalp were A $2,500 fellowship for gradu- lating to process industries will be 

cured, and most of the remaining ate study in electronics has been discussed along with possible solu- 
patients showed definite improve- established by the National Elec- tions, This institute will be of in- 

mem tronics Conference. terest to process engineers, manu- 
HUGHES ANNOUNCES WORK- The colleges and universities par- facturing engineers, plant engi- 

STUDY PLAN FOR UNDER- ticipating in the program are IlIli- neers, and electrical engineers. 
GRADS nois Institute of Technology, North- Fee: $20.00. Ralph D. Smith, 

Start of a work-study program — western University, and University Institute Coordinator. 
for engineering undergraduates, of Illinois as sponsors, and Michi- 
with full payment of college tui- gan State, Purdue, Michigan, Notre WORK MEASUREMENT 

tion and related expenses for stu- Dame, and Wisconsin as cooperat- April 11-12 
dents while they work part-time in _ ing institutions. Current information pertaining 

their chosen fields, was announced The sponsoring group also in- to the use of auto-measurement or 
today by Hughes Aircraft Com- cludes the American Institute of mechanizing of time study, appli- 
pany, Culver City, Calif. Electrical Engineers and Institute cation of incentives to short run 

Hughes, largest electronics man- of Radio Engineers, with the Radio- jobs, time study training tech- 

ufacturer in the West, produces Electronics-Television Manufactur- niques, statistics in work measure- 

electronic armament control sys- ers Association and Society of Mo- ment, new work simplification ap- 

tems used in U. S. and Canadian tion Picture and Television Engi- proaches, and machine interference 

all-weather jet interceptors, as well neers as participating members. determination will be discussed in 

as the Falcon guided missile and Winner of the award will be an- _ this institute. Industrial engineers 
commercial products. Under its nounced about April 1. Conference and time study personnel will find 

scholarship program, established in president Dr. C. E. Barthel Jr., as- (Continued on page 91) 
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PROJECT 7 2a 

i 
2 aa A 

BEGINNING ENGINEER’S DREAM 

Within months the first man-made earth satel- 

lite will be launched by Martin. 

This coming moment in history will mark the 

commencement of the greatest engineering project 

of all time—the conquest of space. 

Today there are many ground-floor opportuni- 

ties at Martin for new engineers in this newest and 

biggest of all scientific adventures... It’s a begin- 

ning engineer’s dream. 

If you are seeking a challenge and a career in a 

new and untried field, you would be wise to investi- 

gate Project X! 

Contact your Placement Director, the Martin 

Representative, or J. M. Hollyday, The Martin 

Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland. 

aie ae ee 

MVA ZA FEN 2 RG 
SB Ak TIMI OR H&S 
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QO ° Which one is 

. best for you: 

HERCULES \\ will help you decide 

4 

There are many directions to take in building leading producers of basic chemicals for indus- 

your future career in the chemical field. And try, offers you the opportunity to take time 

the truth of the matter is that many college before making this all-important decision. And 

graduates are not sure in which direction their Hercules will assist you in appraising your own 

future lies. natural aptitude before you make the final choice. 

Sales? Production? Research? Development? Hercules’ pace-setting growth and continuing 

Engineering?—They all require a special com- _ diversification provide many opportunities for 8 g y q Pp P Y OPP! 

bination of personality and talent to insure a careers in creative chemistry. You can learn 

rewarding career. Hercules, one of the nation’s — more about Hercules in your placement office. 

Personnel Department 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY i 

968 Market Street, Wilmington 99, Del. Sales Offices in Principal Cities. veh 12 R ( i ) VE 12 Sy 

SYNTHETIC RESINS, CELLULOSE PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL COTTON, TERPENE CHEMICALS, 
ROSIN AND ROSIN DERIVATIVES, CHLORINATED PRODUCTS, OXYCHEMICALS, 

ons7-t INDUSTRIAL EXPLOSIVES, AND OTHER CHEMICAL MATERIALS CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRY 
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More graduate engineers 

moving up in the GAS industry 

th tion’s sixth I ... the nation’s sixth largest 

The Gas industry—the sixth largest in the nation There are many opportunities for you in the Gas 

—has a total investment of over $15 billion. Last industry. The industry needs engineers, and does 

year the industry set a new all-time record in not overhire. You won’t be regimented. There’s 

number of customers, volume of gas sold, and always room for advancement. With utility com- 

dollar revenue. In fact, Gas contributed 25% of anies and with manufacturers of Gas equipment > 0 quip ’ 

the total energy needs of the nation as compared there’s a future for you as an engineer. Call your 

with 11.3% in 1940. The Gas industry is a major nearest Gas Utility. They’ll be glad to talk with 

force in the growth development and economic ou about your opportunity in the Gas industry. y y 
health of this country. American Gas Association. 

Joseru J. DrecusLteR Roserr K. Von Der Lone 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, 1948, Johns Hopkins University B.E, in Industrial Engineering, 1948, University of Southern California 

;  einwrr, i | 
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Joe Drechsler, after 8 years with Baltimore Gas and In just 6Y%2 years with Southern Counties Gas Company of 
Electric Company, is now Assistant Superintendent in a California, Robert K. Von Der Lohe has become Manager 

department with over 450 employees of Commercial and Industrial Sales 

After completing the company’s Student Engineering Training Pro- After two years with a construction engineering firm, Bob Von Der 
gram, Joe spent one year in the Gas and Steam Testing Laboratory. Lohe joined the gas company and began his steady climb to his cur- 
He was then promoted through various levels of engineering and rent position. Starting as an assistant technician in 1950, Bob has 
supervisory assignments, to his present job of Assistant Superin- moved up through the jobs of industrial sales engineer and staff 
tendent on April 1, 1956. This department has over 450 employees representative-industrial sales, to his present post as Manager, 
and is responsible for the installation and servicing of industrial, Commercial and Industrial Sales. Bob does more than “sell” in- 
commercial and domestic gas appliances on customers’ property, and dustries and commercial operations on the use of gas. He also super- 
the installation and servicing of gas and steam metering and pressure vises a staff which advises restaurant and hotel owners on ways to 

recording equipment. improve their gas operations and over-all productive efficiency. 
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: | 1, Do you wish to extend your experience 
: in electronics systems? 

2.Would you like to instruct others in 
advanced fire control systems and labora- 
tory techniques? 

: 3. Would you like to handle a responsible 
position representing a leading electronics 

H O AV AV WI organization? 

/ 4.Do you believe that you can accurately 
: relate your findings and studies in tech- 

_ nical language? 

: | 5. Are you interested in such devices as an- 
: alog computers, digital computers, power 

: : << supplies, transmitters, receivers, and mi- 

: _. : : crowave antennas? 

— . = 6.Do you enjoy working with people? 

- AN SWE R If you can answer “yes” to four of the 

 . : above questions and have an Electrical 
. Engincering or Physics degree, chances 

— . NW LA are that you can qualify for one of the 
_ YE 4 several engineering positions in the 
i — O Hughes Field Engineering department. 

i In addition to giving you well-rounded 
a rrtrwrwr—~—~—~—”r”—————._—=S—se experience in electronic systems and con= 
oS er Opn ee : trols, Hughes offers you training at full 

‘ i tas v4 hy salary, moving and travel allowances, per 
My) 7 Pe " a dicm expenses, and many other benefits. 

ae ‘iD dy Ve ”, For further information write Mr. W. A. 

o a ; “8 2 o , Barnes at the address below. 
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oz | 
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4 | HUGHES 
3 I 
_ 3 l 

po LLU 
r RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

a | Se SCIENTIFIC STAFF RELATIONS 
9 - a : Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif, 
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Compiled by Dick Peterson m’57 

We of the Wisconsin Engineer staff want to take part in relaying all the infor- 
mation we can concerning engineering, to the high school student contemplating 
engineering as a career. To accomplish this we have asked a group of the top edu- 
cators at this university to comment on engineering and its advantages and to give 
a concise resume of the opportunities available in the five different fields of engi- 
neering. The section is concluded with a series of typical questions asked by high 
school students thinking of enrolling in engineering school. 
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Should JY 13. An En L GF neer 

by Kurt F. Wendt 
Dean, College of Engineering 

oe oe a hydraulics. The transportation engineer designs the 
> ‘~~ roadways and terminal facilities for motor vehicles, 

i. : railroads, and aircraft. 

oy ae Electrical engineering has two main divisions: power 
7 —_ engineering, which is concerned with the generation, 

Oh. 19) Oe, transportation, and application of electrical energy; and 
Se . eke the broad field of communications and electronics which 

.. “4 | includes telegraph, telephone, radio, radar, television 
4 A <a and control. The electrical engineer is responsible for 

; N a. “| furnishing much of the power used in industry, for 
wa lighting of all types, for the design of many labor- 

saving devices in our homes and for much of the con- 
trol equipment of modern industry, for medical equip- 

_ ment such as X-rays, and for such interesting develop- 
Kurt Ey Wendt, ments as the new high-speed electronic computers. 

On almost every hand today one hears about the. The mechanical engineer deals chiefly with the de- 
critical shortage of engineers. As a result we receive ‘189 and construction of machines for the generation 

hundreds of requests for information about the engi- ° transformation of power, and for the Production of 
neering profession. What is engineering? What does other machines. Power generation, particularly pee 

the engineer do? Should I be an engineer? and gas power, internal combustion ene Iness tool and 

Engineering is the art and science directed toward machine design, heating, ventilating, refrigeration and 

the adaptation of materials found in nature into useful industrial planning and management are the common 
forms, and the harnessing and conversion of natural subdivisions within the field. 
forces into useful power by efficient and economical The mining engineer searches for and extracts all 
means. classes of minerals from the earth. The field naturally 

The profession is commonly divided into six major divides itself into three parts: mining geology, con- 
fields: chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, mining cerned with discovery and exploration; mining engi- 

and metallurgical engineering, each with many sub- neering, involving design, construction and operation of 

divisions. Recently the special field of nuclear engincer- Plants for the recovery of ore from the earth; and min- 
ing, which really builds upon all the other fields, has eral dressing, dealing with the development and opera- 
come into prominence, especially at the graduate level. tion of processes for the separation of the valuable 

Manufacturing and processing of substances from minerals from associated wastes. The metallurgical 
raw materials through carefully controlled chemical and engineer extracts metals from their ores and_subse- 
physical changes comprise the field of chemical engi- quently refines and combines metals to produce alloys 
neering. The main divisions are: (1) unit operations, Possessing special properties. 
including such physical problems as transportation of Regardless of field or function, many areas of work 
fluids and solids, heat transfer, absorption of gases, and a large variety of duties are common to all engi- 
drying, distillation and filtration; (2) unit processes neers. For this reason you will find many courses com- 
which involve making changes through chemical reac- mon to all engineering curricula. As in any profession, 

tions; and (3) process control and instrumentation. success in engineering demands integrity, industry, per- 

Civil engineering, the oldest branch, at one time severance, courtesy, and good personality. In addition, 
included all engineering of a non-military character. interest in and strong aptitude for mathematics, the 

The main divisions are structural, sanitary, hydraulic, sciences, and written and oral expression are of pri- 

and transportation engineering. Buildings, bridges, mary importance. If you possess these qualities and 

dams and tunnels are designed and erected by the aptitudes, find the duties of engineers attractive, and 
structural engineer. Water supply and sewage disposal are willing to work hard, you can become a successful 
systems are the concern of the sanitary engineer. The engineer. The demand for men and women with sound 
control and distribution of water for power, irrigation, engineering training is great. The rewards, materially 

flood control, and water supply are in the field of and in personal satisfaction, are substantial. 
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Why Consull an Oweacle7? 

by Prof. C. M. Brown 
Director of College of Engineering High School Research Program 

oo even kings who had decisions to make consulted 

_ _ : Suppose that you are going to the store to make a 

- _ —_ purchase. You don’t know how much the article you 
/ any @ - select will cost. You have to buy the article when you 
a 7 i. S| go to town. It is the last day of the sale. You must 

oo] a pay cash. If the most complete and expensive model 

ae > has been advertised for twenty-five dollars, and the 
ae others are in lower price ranges according to attach- 

wa ments, how much money will you take with you for 

7 Ki this purchase? You don’t need any oracle or reader of 
pes tea leaves to tell you, “twenty-five dollars.” It is just 

7 ia common sense. 

Prof. C. M. Brown. Suppose we apply common sense to what we might 
call taking enough high school credits of superior 
achievement rating to college to pay for entrance into 

any professional school. That is precisely what you 

Since the days of the famous oracle, located at Delphi have to do. Buy your way into college with the quality 

in Greece, men have always searched for ways to fore- and quantity of your academic earnings or “high school 

tell the future. People even pay advertised seers to credits.” You will need all the credits in the various 

read their chances in the leaves at the bottom of a subjects that the most rigid entrance requirements for 

tea cup. any college or university may demand. Then you will 

Perhaps, you have wished that there were oracles be free to make a last minute decision and pay for it in 

today to which you might go to find out what profes- entrance: requirements, Just .as, You would have been 
Enact” ’ Fe . / able to make the purchase of any model of the article 
sion you should follow so that you could be happy : 
and be the kind of a success you want to be. If you we mentioned above—because you took enough cash 

assume the personal responsibility of taking the basic to pay for the most expensive one. 
subjects in high school and making averages which Here are the basic requirements which will enable 

will enable you to enter any college or university, then YOu to enter practically any college or any university. 
when you graduate from high school, you will never Yes, these credits will admit you to the college of engi- 

need. an oracle: neering. English, 3-4; algebra, 114; plane geometry 1, 
. _— . solid geometry 1/7, trigonometry, 1; physics, 1; chem- 

All of the professional careers open to you, if they istry, 1; foreign language, 2; history, 1. 

require academic preparation; demand college tals You can readily see that there will be plenty of oppor- 

ings [tis very obvious that every person who wishes tunity for you to take other things in which you are 

to prepare for such a profession must go to college. interested as you complete the sixteen units required 

To enter 2 college means that you must present your  ¢,, graduation. Making sure that you have the mini- 

high school credits which show that you have com- sum requirements so that you can choose colleges and 
pleted successfully Gentatn specified courses such a8 careers at will when you graduate from high school does 
English, mathematics, foreign language, science, etc. ,o¢ “cramp your style.” On the contrary it will give 

Right now you cannot decide what you want to be. you the confident feeling which everyone has who 
All high school students have that difficulty. High knows that he has enough money in the bank to pay 
school years are the time to explore your interests bills when due. Just like having accident or hospital 
under the guidance of those capable of helping you insurance. You do not need to go to Delphi to consult 
correlate your interests with your aptitudes. To make the oracle to arrive at this conclusion, It is just com- 

a decision is a challenge to everyone. That was why mon sense. 
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C O tunities i C ineeri. 

by James A. Marks 
College of Engineering, Placement Director 

2 ii == = unusual for the graduating engineer to receive a first 
£ ae ce = year salary of $6000. There is every reason to expect 
— oN = that these salaries will continue to rise at least as much, 

. Ss if not more, than general income levels rise. Certainly 
a = engineers can expect handsome financial rewards in the 
,=e fe: : years to come. 

So re i . sS Of course salary should not be the prime reason 
ome == why anyone should choose a career in engineering— 

— Cr = or in any field, for that matter. Instead the individual 
ee ee y should consider the kind of work he (or she) will be 
ee pe doing and whether or not he will be happy doing it. 

_ ™ While this might imply that only those who have a 
James A. Marks. deep interest in things mechanical, for example, would 

consider engineering it should be pointed out that for 
many jobs normally considered to be non-engineering 

The present day demand for engineers is so great in Dal practice virtuall , demand ‘un engineering 
and has been so well publicized that it is hardly nec- background ° ay ceme . & 8 
essary to elaborate on that point. Perhaps more impor- . 

tant than the present situation, however, is how long Sales, production supervision, management, and many 

will the demand for engineers last and how will it other jobs have become exceedingly technical in nature 
affect those who contemplate a career in engineering, nd an engineering education is a real asset in almost 
One scientific study predicts that there will be a short-  @0Y field. Under these circumstances the high school 
age of engineers for twenty years! student who has the ability will find an engineering 

. : . . . woes education to be better basic training than perhaps any 
Even disregarding the defense effort civilian indus- > 
— ” . . other field. Even though he’s not sure what type of 
try is making almost fantastic technological advances. 5 5 : 
mis ’ : work he would eventually be interested in, an engi- 
This has resulted in a need for far more engineers than needae Backeround will alwave be valuahle 

in the past. The ratio of engineers to other employees B Dace aiways DE valuanle. 

has been rising rapidly, especially since World War II. A vital part of engineering that is too often over- 
Consequently there is little need to question the advis- looked is engineering education. The demand for engi- 
ability of studying engineering from this standpoint. neers will obviously provide more and more opportu- 
Bmx Vy ; ; _ . nities in the teaching of engineering. The individual 
There have been some unusual results of this de- : : : 

. ows who would enjoy a career in education and who has 
mand for engineers, however. Ordinarily, if a product 13 . 3 - - 
wo a : the ability to pursue engineering will find an extremely 
is in great demand there is a tendency for quality to bright future i Sep eud ducati 
decrease. In such a situation the natural reaction is to Soe Pung IN ENS meering ‘ecucaton: 

speed up production and this usually results in lower The placement office of the College of Engineering 
quality. In engineering colleges, however, just the oppo- has expanded along with the increased enrollment of 
site has happened. More and more students are enter- engineering students and the need for engineering 

ing engineering; so many in fact that there aren't graduates. Of course, the primary purpose of the place- 
enough teachers, classrooms and laboratories to accom- Ment office is to provide facilities and information for 
modate everyone. Consequently, only the better stu- seniors when they begin looking for a job and give 
dents can stay in engineering. Therefore it is more counsel and advice to those who want help. 
important than ever that the high school student pre- This spring almost 1000 representatives from com- 
pare himself as thoroughly as he can before starting panies throughout Wisconsin and all over the country 
college by taking all of the mathematics and science ill visit the campus to interview seniors. These com- 
courses he possibly can, as well as English and social panies provide literature and other information about 
studies. the opportunities available. The seniors examine this 

On the brighter side, the demand for engineers has material, interview companies that are interesting to 
forced starting salaries higher and higher. It is not (Continued on page 100) 
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S 7) We n ds. nqtneer oO Ou a f fo e n G ee: 

by Mary R. O'Keefe and K. G. Shiels 
Assistant to the Dean Assistant Dean 

ye nor should the prospective engineering student think 
_. ] / \ that manual dexterity or an interest in things electrical 

. 2 _ . os : or mechanical necessarily indicate engineering ability. 

.. . e4 A better measure of probable success in engineering 

\ ee is his aptitude in science and mathematics. The stu- 
—— dent whose grades in high school have ranked him 
i A Th = consistently in the upper third of his classes, particu- 

A + > he 1 es / larly in science and mathematics courses, probably has 
| Oo ‘a the capacity for engineering training. Coupled with 
ow 1} - this should be a liking for science as far as he studied 
oc | it, and a lasting curiosity about the reasons which 
Me | underlie methods and results. He should find mathe- 
ie NON yas matics easy to understand for it is the engineer’s most 
i a a valuable tool. 

oe os a To assist the prospective engineering student to 
8 a oe : "4 ~=make the best possible start in his college course, I can 

ee ae give no better advice than to begin to review algebra 

Professor Shiels and Miss O'Keefe. early this summer in such a manner that he has the 
fundamentals well mastered. Mathematics 51, the first 

In his search to find his real interest in life and to pag neering mathematics course, requires one and one- 

determine the type of training he should pursue in af penwscagebrst snd one yeas gla Seometry. Some 
yP Bue we P high school students may not have taken their third 7 ‘ : & y reaching his final goal, the high school student seek-  _ wo 4 . : 

eae : . : semester of high school algebra, in which case it would 
ing information on engineering as a career has no doubt be profitable for them to take the course (Mathematics 
found in the reading room of his high school library the 50) by correspondence this summer with the Univer- 
University of Wisconsin pamphlet entitled, “The Engi- <. y respondenc " . j : 

. . sity Extension Division. When you are admitted to 

neer:-His Preparation ‘and. Work. engineering, all freshman engineers will be given an 
In this booklet he has read that engineering may algebra test. Those who do not pass the test are re- 

be defined as the application of the principles of science quired to take Mathematics 50 (sub-freshman mathe- 
to the development of natural resources, the design and matics ), thus falling one semester behind in the regular 
erection of structures, the construction and operation ;athematics courses. 
of machines and ways of transportation and communi- You will note that I suggested you review algebra ‘| 

cation, and the devising and controlling of physical early, This summer the University of Wisconsin will . 
and chemical processes of manufacture, especially inaugurate a new plan for pre-registration of new fresh- 

those involving the use of machinery. In recent papers men, In this plan students who have been issued per- 
you may have read that a new curriculum on nuclear pits to register will be invited and encouraged to attend 
engineering has been developed to begin next Sep- 4 one day program at Madison during the period from 

tember. The constant study of the College of Engi- July 15 to August 23, 1957. At this time students will 
neering to revise and to add up-to-date fields of study meet their registration consultant, plan their program 
is constantly going on. for the fall period, and take the usual physical, psycho- 

Without question, the average high school student logical, and placement tests. All students who have 
with a genuine interest in engineering has carried on submitted their high school records and have been 
sufficient research to determine whether he will train granted permits to enter the University will be sent 
for chemical, civil, mechanical, electrical, mining, or complete information regarding this program by the 
metallurgical engineering, and that he has a fair knowl- Office of Admissions. 
edge of their functional divisions. In their freshman year all engineers carry chemistry, 

The profession of engineering should not be con- drawing, English, and mathematics, in addition to 

fused with the work of the skilled workman or artisan, (Continued on page 100) 
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Ch mical En tneert (Z G heer fey 

by Professor R. A. Ragatz 
Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department 

ae A 
i ee . Professor Ragatz is a true native of Wisconsin, born in 

Vg Se > Prairie du Sac, receiving his BS, MS, and Ph.D. at the uni- 
= bs i versity, the latter in 1931. He has done some specialty work 
iG ~ in Plastics and is now in the process of writing a book. 

a . | ee 

TOON LLL 

Basically, the work of the chemical engineer consists grinding, mixing, filtration, drying, absorption of gases 

of translating the laboratory discoveries of the research by. liquids, evaporation, solvent extraction, crystalliza- 

chemist into large-scale manufacturing operations. The _ tion, distillation. Chemical engineers select the appro- 

research chemist generally works at a laboratory bench; priate chemical and physical operations needed to 

his equipment is usually made of glass; his product make the desired product, work out the best conditions 

yields are small, usually a few grams at most. The of operation for each step, design the necessary equip- 

chemical engineer, on the other hand, designs, con- ment, and finally operate the plant. 
structs and operates the large-scale equipment needed In a large company employing many chemical en- 
to produce the desired material in commercial quanti-  gineers, the work carried out by a particular individual 

ties. Chemical engineering transforms our laboratory may be restricted to one of the following general types 

discoveries into commercial realities. of work: development, production, maintenance, proc- 
The chemical engineer plays a key role in the manu- ess control, inspection, testing, design, construction, 

facture of synthetic rubber, petroleum products such technical sales and customer service, administration. In 

as high-octane gasoline, fuel oil, lubricating oils, a smaller company employing a few chemical engi- 

greases and asphalt, synthetic fibers such as Nylon, Or- neers, a given individual’s duties may encompass sev- 

lon, Dacron, Acrilan and Vicara, synthetic detergents, eral or all of the foregoing types of work. 

soaps, insecticides, weed killers, sulfa drugs, anti- The Department of Chemical Engineering has excel- 

biotics such as penicillin, a host of “petrochemicals” lent instruétional facilities. The new Chemical Engi- 

such as toluene, formaldehyde, ethyl alcohol, ethylene neering Building occupied in the fall of 1952, has well- 

glycol, and benzene, paper and paper products, and equipped undergraduate laboratories for instruction in 

plastics. The list could be extended much further. In unit operations, chemical manufacture, process meas- 

all of the foregoing manufacturing enterprises, research urements and control, electrochemistry, plastics, Senior 

chemists and chemical engineers form a coordinated special problems projects, and technical analysis. Lab- 

team. oratories for graduate research are also provided. 

The manufacturing processes in which a chemical The curriculum in chemical engineering is accred- 

engineer usually engages are generally quite complex ited both by the American Institute of Chemical En- 

and require a series of processing steps, some of which  gineers and the Engineers’ Council for Professional De- 

are chemical in nature and some of which are essen- velopment. It is under constant scrutiny, and changes 

tially physical in character. Typical chemical processes are made to keep pace with the requirements of our 

are oxidation, reduction, hydrogenation, nitration, sul- rapidly expanding chemical industry. 

fonation, chlorination, hydrolysis, alkylation, and poly- Employment opportunities are excellent, and starting 

merization. Typical physical processes are handling of _ salaries are at an attractive level. However, since Wis- 

materials, fluid flow, transfer of heat, crushing and consin has relatively few chemical industries with the 

exception of the paper industry, most of our graduates 

Chemical eripinears working on in chemical engineering secure employment outside of 
complicated distilling apparatus. Gurleay* CenendiHiadtile the state. 
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C L [ C. ineerin Ut nh G Gg 

by Prof. James G. Woodburn 
Chairman, Civil Engineering Department 

\7 Bee Prof. James G. Woodburn has been Chairman of the De- 

2a ae a partment of Civil Engineering since 1949. He was born in 

: Le - Bloomington, Indiana, and received his BA and MA from 

= (i Ss a : Indiana University, his BS from Purdue, and his PhD from 

\ Sa the University of Michigan. He taught at the State College 
MS a of Washington for several years before coming to Wisconsin. 

i‘ ct : He has specialized in Hydraulic Engineering and the legal 
Na me 22 phases of engineering, and is co-author of the Hydraulics text 

y ae used in several university courses. 

Civil engineers have always been connected with the _ to the streams in a form least harmful to fish and other 
development of transportation systems. The great ad- wild life and most satisfactory from the standpoint of 
vance in the nineteenth century was in the building of use of the lakes and streams by the public. Civil en- 
our railroads, which will employ many engineers in gineers design and build flood control works to pre- 
both operation and maintenance. The mid-twentieth vent or reduce damage from floods, improve river chan- 
century sees continued expansion of highways, airlines, nels for the benefit of navigation, and provide port 
and pipelines. The growth of highway traffic that has facilities for both inland and foreign shipping. Water 
resulted from population growth and establishment of power plants are designed by civil engineers and built 
new cities and industries has led to the rapid building under their guidance. Many engineers are engaged in 
of expressways and tollroads. The development of air- land reclamation, either by the draining of low swampy 
ports and allied facilities, not only in this country but lands or by bringing irrigation water to dry lands from 
all over the world, has been phenomenal. Pipelines are rivers or reservoirs through miles of canals and 
coming to be a highly favored mode of transportation aqueducts. 
for petroleum products and natural gas. The civil engi- Many civil engineers also find work as surveyors. 
neer occupies a prominent place in the planning, sur- Surveying is one of the first jobs to be done when an 
veying, designing, constructing and operating of all engineering project is undertaken. Surveys must be 
these transportation facilities. made to aid in determining the most economical and 

Another field that continues to be very attractive to feasible routes for highways, irrigation canals, and 
civil engineers is that of structures. There is increasing pipelines. Such surveys have been greatly speeded by 
demand for more housing, shopping centers, office aerial mapping. There must be surveys of sites for 
space, public buildings, factories, and other structures bridges, buildings, dams, and airports. The proper lay- 
of all kinds, both large and small. Civil engineers are 18 out of housing and other municipal developments 
associated with architects in the design and construc- depends largely on detailed surveys of the proposed 
tion of large steel and concrete buildings, with con- SHES: Surveyors also locate property lines and deter- 
tractors in the design and building of homes and apart- URE areas, and thus help to settle disputes between 
ments, and with public agencies in city planning, rede- land owners. Much of our country’s area still remains 
velopment of slum areas, and laying out of parks and ' be mapped in detail and many surveyors are engaged 
playgrounds. Most spectacular in the field of structural ™ that work. . . . 
engineering is the construction of great bridges. Many As with any profession, the future of civil engineer- 
have been built, others are under construction, while ing depends on maintaining a continuing supply of 
still longer and larger ones are being planned for the YOUS Persons who are eager and qualified to enter 
iar futuye: that profession. The usual road to becoming a civil en- 

e | / . gineer leads through years of training in a college of 
With growth in population comes also increased de- engineering. The colleges cannot operate without 

mand for civil cnemeets to provide safe and adequate teachers, and there are many opportunities these days 

public water supplies and x build sewerage systems in the engineering teaching profession for young people 
and treatment plants which will return waste waters who have done well in their college work, who have 

gone ahead to take graduate work, and who also have 

‘Hoover Dem. —Courtesy Allis Chalmers acquired some practical experience. THE END 
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Ehetrical Engineer ectrica FL CLEC EEG, 

by Professor H. A. Peterson 
Chairman, Electrical Engineering Department 

; ; c Pe ii 

‘ . a y : Prof. Harold A. Peterson has been Chairman of the Depart- 

| a ment of Electrical Engineering since 1947. He is from Essex, 

— Py om ee SSS lowa, and received his BS and MS (with high distinction) 
fe: + ei pe from the University of Iowa. He is a Fellow in AIEE, a 
iz / i. ee .... ace Senior Member of IRE, and a member of several other engi- 

aq a "i neering societies. He also holds eight patents in the field 
Je “s mate of electrical engineering. 

Electrical Engineering is a young profession and, transistors, and high speed electronic computing de- 

therefore, a young man’s profession. In 1882 the first vices. Much imagination and keen insight along with 

electric generators were put in operation. The first advanced training in science and mathematics are re- 

electric generator driven by a waterwheel was put in quired for creative work in these areas, 

operation in Appleton, Wisconsin, on September 30, At the University of Wisconsin our facilities in the 

1882. Since that time growth and development of the Engineering Building are among the best in the coun- 

profession have been phenomenal. Today the Ameri- try. Our course of study in electrical engineering is 

can Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE) has over constantly under surveillance so that improvements can 

45,000 members. This is more than any of the other be made from time to time to keep in step with the 
founder societies. In addition there are over 37,000 needs and demands of industry. 

members of the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE). There is a joint student branch of the AIEE-IRE on 

A few generations ago, electricity was available in the campus with a faculty member in charge as branch 

the homes of only a few. Today it is available in almost — gouncilor. This student branch elects its own officers, 

every home. Electrical engineers have been largely re- holds regular meetings, and sponsors activities of inter- 

sponsible for bringing this about. Today heavy tasks ost to student engineers. It affords a means for orienting 

around the farm home, and other tasks in all homes, students with regard to professional activities within 
can be done quickly, efficiently, and without drudgery. the ATEE and IRE following graduation. 

The benefits of radio and television have been brought The University: of Wisconsin. offers excellent oppor- 

fo suaiy bomen “TKess axe cojael ni tie mote ebyiows tunities for study in electrical engineering. Young men 

corseyetoes Of elected! engineering, Muay otters and women with good high school records and a real 

wanes ese itor uh Weep eeiteg Tes Heute ek Heenan interest in science and mathematics would do well to 

of guided missiles, guaiimes contol, uatoomalte pilots consider enrolling in this course of study which leads 

These windings will generate 250,000 kilowatts at to a most interesting professional life of basic impor- 

24,000 volts—both record highs in ERs COURENS coi tance to our economy and security. THE END 
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by Benjamin Elliott 
Chairman, Mechanical Engineering Department 

8 : 

i- Prof. Ben G. Elliott has been Chairman of the Department 
Pe . | sof Mechanical Engineering since 1948. He was born in North 

“a —. . ', Platte, Nebraska, and received his BS and MS from Rose Poly- 
te wo i. | technic Institute, and a degree of ME from the University of 

: es. = =~ SCOWisconsin. A Fellow in ASME, he has been vice-president of 

-— ~. | this society since 1953. He was Director of the National Soci- 
a a - 4 ety of Professional Engineers from 1951 through 1954, and 

ie is active in numerous other engineering and civic organiza- 

%.. — | tions. He has also written several textbooks on the automobile. 
‘ee q * 

. 5 

Mechanical Engineering is that special branch of the In the home, the mechanical engineer has been re- 

engineering profession concerned primarily with the sponsible for the “domestic revolution” which has 
design, production and operation of all types of ma- brought into the home the products of research and de- 
chines, tools, prime movers, equipment and manufac- velopment—heating, cooling, air conditioning, refrig- 
tured products. eration, kitchen and laundry equipment and power 

The mechanical engineer designs, develops and pro- tools of all types. He has electrified and mechanized 

duces our “machine tools” which are the foundation of — the home as he has the farm. 

our extensive industrial system. He is also responsible a . . . i. - ? a A prospective mechanical engineer should have a 
for the production of the vast quantities of energy . aan , : 3 . : : pronounced interest and proficiency in mathematics 
which constitute the very life blood of our present day ; j ; Seca 3 : : : : and the physical sciences, should have imagination, an 
economic and industrial society. A current problem in- 2. j . . : 

. oe anal interest in exploring new ideas and an inherent desire 
volves the practical application and utilization of nu- ee tay qe 

. : to “create” and “build”. 
clear and solar energy. He also plays a major part in 

designing, producing and operating the clements of A career in mechanical engineering usually begins 
our vast systems of transportation and communication by enrollment in an accredited college of engineering. 
—automobiles, trucks and buses, locomotives, trains, The subject matter studied includes basic courses in 

aircraft and ships. mathematics, mechanics and materials, chemistry, 
In the defense of our country and its freedom, the physics, thermodynamics, drawing and design, shop 

mechanical engineer plays a key position. He designs and industrial processes, economics and accounting 
and develops our jet aircraft, rockets, guided missiles procedures, language, speech, technical writing and hu- 
and armament. man relations. 

; The mechanical engineer is a highly important factor In addition to preparing a young man or woman for 
in our great process industries—petroleum, coal, gas, . ou. . : : an interesting and profitable technical career, an en- 
iron, steel, paper, lumber and forest products. He has |. lcPcand ; E namin gineering training is extremely valuable in other fields 
become an integral part of the great printing industry so : . : : 

> 7 of activity. Many engineering graduates go into busi- 
and the production of our newspapers and periodicals. . es : : P -. . . ness, commerce, agriculture, law and public service. 
Another important activity of the mechanical engineer . ‘ ' ‘ : ’ : Many engineers occupy responsible executive and ad- 
involves the handling, moving and packaging of the male ae ay _—_ ; | ‘ ministrative positions in industry, business and gov- 
endless list of everyday articles commonly known as 

ernment. 
consumer goods. 

The future for properly trained engineers is excel- 

Many aspects of mechanical engineering lent. Opportunities are numerous, starting salaries are 

have gone into the construction and op- high and advancement depends only upon capacity and 
ration! of this automate: Jog extractor veey Westinghouse bility and the willingness to work hard. 
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Mining and Metallurgical Engineering 

by Professor P. C. Rosenthal 
Chairman, Department of Mining and Metallurgy 

Lo “a | 

a ike a 
Lally ol This is Professor Rosenthal’s second year as department 
i ee » aa head. He received his BS and MS in Metallurgical Engineer- 

ee a ing from the University of Wisconsin. He has been very active 
'? at a = a in the AFS and ASM, being chairman of several committees. 

é one ie? 4 He was co-author of “Principles of Metal Casting” and has just 

as \ aati Bas completed another book. 

If you were to examine a list of the elements and how it might best be extracted from the earth. 
their properties you would find that the majority of The mining engineer designs, constructs, and oper- 

them would be classified as metals. Further investiga- ates mining properties. He, in effect, begins where the 
tion into the use of these metals would reveal that al- geological engineer leaves off because his principal 
most everyone of them has some commercial applica- tasks are associated directly with the mining operation. 

tion in the pure or alloyed form. A more intensive He plans the method of removing the ore, designs the 
study, such as would be gained in a mining or metal- _ transportation system and handles related problems of 
lurgical engineering program of courses, would estab- ventilation, power supply, etc. 

lish that even many of the non-metals such as oxygen, In the petroleum field, the counterpart to the mining 

carbon, phosphorus, etc. play an important part in engineer is the petroleum engineer. His job is to plan 
metal processing and alloying. Thus the mining or and operate the oil-drilling and pumping equipment 
metallurgical engineer deals with a wide variety of ele- and arrange for the storage of the crude petroleum. He 
ments and combinations thereof, and must understand should also be familiar with methods used to locate 

the chemical and physical problems associated with new petroleum fields. 

their preparation and use. Once the ore is removed from the earth, it must be 
Utilization of metals begins with the discovery and processed further before the metal can be extracted. 

development of mineral wealth. This is the work of the ‘This is called mineral beneficiation, mineral dressing or 
mining engineer. The curriculum for mining engineer- yyineral concentration. This field represents the link 
ing includes, in addition to courses in mine evaluation, jetween mining on the one hand and metallurgy on the 

development, and ore removal, related courses in ge- other. The mineral dressing engineer designs and op- 
ology, mineral concentration and chemical processing. grates plants for the separation of the valuable minerals 
There are also courses in related fields such as hydraul- fom the waste products. This field is becoming in- 

ics, surveying, electrical engineering, and heat and creasingly more important as the richer ore deposits 
ROWER: become exhausted and lower grade ores must be uti- 

One option of the curriculum in this field concen- lized. In Wisconsin, for instance, the use of the avail- 
trates on the geological aspects of mining, The graduate able low grade ores awaits development of economical 
from this program is referred to as a geological en-  yethods for concentrating these ores to higher iron 
gineer and would be primarily concerned with finding contents. The mineral dressing engineer uses many 

and exploring new ore bodies or oil fields. He would methods and devices for concentrating ores such as 

estimate the economic value of the ore and determine gravity separation, “heavy media” separations, and flo- 
Assembled Kaplan propeller type tation. His program of study is much the same as that 
runner for hydraulic turbine. Coustiny, itis Ciistiners (Continued on page 100) 
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hat 5 our uestion e 

High school students have many questions concern- Is there additional counseling service available to 

ing requirements and activities of college life. Follow- students? 

ing are questions and the respective answers pertain- A trained staff is available to counsel students re- 

ing to student life at the University of Wisconsin. garding personal, vocational, or academic problems. 

whet aducanwnel program dows the. Universi: of ‘Wis- The Student Counseling Center is located at 740 Lang- 

consin offer? don Street. 

Students have the opportunity to study in almost all What provisions do the University provide toward the 
major areas of endeavor, including the humanities, maintenance of the health of the student body? 

arts, sciences, and social studies. In addition, prepro- The services of the Department of Preventive Medi- 

fessional and professional opportunities are available gine and Student Health are available to students who 

in engineering, commerce, teaching, medicine, law, are regularly enrolled in the University of Wisconsin. 

pharmacy, and many allied fields. All told, the Univer- The Student Clinic and Infirmary are located in the 

sity offers over 1,200 courses from which to choose. West wing of Wisconsin General Hospital. 

What are the admission requirements? Are scholarships available for undergraduate students? 
The general method of admission is by presenting a There are many scholarships available to deserving 

certificate of graduation from an accredited high school  gtudents. Scholarship information and application forms 
with the recommendation of the principal. Sixteen units may be obtained from the Office of Admissions, 166 

are the fundamental requirement, which must include Bascom Hall. 

one unit of algebra and one unit of geometry. 

-o . . Is there an ROTC program? 

Bees the University have an official grading system? Freshmen and sophomores are required to take 
The University of Wisconsin marks on an alpha- asic Army, Navy, or Air Force ROTC. Eligible Junior 

pe basis with the grade points per credit as fol- students may apply for advanced training. 

lows: 

“A” (Excellent) ..........4 grade points per credit Are student loans available? 

nee ay pense 8 ae eae Per ae Loans for educational purposes in amounts up to 

2G co ade it Da ae 495000 are made for. periods of less than a year 0 
“P" (Failure) ...........-0 grade point per credit students in good standing, who have established a satis- 

factory academic record of at least one semester at the 

What are the semester fees? University of Wisconsin. 

In all colleges and schools except Law and Medicine 

the fees are $90 per semester for a resident of the state What are the possibilities of obtaining part-time work? 

and $250 for a nonresident. The Student Employment Bureau is often able to 
locate some kind of part-time work for those who desire 

What housing arrangements are available? it. Its address is 435 N. Park Street. 

Housing accommodations for single students include: 

University Residence Halls, Co-operative houses, Does the University operate any Extension Divisions? 

sororities, fraternities, the University YMCA, Interna- The University of Wisconsin operates Extension cen- 

tional House for graduate men, and rooms in private _ ters in Sheboygan, Milwaukee, Racine, Wausau, Green 

homes throughout the residential sections of the city. Bay, Kenosha, Manitowoc, Menasha, and Marinette. 

The University Housing Bureau is the clearing center 

for all student housing information and is located at How are the library facilities? 
434 Sterling Court. There are more than a dozen libraries, the chief 

among them being the Memorial Library and the 
Does the student have any supervision in the planning Library of the State Historical Society. 

of his courses and program? 

Yes, the University operates on an advisory system Are there sororities and fraternities on campus? 

whereby each new student is assigned a faculty adviser. There are sixteen sororities and thirty-four social 
The adviser is expected to help the student in the fraternities on campus, with all but one maintaining 

choice of his course and in the selection of a well- resident houses for their members. In addition, there 

balanced program. are many professional fraternities. 
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One of many pilot plants at Standard’s Whiting Laboratories. Scientists and engineers fre- 
quently take new processes from the “‘bench-scale’’ all the way to final field application. 

fF.» Like to try on this man’s shoes? 

“we. DonaLp PuLAuTz belongs to _ process. He has operated pilot plants, corre- 

7 the group of engineers at lated data, prepared process manuals, and 

Standard Oil’s Whiting, Indiana, assisted in the initial operation of new Ultra- 

Research and Engineering Laboratories who forming units. 

are fitted by training and talent for a process Ultraforming is an intricate refining process 

engineering career. His fraternal affiliations | which Standard invented, patented and makes 

include Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi available to other refiners, as licensees, to pro- 

Lambda Upsilon and Theta Tau. vide increased yields of high octane gasoline. 

B.S. (University of Wisconsin); M.S. (Ohio Perhaps you’re not ready to try on this 

State); Ph. D. (University of Illinois), all in man’s shoes yet, but Standard Oil offers out- 

chemical engineering, Dr. Plautz has utilized standing career opportunities to college men 

this training in carrying out varied responsi- _in almost all fields of science and engineering. 

bilities on development of the Ultraforming 

G 

‘ Wt ™ 
Standard Oil Company (stanparp 

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 
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a Ps fe re 
if : - Y Vacuum melting has opened up new horizons for development 

es 1.4 of alloys. Here, a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft metallurgist is 

Pee shown as he supervises preparation of an experimental high- 
Pond strength nickel-base alloy, melted and cast under high vacuum. 

‘ 

| “ Prisiisnal 
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. Pavitt cee se Bee . Tre eee + 
sate | , Py , 

A ‘L eae 

Induction melted heat of high-temperature alloy being poured in P & W A's experimental foundry. Molten metal is strained into 
large water tank, forming metal shot which is remelted and cast into test specimens and experimental parts. Development and 
evaluation of improved high-temperature alloys for advanced jet engines is one of the challenges facing metallurgists at P & W A. 
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The development of more advanced, effects of radiation on matter are In the field of chemistry, investi- 
far more powerful aircraft engines important aspects of the nuclear re- gations are made of fuels, high-tem- 
depends to a high degree on the de- actor program now under way at perature lubricants, elastomeric 
velopment of new and improved P& WA. Stress analysis by strain compounds, electro-chemical and or- 
materials and methods of processing gage and X-ray diffraction is an- ganic coatings. Inorganic substances, 
= Such a on =—— other notable phase of investigation. too, must be prepared and their 
of course, are particularly importan . properties determined. int the nuclear field. : In the metallurgical field, mate- 

rials work involves studies of corro- . . . . 
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, the | sion resistance, high-temperature _ While materials engineering a8: 

physical, metallurgical, chemical mechanical and physical properties signments, themselves, involve dif- 
and mechanical properties of each of metals and alloys, and fabrication ferent types of engineering talent, 
new material are studied in minute techniques. the field 1s only one of a broadly 
detail, compared with properties of . . diversified engineering Program at 
known materials, then carefully ana- Mechanical-testing work delves Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. That 
iyeed. anid evaluated according to into design and supervision of test program — with other far-reaching 

their potential usefulness in aircraft equipment to evaluate fatigue, wear, activities in the fields of mechanical ‘ sae and elevated-temperature strength design, aerodynamics, combustion engine application. 3 : . . of materials. It also involves deter- and instrumentation — spells out a 
The nuclear physics of reactor mination of the influence of part gratifying future for many of to- 

materials as well as penetration and design on these properties. day’s engineering students. 
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Engineer measures residual stress in a com- The important effects of gases on the properties of P & WA engineer uses air jet to vibrate 

pressor blade non-destructively, using X-ray metals have been increasingly recognized. Pratt & Whitney compressor blade at its natural frequency, 

diffraction. Stress analysis plays important part chemists are shown setting up apparatus to determine measuring amplitude with a cathetometer. Simi- 

in developing advanced aircraft engine designs. gas content of materials such as titanium alloys. lar fatigue tests use electromagnetic excitation. 

Wig x Oy, 

ite . 
ae i? World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 

O\ aera 
w S wD) > 
us” PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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networks of a communication sys- Electrical Engineering, Columbia 

tem, and a fundamental analysis of University, and Herbert Taub, As- 

Ce y the specification of transmission  sociate Professor of Electrical En- 
—— networks in terms of steady state gineering. The City College, is to 

COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING and transient response, Fourier present the important new devel- 

; Transforms, and zero-pole analysis. | opments in the field of electronic 

Tire ‘and 6. Reo fren circuits over the past ten years. 

McGraw-Hill. $9.00 REACTORS An analysis is made initially of 

This standard work, written by coieg 11, Volume I—Edited by R. A. Charpie, the response of linear networks, 
W. L. Everitt, Dean, College of D. J. Littler, D. J. Hughes and both active and passive, to the 

Engincering, University of Illinois; Ms Trosherts types of waveforms aanaouly eae 

and G. E. Anner, Associate Profes- McGraw-Hill, $14:00 countered in pulse circuits. The 

sor of Electrical Engineering, Uni- R. A. Charpie (Oak Ridge), — asic nonlinearities of tubes and 

versity of Hlinois., is noted for its  D. J. Hughes (Brookhaven), D. J. semiconductor devices are de- 

clear, step-by-step analyses of the Littler (Harwell), and M. Troch- scribed ‘and ‘then thé diets of 

major problems confronting the eris present here a series of review these: HOnINeAHILES GH “Wavetorn 

communications engineer. In the — papers on the present state of the transmission are studied. Wave- 

third edition, emphasis is placed on reactor physics. Included in the form generating circuits (such as 

the area which must precede the contents are surveys of the de- multi-vibrators, time-base genera- 

study of all other divisions of com- sign and operating characteristics tors, blocking oscillators, and phan- 

munication, namely, the funda- of the important research reactors tastrons) are analyzed in detail. 

mentals of linear-network analysis throughout the world, including Other fundamental circuits or com- 

and synthesis, including the use of the Soviet Union. All of the power ponents (such as the transistor, the 

unilateral elements. In order to reactor programs are summarized pulse transformer, the delay line, 

demonstrate the design require- in individual review papers. the binary, gating circuits, timing 

ments which are imposed on the Every reactor project is repre- circuits, voltage comparators, etc.) 
linear portions of communications sented in this volume. The surveys are carefully considered. Finally, 
systems networks, both an analysis have been enlarged to include all the basic building blocks, with 
of various types of modulation and the information presented at Ge- — which the reader is now familiar, 
the transformation of transients neva, An up-to-date catalogue of are assembled into pulse and dig- 
from the time of frequency domain yeactors is included as well as a ital systems such as radar, televi- 
are developed. ; subject index. sion, and digital computers. 

The new Third Edition features 

a general discussion of the nature The book features important cir- 
of signals, elementary information PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS cuits are given detailed considera- 

theory and principles of modula- By Jacob Millman ‘ond Herbert Taub tion—they are analyzed on a physi- 

tion, in order to establish the fun- MeGraw—Hill cal basis to provide a clear under- 

damental requirements which must The purpose of the book, written standing of their behavior, and a 

be met by the linear transmission by Jacob Millman, Professor of (Continued on page 99) 
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I Planning for growth. Joe Hunt (left) talks with Jim Robinson (center), District Construction Foreman, and O. D. Frisbie, I 
\ Supervising Repair Foreman. In Joe’s district alone, 600 new telephones are put into service every month. { 

Il 1 
1 

I 

| “Vil tak i ” | | ake a growing company | 
| | 
t 1 
\ ! 
{ i 
\ 70,000 telephones to keep in operation... Moreover, I wanted that career to be in a \ 
! $20,000,000 worth of telephone company prop- _ growing company, because growth creates real ! 
1 erty to watch over... 160 people to supervise opportunities to get ahead. 1 
! —these are some of the salient facts about Joe “But to take advantage of opportunities as 1 

\ Hunt’s present job with ‘ Southwestern Bell they come along, you must have sound training : 
! Telephone Company. He’s a District Plant and experience. The telephone company sees ! 
\ Superintendent at Tulsa, Oklahoma. that you get plenty of both. Really useful train- \ 
| “Tt’s a man-sized job,” says Joe, who grad- ing, and experience that gives you know-how ! 
! uated from Oklahoma A. & M. in 1949 as an and confidence. Then, when bigger jobs come ' 
: E.E. “And it’s the kind of job I was looking — your way, you’re equipped to handle them. ! 

i for when I joined the telephone company. “Tf I had it to do all over again, ’'d make I 
\ “T wanted an engineering career that would the same decision about where to find a career. t 
| lead to future management responsibilities. Now—as then—I’ll take a growing company.” I 
I 1 
\ 1 
\ ! 
' . see . : Interesting career oppertunities exist in all 

! Bell Telephone Companies, as well as at Bell leo \ 

| Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and ( 5 | 

! Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can See ' 

| give you more information about these companies. BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM { 
I 1 
! ! 
\ I 
researc ee ee ee eg ein el 
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(with the possible exception of those behind the iron curtain) 
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° AIR-INDIA (India) 
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. 
Pocket-size pound of pleasure! 

New RCA Transistor Radio 

Drop a gentle hint (like enclosing this _ transistors. The cabinet is long-lasting, to bring you ever-better “Electronics 
ad in your next letter home), and come __ too. It’s the fabulous, guaranteed non- for Living.” Tmk(s)® 
graduation time you could be getting breakable “rmpac” case. Cabinet colors 
this amazingly ingenious radio. include antique white, charcoal and 

It’s anew RCA Victor Transistor Six, spruce green. Where to, Mr. Engineer? 
and this one you can really take along And note the price—now just $49.95! ROK of . hd 

anywhere. It’s smaller and lighter than This beautiful little bargain is typical 1 ome . declan aaanaantits co 
. nto | vel ei osign a a actur- the average textbook—and lots more _ of the extra value engineered into every ve a ia oi hah is a 

“ x ongineers with Bache! fun. product of RCA. For, almost without nat or a enve Swi e Ki a or 
You can carry it easily in pocket or _ exception, these achievements in elec- Phusion, For fall | t " ita 

‘ ‘ * . sics. F ation, write purse. It weighs a mere 16 ounces, _ tronics begin at the David Sarnoff Re- : Seth ch é viskliect ea mre 
«. « - 4 2) aklisel anage! yet delivers a roomful of sound any- search Center in Princeton, New Jersey. eal te es aa al ea 2 anager, 

oe + : . . a ege ola is ad Orpora- 
time you wish. Here the scientists and engineers of fo EA e eo i ° ML ra 

The RCA Victor Transistor Six is bat-_ | RCA continually seek—and very often ion of America, Camden 2, N. J. 
tery-powered and uses six long-lasting _ find—practical and dramatic new ways 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

Electronics for Living 
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WISCONSIN W. . E - 
OF 

NATIONAL ENGINEERS’ WEEK Minutes of the Meeting of 
PROFESSIONAL Engineers’ Week Chairmen and Board of Directors 

their Committees are to be con- . . 
5 By unanimous action the Board 

gratulated on the excellent pro- , ‘ si 
ENGINEERS . . of Directors wishes to express its 

grams which they put into action amit 
i ' - ‘ appreciation to Karl O. Werwath 

during National Engineers’ Weck. , A 
4 and his committee for the excellent 
For 51 weeks of the year, the en- . 
zineers go about their business pipers, TSE they meveloped foe SECRETARY'S OFFICE 8 ith, “ . hts of @l Th the 14th annual meeting and also oe shts ‘Tne , 

515 Toepfer Avenue wi eibed mn ah 4 8 ae ie votes a commendation to Karl O. 

Madison 5, Wisconsin conway 1008 wine ney Constantly Werwath and his committee. 
Haroip N. Kincssury, Secretary- make to lighten our daily tasks and . . 

Treasurer the part which they play in raising Willard S. Cottingham was ap- 
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE our standards of living are more or pointed to complete the unexpired 
Hartey L. Gipson, Chairman less taken for granted. The public term of Richard C. Clark (de- 

122 W. Washington Ave. needs to be reminded of these con- ceased) as National Director. The 
Madison, Wisconsin “] gs ‘ : en . State Society will now authorize 

Cuartes M. PertMan, Vice Chairman tributions from ume to time: Our — ont f the onses of = 
Madison, Wisconsin Engineers’ Weck” committees by the payment of the expenses ot one 

H. H. Burr, Madison means of displays, speeches, TV National Director's expensessat the 
C. W. Gresier, Rothchild and radio have done much to raise same rate that the National Society 

R. L. Huncerrorp, Kenosha the level of our profession, reimburses a National Director to 
E. C. Kestinc, Superior their meetings. 

E. J. Douasex, Eau Claire \ . 
E. A. Rrrente, Milwaukee NATIONAL ENGINEERS’ WEEK The President of WSPE, with 
Herserr Nevson, Neenah consultation of his Directory Com- 
Ricranp JAUNKE, Waukesha Mr. A. G. Behling, President mittee, was empowered by board 

Kenner Zurn, La Crosse Wisconsin Society of Professional to authorize up to $1500 for publi- 

W.S.P.E. OFFICERS Engineers cation of directories sufficient to 
ArtHuR G. Beuinc, President 3251 South Taylor Avenue provide each member and new 

A. L. Genisor, First Vice President . . het With & HSS oO Addi- 

C. J. Netson, Second Vice President Milwaukee 7, Wisconsin MEDI Sh . . © DY: : 
A. Owen Ayres, Past President tional copies may be made avail- 

H. N. Kincssury, Secretary-Treasurer Dear Mr. Behling: It is a pleas- able to functional group members 

Turron A. Brown, Director ure to participate in the celebra- in quantities which they subscribe 

Ww. GC. Bryan, Director tion of National Engineers’ Week and agree to pay for at a price not 
F. L. Carson, Director 7 . less than the cost of the di tor 

W. E. Dick, Director and to send greetings to all engi- ess E an ne cost 0. : le direc ene 

Joun Game tt, Director neers in this State. President is empowered to confer 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE One of our great resources is the with pinctional groups on makeup 

Harotp TResTor talent and skill of our engineers in ® G7 ectory. 
Wintarp S$. CorrincHan directing the conversion of our A resolution will be directed to 

ENGINEERS’ CREED physical resources into the ultimate _ the National Society that the emi- 

As a professional engineer, I dedicate products that are beneficial to our — hence clause in the Ideal Regis 
my professional knowledge and skill to citizens. Their efforts have resulted tion Law be deleted. ‘This is to be 

the advancement and betterment of in a constantly increasing standard | Worded with the advice of our at- 
human welfare. of living and have provided a con- torney. 

1 PLEDGE tinuing impetus to help maintain Attorney Coates reported that 
To give the utmost of performance, our cherished freedom. the attorney who represented Ken- 

to participate in none but honest enter- Thi aN di neth Lemke asked about some re- prise, to live and work according to the This week will direct our _atten- a henwmnee f ie tone 

laws of and the highest standards tion to the engineering profession | 1mbursement for his time. 
of professional conduct. To place serv- and permit us, once again, to ap- The Board reaffirms prior action 

ice before profit, the honor and standing praise the position of engineering which authorized payment of fees 

of the profession before personal advan- in guy way of life. for only the Society attorney, a 
tage, and the public welfare above all Sincerely yours representative of Heft, Brown and 
other considerations. In humility and 2 * Coates, Racine, Wisconsi 

with need for Divine Guidance, I make Vernon W. THOMSON HOATES;: HACIIE, isconsin. 

this pledge. Governor (Continued on page 68) 
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Meet the President 

rs _ 

‘2 
i a ay 
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i cree > 

is HS , fi ee oy ony aoe i 

oe ‘ A ie 
in uy ee : Se ee ee 

Sage A a 

SE GRU NR oy MM ee 
ee \ a Ve Ne 

we BRB ae 

LEO J. JESELUN 
President, Southeast Chapter 

A graduate of the University of Wisconsin with a Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering in 1941, Leo J. Jeselun, President of the Southeast 
Chapter, is the subject of the March Meet the President Series. He was born 
in Kenosha and it is in that city that he now resides. Mr. Jeselun is employed as 
a mechanical and electrical engineer for American Motors Corporation. He was 
employed from 1941 to 1943 as a field engineer for Johnson Service Co. He then 
joined Nash—Kelvinator (now American Motors Corp.) in 1943. 

Leo Jeselun has served W.S.P.E. as chairman of the program committee, he 
was chairman of the 1956 summer Conference and served on the registration 

promotion committee. He has been a participant in the annual power confer- 

ence held in Chicago. 

Mr. Jeselun is a Charter member of the Wisconsin Alumni Club of Kenosha. 

He also served this organization as vice president and member of the board of 
directors. While at the University, Mr. Jeselun was president of the Wisconsin 

Chapter of Triangle Fraternity. 

Fishing, bowling and golf occupy some of Leo Jeselun’s spare time. He also 
enjoys watching football. 
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W S P E EXPENSES OF COMMITTEES ter, the National Representatives, 
-J.F.E. ‘ 

oo. 7 Awards . $ 85.28 and the regular members of the 
(Continued from page 66) Auditing 55.00 5 

Defense 9000 Board of Directors. 

Meeting was recessed until Sat Ithtes and, Practi *0:00 ANreeuar yas recesse dsat- Ks cs any ractice. Ps i . ‘ r 

1 8 36. 1957 Feos and Classifications 32.00 Meetings were held in Milwau- 
urday, January 26, 1957. egislation 0.00 4 

vi J ; Membership 170.49 kee, Fond du Lac, Madison and 
ppseepueens: set] ees eemcedc: ominating 75.42 ea ‘ % 

At recessed mecting Past Presi Program 134.60 Genoa City (Nippersink Manor) 
» Ape ne ‘ 71 Publication 1,647.19 c vo 

dent Ayres was authorized to Directory 0:00 on the following dates: 
ake arre anents for ¢ savers -ublic Relations 0.00 . 

make arrangements for a program Registration, Promotion 18200 ptt a sie 

whereby representatives of — the University Cooperating 9-00 January 7, January 26, March 3, 

Registration Board present the cer- aaa $ 2,595.96 April 7, May 4, June 16, July 

tificates of registration at area 14, September 14, October 27 
¢ x Pape a ce or 8, 1956 

meetings. During the course of this past and December 8, 1956 

Next mecting Engineer Society year January 1, 1956 to December At the S cui \ 
: : , ane ? ¢ Sah CoD; At the Summer Conference the 

of Milwaukee Building at 9:30 31, 1956 the Board of Directors bershi ma 1 tl . t “ 
: . membership revise’ > constitu- 

A.M. on March 16, 1957. held ten regular meetings to carry nem bership : Po the constite 
: . : . 7 tion to provide for a retirement 

Respectfully submitted, on the business and direct the ac- i - P fe rs . ae 
—— seas ; a ‘ : slassifica , a Clarifice a 

Haroip N. Kincspury tivities of the Society. Minutes of ne. ition a = ne ah = . 

‘ ns — ; . 2 ent member, and the rein- 
Secretary-T reasurer these meetings were forwarded to Gehnques a m = ie Tein 

. ‘ « . stateme: a somber. all committee chairmen, the presi- statement on @ Inembel 

dents and secretaries of each chap- (Continued on page 74) 

Financial Statement for the STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS 1956 
Year 1956 Receipts 

Dues (Back, Current, Advance) and Admission Fees $22,256.50 
Contributions 900.00 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITIONS Miscellaneous. 984.45 

AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1956 Total General Receipts . - $24,090.95 

Assets: Less Remittances to National and Chapters: 
Cash $1,664.52 New 
Bond Purchase Value as Dues Members ‘Total 

of June 30, 1956 _ 8275.30 NSPE 12,212.00 12,212.00 
Fox River Valley 861.75 44.00 405.75 

$4,939.82 Southwest 589.75 98.00 687.75. 

Southeast 150.25 10.00 160.25 

General fund balance 1/1/56 $4,071.69 Milwaukee 920.25 58.00 978.25 

1956 Net Gain 868.13, Wisconsin Valley 95.75 14.00 109.75 

Northwest 134.50 12.00 146.50 
$4,939.82 Western 134.50 16.00 150.50. 

Lake Superior 8.00 8.00 16.00. 
Waukesha 8.50 10.00 18.50 

$14,885.25 
Conventions: 

Total Convention Receipts 2,962.27 
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS Total Convention Expenses a 4,507.19 

senor . Disbursements General Operations: Expenses of Committees 2,595.96 
Receipts $24,975.74 Expenses of Secretary’s Office 3,022.91 

Remittances 14.835 .25 General Expenses : 1312.18 

Available for general operations _.. $10,140.49 Total Disbursements . - 3 2 6,981.05 

Conventions: Bank: 
apts $ 2,962.27 On Hand Dee. 31, 1955 884.79 
RG ie sn 8 BO On Hand Dee. 31) 1956 : 1,664.52 

(soa $ 1,544.92 $27,998.01 $27,938.01 

Net Gain: “ gid Te oe 

Bond Value so Eg , ie 
Net Gain: ie 4 Oe my Te a , 

ano o os oe ie er o* as 
Bank Account 779.73 a ; . << —- een T noe 

a F 7 ves a — ” 
Net Gain $  868.1¢ oa ie, ar, ‘eo se ee 

b XP eae ‘ nel ¥ , aa) 
Af ay ee oe ‘4 Ces oe 
i s er 1 a ay Ss 

EXPENSES OF SECRETARY'S OFFICE os y oa 9 SP, 

Secretary's Honorarium $ 1,200.00 | & i; ° 
Secretarial Help 596.84 a er. ii, 
Social Security 35.93 sa — ns i = 
Security Bond 30.00 we tr, tot i j 
Petty Cash 4 : 200.00 . ae 4 Red Es aul 
Stationery and Printing 488.90 ’ cs Pe 
Addressograph and Mimeographing 116.64 De Po SS 
Supplies and Miscellaneous 343.16 Le FS ge oan 
Telephone and Telegraph 11.94 i r Po os 

Total $ 3,022.91 . a <<, @. SS 

GENERAL EXPENSES Presentation of citations to outstanding high school science teachers. Recipients 
President’s Expenses $ 18.63 were William V. Lieske, Solomon Juneau High School, Milwaukee; Allie F, Schwartz, 
Board of Directors Hanensss, Monste East Troy High School, East Troy; Major Paul Hegner, St. Johns Military Academy, 

cotings, Engineer Weak Pins, : - Frenne 4 . 
Tiowal Pees, . . 942.27 Delafield. Pictured left to right, Dean Wendt, University of Wisconsin, College of 

National Rep. Expenses 351.28 Engineering; Mr. Lieske; Miss Schwartz; John Gammell, Chaiman, W.S.P.E. Educa- 
Total $ 1,312.18 tion committee; Major Hegner; Dean Drought; Dean Zeeland. 
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; a il % roy and problems and is trained carefully SSS j | in procedures and process design ee : | , methods that are not possible to learn 
a ’ F | in college. 

a . | QuESTION: Isn’t this a somewhat 
«> an 7 | ; / different method of training than is 

a ‘ a a followed in other Bechtel divisions? 

= a ».. ZIMMERMAN: Yes. It is made neces- 
SS VS es | __ sary by the fact that colleges cannot 
wo  C.:t:t«*”s*~w~—~™w—~—~—OCN — possibly keep up with the fast-chang- 

: i A : ing methods involved in process 
{>  r~v.e engineering. They can teach the 

& | a / ~~ principles, but the engineer must 
 \ =e | learn the methods by actual work <> | : with his mentor “looking over his 
a) 4 . shoulder.” 

e - Question: For how long a period 
Arcee estes does this close supervision last ? 

Gordon ZIMMERMAN, Chief Process Engineer, Refinery Division ZIMMERMAN: It’s difficult to gener- 
alize where so much depends on the 
individual. Usually it lasts from a 

PROCESS ENGINEERING year to eighteen months. During this 
period the young man is progressing 
steadily to more difficult and inter- 

One of a series of interviews in which esting assignments and to more and 
. more individual responsibility. 

Bechtel Corporation executives discuss 

career opportunities for college men. Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel 
foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers 
and constructs petroleum refineries, 
petrochemical and chemical plants; 

QUESTION: Mr. Zimmerman, as I on power jobs and pipelines as well. thermal, hydro and nuclear electric 
understand it, the young engineer On oil and chemical projects, for ex- generating plants; pipelines for oil and 
joining the Process Engineering De- ample, we determine far in advance natural gas transmission. Its large and 
partment of the Refinery Divisionhas __ of actual construction what materials diversified engineering organization 
Starting assignments that permit im- are to be processed and the end offers opportunities for careers in many 
mediate and direct application of the product or products sought. Thus —>r#nches and specialties of engineering ee : . —Mechanical...Electrical...Structural principles he learned in college? there are always new developments Chemical ... Hydrauli : . . nee emical...fydraulic, . i. to consider and new and fascinating 
ZIMMERMAN: That is'true. He 1s im- problems to solve. There is never any — Write for new brochures showing the 
mediately assigned to work under the monotony in the work we do. wide variety of projects Bechtel builds direction of an experienced process ihesushout th rd . : ‘ ghout the world. engineer who becomes his mentor Getting back to the new process , 
through most of his training period. engineer in sete - ee a cal- Vie Aan eet Cannel 
Question: What will be the nature pIGbleAid and.tume thom teers he 220 Bush Street, San Francisco 4, Calif. 

of his work? protege for solution. The young engi- > 
ZIMMERMAN: It will be fairly tech- Neer handles sketches, diagrams and sane nical. Before I go into detail, perhaps tabulations of information which he jae) 
a brief description of process engi- returns to the experienced engineer. ae 

neering might be helpful. We're some- Qurstion: In other words, the young BECHTEL 
times called the “Bechtel shock jan has no responsibilities other than CORPORATION troops.” That’s because we often go to his supervisor and himself? 
into action before a contract has SAN FRANCISCO 
been signed, not only on refineries | ZIMMERMAN: That is right. He is Los Angeles + New York + Houston 
and chemical plants, but sometimes _ given a wide variety of assignments 
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YQ UNION CARBIDE... 
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eo Last year, approximately one third of Union Carbide’s 
ae total sales were of products not available 15 years ago. 

For the past 25 years. the Corporation has averaged one 

new product a month. Now it is introducing them at the 

rate of two a month. 

Ideas born in Union Carbide Laboratories grow 

... from exploratory and fundamental research to 

applied research and product and process develop- 

cot ee eee esse ess ment... through pilot plants to production to sales. 

UCC DIVISIONS INCLUDE: In all these fields the Divisions of Union Carbide 

Bakelite Company need engineers, chemists, physicists, and business 

Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company and liberal arts majors. For more information write 

Electro Metallurgical Company Co-ordinator of College Recruiting. 

Haynes Stellite Company 

Linde Air Products Company U NION C ARBIDE 
National Carbon Company ; 
Silicones Division AND CARBON CORPORATION 

Union Carbide Nuclear Company 30 Kast 42nd St. Maa New York 17, N. Y. 
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We're going to build a proposition which we believe FACT NUMBER 5: oe: a 
deserves your most serious consideration, if you are a me- Electronics is Collins’ only interest. In no way is it sub- : eae 
chanical or electrical engineer. This proposition is built sidiary to the manufacture of industrial or consumer prod- : ea 
on pure and simple fact—no high flown promises or broad cts, Collins builds electronic equipment, not airplanes or wd oo: 
generalities. Our proposition: you and Collins should get — yacuum cleaners. Every research, development and pro- Bs Pe 
together. We present these facts to support it. duction facility is devoted to progress in electronics. Oe wee 

FACT NUMBER 1: If electronics is your interest, yow’ll like the climate at : a & | 

Collins Radio Company’s sales have increased 10 fold in Collins. > 
each of three successive seven year periods. 1933 sales were FACT NUMBER 6: a aod 

$100,000; 1940 sales, $1,000,000; 1947 sales, $10,000,000; There is a limitless variety of fields and types of work for ts oy va 

1954 sales, $100,000,000, and 1956 sales, $126,000,000. (Note the Collins engineer. Recent Collins work in air and ground whee sat 

graph.) This company has grown, and is growing at a phe- communication, and aviation electronics include develop- ae aks 
nomenal rate. Total employment is 9,000 of which 24% ments in transhorizon “scatter? propagation; single side- aS 
are research and development personnel. band; microwave and multiplex systems; aircraft proximity a 

You grow when the company you work for grows. warning indicator; aviation navigation, communication and Lo 
FACT NUMBER 2: flight control; broadcast; and amateur equipment. 

As shown in the graph at right, the employment of research There is big opportunity for your special talents. 
and development personnel has increased steadily despite Right now we are prepared to offer you a technical or 

HlnetuaHon ies sales. Notice that. even during periods of supervisory assignment in one of many interesting fields. oe 
iene ae el Collins continued to strengthen and the sky is the limit as far as responsibility and salary a 
us engineering Stali. are concerned. a 

Collins has based its growth on the solid foundation of yoy will work in one of Collins’ new research and develop- — 
stability mthe engincerang department, ment laboratories located at Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Dallas, SS 
FACT NUMBER 3: Texas; and Burbank, California. Offices and subsidiary I 

At Collins, the ratio of engineers to total employees is compapiesiare located in. New Morks: Washington, De Ge | 
extremely high, far higher than the average among estab- Toronto Canada: London, England: and South ‘Ametica, ~ 
lished companies engaged in both development and pro- ? 8 » Engiancs . 
duction. First and foremost, Collins is an engineering All your moving expenses are paid. Company benefits are 
company. tops in the industry. 

Engineering is king at Collins—never takes a back seat 

to production expediency. We repeat—if you are a mechanical or electrical engineer, 
FACT NUMBER 4: you and Collins should get together. Take the first step 

Collins’ reputation for quality of product is universally Tow), jor more information, ‘write: 
recognized. Tt has led to Collins’ phenomenal sales record. L. R. Nuss Frep AIKEN Haroitp McDanie. 
At Collins there is no compromise when quality is at stake. Collins Radio Co, Collins Radio Co. Collins Radio Co. 

If yow’re the man we want, yow'll get real satisfaction Cedar Rapids, 2700 W. Olive Ave. 1930 Hi-Line Drive 
out of this quality-consciousness. Iowa Burbank, California Dallas, Texas 
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This graph shows the relationship between sales and employment Collins new research laboratory building at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
of engineering personnel at Collins. Notice the steady increase in Air-conditioned, shielded against radio waves, completely equipped. 
research and development employment despite sales fluctuations. 

CU H« au. LEADER IN ELECTRONICS NE 
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY * CEDAR RAPIDS * BURBANK * DALLAS \_4 
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WwW S P E BOARD OF DIRECTORS ACTIVITIES 
-3.F.£. 

(Continued from page 68) The following applications for members and affiliate members were 

accepted by the Board of Directors. To these new members we extend 

MEMBERSHIP. REPORT our most hearty welcome. 
January 26, 1957 __ oo = sg 

Total Members and Affiliate Members Name and Position Address Reg. No. Sponsor 
‘as of January 28, 1956 7 = | | 
Members . . 1,150 

plist Mam ber SOUTHEAST 
Afhiiate Members 2 Arthur Gerard Budnik 3662 Carter St. £-6008 | N. C. Johnson 

petat 1.269 Park Engineer Racine, Wis. 
: City of Racine 

Losses since January 28, 1956 SOUTHWEST 
Deceased Members... 16 Robert Charles Kraft 810 Univ. Bay Dr. E-5643 | J. J. Weiler 
Dropped (Non Payment) Eng. Design and Super. Madison 5, Wis. 

Member__.. cone 39 Weiler & Strang 
Affiliate. 222200 .2 2 6 

Resigned Reinstatement 
Member_...-.- . - 62 John Gordon Thompson 1811 Jefferson St. E- 565 | P. A. Johnson 
Affiliate 222-7 a 5 City Engineer Madison 5, Wis. 

‘Transfer to other states 4 City of Madison 
118 11 MILWAUKEE, 

Robert Kul Meiling 9626 W. Dakota St. £-5648 | J. Lovercio 
Change of Classification CR ATT expres vay ew Milwaukee 19 

Affiliate Members to Members. 15 ° 
Members to Retired ss 4 FOX RIVER VALLEY 

Donald 0. Barth Unit Structures Inc. E-6078 | J. C. VanDyke 
Additions Ass’t. Chief Eng. Peshtigo, Wis. 

Mere ue Unit Structures, Inc. 
Affiliate Members 31 " 

Rlipte Men Robert Barl Radtke 22 S. Seymour St. -6243 | E. Bra: 
Reinstatement 7 County Highway Eng. Fond du Lac, Wis. . 
Members : 1 Fond du Lac County Highway Dept. 

Total Members, Affiliate Members and _ 
Retired Members 

Members 1.159 
Dues Exempt. : 3 . . 
Retired 4 WESTERN CHAPTER kee was outlined by WSPE vice 

Affiliate Members. 125 , To slenn ¢ . 
Tai The program for the annual ae ae Nelson at the 

meeting of the WSPE at Milwau- —! estern chapter's January [5 meet- 
ing. Among those attending the 
meeting were to be president James 

am mene — ; Johnson, Frank Carlson, Clifford 

ag i oil ay ek) a Nelson and Carl Wahlstrom. 

aT = 5° a 

4 slits | Announcement was made of the 
e ie, SAE pees q . transfer of Merlin Eklund to the 

pee = ee c a Eau Claire office of Northern States 

oom 4 ee — | Power Company. 

. om be i 4 

P| ay ee The following officers have been 

se Se & elected for the coming chapter 

oo < poe es ear: John Mangan, president; E. 
ee, . = : > 2 

eS i =e — Ted Neubauer, vice president; 
A = Gl : S : 

2 i a . a Robert Koenig, secretary-treasurer; 
e , pS - . s z, 
a Bet cals i 4 Richard Brindley, director for three 

a ee years, Manford Hanson, director for 
= rs Eo ee . 
\ oe Ae 4 two years; and Norman Moser, di- 

y fe 
fo ue pie yo) rector for one year. 
Ca oe 
(cae a : , 
yoy ive f 8 ee After the business meeting, pro- 
Mg é Ce fee es : 5 ‘ 
v - & ee gram chairman Richard Brindley 

Ph PP ee . 7 
2 | lee introduced Ted Neubauer, chapter 

pes oo g fC he s a i exet ma. : ae ., 4 i member and chief engineer in 
ee ee eS * . antnranatt oe 

_ _ .« a fi charge of reciprocating compres- 

ee ee — ns sors at The Trane Company in La- 

b = : : 2 Crosse, who traced the develop- 

eae i ’ ABPeE NL fe ea ment of the reciprocating and cen- 

George P. Steinmetz was named the outstanding engineer of 1956 by the Wiscon- trifugal compressors in the air con- 

sin Society of Professional Engineers at the Annual Banquet January 25, 1957. Stein- ditioning industry. Neubauer cited 

metz (left) is shown receiving the certificate from A. G. Behling, W.S.P.E. President. the trend from the low-speed bulky 

The certificate read, In recognition of the eminent services and professional contri- unit to the modern high-speed and 

butions of George P. Steinmetz to the Engineering Profession, to the Society as com- ‘et: Rati . 

mittee chairman, Director and President, to the Military Affairs of the Nation and to quie poperal Ing COMPECSSOE aS" OX 

the Public Welfare, awards this Testimonial.” emplified by Trane’s Centravac. 
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Slides were shown on the rela- RR “ 
tive horsepower per ton require- _ | | ¢ _ J 
ments for the various sizes of ma- pe Fe Ch Ce | | 
chines, and the graphical results 7 a lmflUC; See LU 7 : 

ants such as F-113 have contri- . iy y =. 
buted much to the increased effi- : pA / 4 _ 

ciency of both types of compres- : — ww /_-—_CR ae Lo Ce es 

Neubauer emphasized the role _ —=—eseN _ yr 

of research in compressor develop- rF-—C , i 
ment and stated that still further | a y - , 
progress was being made toward . YY - 
improved machines. ee —<— _ ey 

—_—  . . os \ vo 

FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER [lll 9 # Did. aN 
Olle li Ew es HERBERT C. NELSON 4 a fo .. | bs WV tac | pS Pt | 7 iy CUT 

Mr. George P. Steinmetz, chair- | | jae | | ae / 7 . =] =. » 
- . ‘ | Ao — 2k _ _ tt man of the Wisconsin Public Serv- || Bo | _.. a a oor e 7 [ s 

ice Commission, was the principal | | 55 - a: 4 on _ pas fo 1 he 
speaker at the Fox River Valley | 70 dt i ee 
Chapter meeting at the American og ip neo _ | Sy a 3 i 
Legion Club, Oshkosh, on Feb. 20. |) 99) MN uy | 4 | oad : > eC | Ff : oe 7 Ye Mr. Steinmetz discussed the impli- || 95% | 6 ae Lo 
cations of the 1957 Engineers’ || (27) BM yh | Oe) iS 
Week slogan “Engineering, Ameri- \/ 
ca’s Greatest Resource”. a) ff 

Mr. R. W. Frazier of Oshkos! OY 1 ae ue Rrazien of Oshkosh | 7 6© your tirst move was in charge of the local arrange- | See Sar 
ments. CAN DECIDE THE GAME 

° a 

your first job 
WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER 

CAN DECIDE YOUR FUTURE 
Many and varied activities were Tre 

sponsored by the Wisconsin Valley SS 3: Z ‘ Chapter in observ: f Nati al That important first job can start you off in apter in observance of Nationa: the wrong direction—or it can lead you straight toward your 
Engineers’ Week. A special dinner goal. If your ambitions are high, Motorola has a place that will 
meeting was held at the Wausau give you the finest chance possible for the advancement you 
Hotel on February 20, 1957. After want. You'll get security and good salary, but, more important, 
this, a High School Engineering you'll be working on projects with a future, like missile guid- 
Career Night was organized for all ance, radar, and microwave. The door is wide open at Motorola, 
interested high school students and the opportunity to fulfill your ambitions is yours. 
from the three Wausau high If you are an ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, MECHANICAL ENGINEER or PHYSICIST, 

7 eer 5 | é 
schools. The film “The American sentact Motorola, today; 

fhe! ae, a , . CHICAGO, ILL.: MR. L. B. WRENN, Dept. CO., 4501 Augusta Blvd. 
Engineer” was shown followed by Challenging positions in ‘Two-Way Communications, Microwave, Radar and 
a panel discussion covering the Military equipment, Television (Color) and Radio Engineering. 

various fields of engineering. PHOENIX, ARIZ.: 
RESEARCH LAB., MR. R. COULTER, Dept. CO., 3102 N. 5éth St. 

A display featuring the tools of SEMI-CONDUCTOR DIV., V. SORENSON, Dept. CO., 5005 E. McDowell Rd. 
Oe x ‘ ij Outstanding opportunities in the development and production of Military the engineering profession, Presi- equipment and Transistor products. 

dent Eisenhower's letter, and post- RIVERSIDE, CAL.: MR. C. KOZIOL, Dept. CO., Box 2072 
wy was placed 4 s Wisenns: This new mod h laboratory, located 65 miles from Los Angeles, ers was placed in the Wisconsin Ss as ap ae ees Salk tow Tan hai 
Public Service Corporation’s down- ' , : . . . . Contact your Placement Officer for further information regarding interview 
town window in Wausau. In addi- | date on your campus or write to one of the above addresses. 

tion to this speakers were offered 

Coot MOTOROLA (Continued on page 78) 
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...on the second language 

“Our first language is English. Our second is Mathe- parts of which are clearly exciting. Some strive to master 

matics. Not all of us are truly bilingual, but probably electronic computers which already compress thousands 

all are versed in a few concepts of Mathematics — that of of arithmetical operations into a second. Others, with 

a function, for example. The majority of us know those the sharpest tools of modern Mathematics, carve out 

fields of mathematical analysis which developed with fields for use where human elements and decisions are 

the physical sciences well enough to use them as the paramount, and for use on problems which could be 

principal tools of our professions. A minority of us — solved by enumeration, if life were long enough — life 

the professional mathematicians — have pushed on to of the Universe, that is.” 

ground which may never become a public park, but ~J. D. Williams, Head of the Mathematics Division 

THE RAND CORPORATION sawnra MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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jf ee Square D _ LS ) 

/ "THE Human rove” "ey 4 

\ . 

A ow oe @ | 

anes “6 aw og par © wile 

2 et \ c ery : ow 

es 4 ee ype wee ee 

‘d lik d hi d! We'd like to send you this record | 
No matter what branch of engineering evaluate in terms of cold facts and figures. 

you’re following—no matter which phase of A company’s basic philosophy, for example Pp 
engineering interests you most—we want ...its attitude and approach to its customers 
you to know Square D and what we have to and to its working team. 
offer. Of special interest to you, we believe, The “Human Touch” record we want to 
is the “human touch” side of our Company. send you deals with some of those intangi- 
There are some things you simply can’t bles—musically. We think you'll enjoy it. 

os i ae 
Square D Company, Dept. EM 

| 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 

mail this coupon for your Jd like a ‘‘Human Touch” record and a copy of Square D’s brochure, 
e Touch’’ d YOUR ENGINEERING CAREER : 
Human Touch” recor I I am primarily interested in [ Research, Design & Development 

| Engineering (Manufacturing Engineering [Sales Application and 
Ds _ ! Field Engineering 

= 
a a 7 SCHOO RSS 

<ak | H ADDRESS 

Pe CITY ONE STATE 
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W.S.P.E. 
(Continued from page 75) 

JANUARY 24, 25, 26, 1957 

 : 2 Sees AN Ce Ne, ee qiS ae Ei . ae 
roe 0 INENGIN UNITING. BAN BES SoG PASS OS a a al Paty 
' avi ~ ii a | Me A aU va Ce ee as Wo) 
mf ™  iPNe he Ag wef) TTA W\\aa 
a ae ANA i LIN AEN aN ive \ Fal a AAA he 
i a fis > N a His i hi Vf My A wu Fn |e | i 

u Ly ee to a a me Ay is if ) ye — i 

ae UAE Ne Be yet aw  { : 
< a Ng fe 8 i 1 i (at) ie ; Ta i 4 a je d - . 

SS + ene ae it ty as a ill a ihe - | 
: SA LAAN ene a — ya ad 
oe ee a ar 
Peayees (we, re) | / ri UE © : 

sons dd: | A SS / fax > a 

eee Fe ; ee — - fe ‘ | 
he .§ - ja ic 

; W.S.P.E. officers for the coming year were elected at the Saturday afternoon meet- Robert J. Rhinehart, President of 
ing of the Annual Meeting. Shown left to right are, Harold N. Kingsbury, secretary- N.S.P.E., spoke on “Today’s Professional 

treasurer; A. L. Genisot, President; Harold Trester, Second Vice-President; Clifford Engineer” at the Friday night banquet. 
Nelson, First Vice-President. 

(eS — a . 

= a | oN | 
oe oe oe 

j ? ee o 

¥ re ‘ % f a - oo 2 oe © y ; \ 

," a os, ee ee" ‘ 

| Ge a 

Dr. Howard L. Bevis, chairman of the president’s national Major Gen. J. S. Bragdon, special assistant to President Eisen- 

committee for the development of scientists and engineers, spoke — hower and national coordinator of public works planning, spoke 

of the shortage of scientifically trained personnel in this country. at the Friday night banquet on the need for co-ordinated plan- 

ning of public works. 
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Play 
id vr 
a UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY = Berkeley Livermore 

° % 

new ideas to these new fields? 

Nuclear Weapons 

Nuclear Rocket Propulsion 

Controlled thermo-nuclear energy 

Particle accelerators 

High-speed digital computers 

Critical assembly and reactor research 

These are six of the challenging projects now underway 
at the University of California Radiation Laboratory— 
managed and directed by some of America’s foremost 

: d a to explore fundamental problems of 
scientists and engineers. your own choosing and to publish your 

You are invited to join them...share their pioneering findings in.the open literature. . . . ae And for your family—there’s pleas- knowledge in nuclear research...use their expansive facilities ant living to be had in Northern Cali- 
...and help to do what has never been done before. fornia’s sunny, smog-free Livermore 

Valley, near excellent shopping centers, 
schools and the many cultural attrac- 

F YOU are @ MECHANICAL OF ELEC- — ENGINEER, you will work on investiga- _ tions of the San Francisco Bay Area. 
I TRONICS ENGINEER, you may be in- tions in radiochemistry, physical and . hel 

volved in a project in any one of inorganic chemistry and analytical You can he p develop 
these fields, as a basic member of the chemistry. The chemical engineer is tomorrow — today at UCRL 
task force assigned each research prob- particularly concerned with the prob- Send for complete information on the 
lem. Your major contribution will be to lems of nuclear rocket propulsion, facilities, work, personnel plans and 
design and test the necessary equip- weapons and reactors. benefits and the good living your family 
ment, which calls for skill at improvis- In addition, you will be encouraged can enjoy. 
ing and the requisite imaginativeness ee 
to solve a broad scope of consistently Pre ne ee a ee ee 
unfamiliar and novel problems. enenes 45-1-6 

If you are a PHYSICIST Or MATHEMA- can! DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL 
IGIAN“you may‘ be-invelved in such UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY 

fields of theoretical and experimental ‘ UIVERMORE CALIEOUNIS 
physics as weapons design, nuclear | Please send me complete information describing UCRL facilities, 
rockets, nuclear emulsions, scientific I projects and opportunities. 
photography (including work in the ' 
new field of shock hydro-dynamics), B May Vielen: woh Vepbieweh 0 5 
reaction history, nuclear physics, criti- \ 
cal assembly, high current linear ac- pe Neg e 
celerator research, and the controlled ' Address 

release of thermo-nuclear energy. ! 

If you are a CHEMIST Or CHEMICAL =| City —___________________Zne_ ____State —___»_»__> 
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P d Diversificati 

The year 1956 was a good one for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com- ¥! g g 
pany—and the Company looks confidently to 1957 as another 

i fe year of progress in its widely diversified fields of operations. 
~ i | i | ree 

i | ean 1] | | Zo 
tt gk (gs _ . ce—_ 

ae Jap en -— 
VN oe | e738 GLASS ee 

(rUATE we oWe al —=——#,| | Torre 
——_\ MENT ee {NODR Window and plate glass LH Fe | [a= 
: — 7 eS Ia a ST) plants operated at capacity 4 > | == 
one i 7 Wi | SS fy in 1956. Partial production | a aint an. YW 

“\4 eh was started at Pittsburgh Wh HEL il) Reo fk 

\ /{\ (| = Plate’s new Cumberland, » oe WM Ae \ Via 

J \\ S\A Md., plate glass plant. i \ =a Sa ip \ 

PAINTS & PLASTICS Wi i 
Many new products, including Duracron a | 
acrylic enamel were introduced in 1956 for of Le 

both consumer and industrial use. Addi- — ~ 

tional capacity is being planned in 1957 for 

Selectron Plastics, a series of versatile 
thermosetting resins, pre CHEMICALS -“s 

During 1956, wholly-owned . ih. | Ss . 

subsidiary, Columbia- “a qm WBE fo 
—— Southern Chemical Corpora- c i eh IE ah ie Tait . 

= ee tion, began operating a Md bY ba Panels i) 
6) ) ae i = titanium tetrachloride plant Me Hee ites Fiji 

, Ch FO at Natrium, W. Va. A new I ae We MEE AS { Pui Ee } 

= | trichlorethylene plant was , a i eee | By ES] |e i] 

() 4 em completed at Barberton, a _ Ss La a 

oe ey Ohio. LS SSS 
Na I fs ania 
=S he | 

\ oF 
() ! we ate CK RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

SS =) | og ei ers ena SO g N a Expanded facilities in new and modern labora- \ = r P 
noe SS . Alt tories, plus growing budgets, assure new and 

\\ M alte improved glass, paint, chemical and other 

ye A " > | Ck products. New techniques and equipment, 

0 RX 4, i = perfected by research and development teams, 
E As ' we . are helping speed production, These forward- 

SN [ ie looking programs not only mean continued 

[-\ ES progress at Pittsburgh Plate and Columbia- 

1 Se Southern, but also better products and service 

FIBER GLASS Ss for the customer. 

Production facilities for both Superfine and 
textile fibers were expanded during 1956 at OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
the Company's Shelbyville, Indiana plant. Progress and diversification at Pittsburgh Plate is providing excellent career 

opportunities for qualified graduates. If you are interested in putting your 

talents and initiative to work where they will be respected and rewarded, by 

all means look into your career possibilities with Pittsburgh Plate Glass 

Company. Write to General Personnel Director, One Gateway Center, 

Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

Ip PAINTS + GLASS e¢ CHEMICALS + BRUSHES «+ PLASTICS «+ FIBER GLASS 

G 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPAN Y 
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mae Check Republic Aviation’s Answers 

sy <> Will the REPUBLIC has been pioneering new concepts in aircraft design 
Co (, company for over 25 years. Our present production plane is the most 
Lo > '_. I choose advanced fighter-bomber in the U.S. Air Force—the incredible 
C Gy |) boost my F-105 Thunderchief. Our Guided Missiles Division is investigat- 

co oa | Z rofesatviGl ing the upper atmosphere and advanced satellite problems; 
So = 4 7 projsessiona and have created the first portable, inexpensive rocket, Terrapin. 
_ 1-8 ee 

f TPs Our engineers are working ten years ahead... which means that 
Lo |) Are the every project you're assigned to is at a research or develop- 

So Sn __ assignments mental level. And you get a crack at responsible assignments 
| a EL interesting? from the start... modern facilities to test out your ideas... with 
Qs fay interesting? engineering aides to do the routine work. 

Ay : >» Well — for one — there's Alexander Kartveli, Vice President, Re- 
| / \ » Are there search & Development, who sparked the Thundercraft series. 

_ : ood men There’s Dr, Theodore Theodorsen, for another — among whose 
a 9 accomplishments is the theory of wing-flutter — who heads our 

4 . | the team? Scientific Research Group...and there are hundreds of other 
“ X > b {7 engineers and scientists of major stature. 

SDD < i > : 

4. ‘ >» Does ihe You'll live on Long Island with its fabulous beaches and parks 
_ | 4 (0cation —less than an hour from New York City’s cultural and enter- 
be ~~ sutta tainment facilities... giving a man the best combination for a 

Lt i; | modern well-rounded life...and enough money to enjoy it — coupled with 
. _X << z { 4 way of life? a benefit program that’s a model for the industry. 

<I pe c P 

A d y > Only you can answer that...and your talent is the key. But 
, , « \ 4 Cand make } everything that is possible for a company to do—for you to 
[oe e .. = = aname for achieve your maximum potential — REPUBLIC does... including 

Ce hs | | myself? attendance and presentation of papers at professional meetings 
4 af oD 6 f and advanced studies at prominent universities and colleges. 

To find out all about our brand new and unique training 
program see the Republic man when he visits your campus. 
Make an appointment now with your placement director. 

or you may address your inquiries to: 

Mr. George R. Hickman 
Engineering Employment Manager 
Farmingdale, Long Island, New York 
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$ | llied conch | 
i National Aniline 

ut DIVISIONS Nitrogen : 

hemical Sey | 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION inerbineal 

> farming forests 

> chromyl chloride 
> aluminum chloride 

’ ar; - : — ChromyI! Chloride 
3 ge : ee i e A new chromium chemical—with many 

* ‘ Aa - : unique properties—has been developed 
a ike : y ee in a high grade of purity by Allied’s 

ae S cee 4 : BS Mutual Chemical Division. 
| ee —“ ¥ a oe Chromyl chloride (CrOz Cle) is a 

| ee . og * 4 volatile liquid, characterized by its 
— 3 Miss fe 2 ee a ae cherry-red color, soluble in carbon 
ble = : = fi gad . tetrachloride and similar solvents. In 
hams _ : undiluted form it is a strong oxidizing 

a ae 4 : Pia and chlorinating agent, reacting so vig- 
(ieee oe me S Se orously with many substances as to 

ae es 2 os . er el cause ignition. 
en ae ‘ i ee In suitable solvents, many controllable 

co ~ ot poe ae : : and selective reactions may be carried 
a = ay out between organic materials and 

Farming Forests are many more advantages : an increase chromyl chloride. It is a starting mate- 
As Joyce Kilmer put it, “Only God in sap and nut production, and in the rial for making chromium organic com- 
can make a tree,” but we are not im- quality and quantity of seeds ; a healthier pounds, some of which have unique and 
modest in saying that now science can tree, better able to stave off fungus useful properties as surface coatings 
make it grow better and faster. and pest attacks; a better root system and bonding materials. 

This is the revolutionary concept of and thicker foliage, making the tree Until recently, the researcher need- 
silviculture: treating a tree as a crop more efficient. ing chromyl chloride was required to 
—for its cellulose content. Its purpose Aerial fertilization is an important prepare it himself. Mutual Chemical 
is to make available more and cheaper economy, for dusting planes can “feed” has since put this interesting chemical 
pulp and paper products. hundreds of trees in a day. in pilot plant production. 

' Forestry iis 1005 been. held bas What is believed to be the first aerial Aluminum Chloride 
the concept that a tree will grow, if i application of a complete fertilizer t . 
just has enough water. For years we pan recently fae lace ue Rutwers We an only suggest the variety of uses 
have practiced extractive forestry by University Dairy Research Farm at to wich alumyani iloniig (AICIs) 
cutting down our natural, virgin for- Beemerville, N. J. The test, on an 11- tyet be ee a nl examp e€, a cata- 
ests for wood products. When this area acre stand of red pine, was by Rutgers’ yst in chemica synt NeSIs ; aH, pene 
is restocked, or when it is farmed and Forestry Department and Allied’s reactions in the production of dyestuffs 
then returned to the growing of trees, Nitrogen Division. and intermediates, insecticides and 
the growth is inferior, because plant Fertilizers currently being used in pharmaceuticals ; most recently, it 18 
foods — nitrogen, phosphorous, potas- sores anicie os a Br ue finding use for the first time in alumi- % ae oe ore orest studies are Arcapran 12-12-12 num plating. sium — have been lost from the soil. —a balanced, granular (nitrogen-phos- um ¥ S- 

The solution to this problem is sim- horous ret combination Pe $ The older and perhaps more often 
ply putting food back into the soil, but B AN UBoA ame Shi a vale ae iL thought of application is in the Friedel- 
most foresters have felt that giving feral ‘480, vcs ee cee pel Crafts reaction. Sotvay anhydrous 
trees nutrients is generally impractical. elec, 7 nitrogen fertilizer, and aluminum chloride is produced as a a ae = , . ARCADIAN nitrogen solutions. ‘ ali ruetalline solid 2 i Yo determine exactly how practical : ae high quality crystalline solid and is 
it is to fertilize trees, Allied Chemical’s In conjunction with its field studies, shipped in a variety of granulations. 
Nitrogen Division sponsored a five- Nitrogen Division is also sponsoring 
year study at North Carolina State ue cas ceria ne i: Creative Research 
College. This pioneering work, just orest fertilization with a grant at the 
eine. completed indicates beneficial College of Forestry of New York These examples of product de- 
effects of plant food on Loblolly pine. University at Syracuse. velopment work are illustrative 

Other recent studies have revealed This definitive work contains over of some of Allied Chemical’s 
that fertilization produces a 40 to 65% 600 references, and the important point research activities and oppor- 
increase in tree growth, cutting years is that most of them relate studies tunities. Allied divisions offer 
off the growing cycle of pulp wood. which show a favorable response to < < 
By speeding a tree’s growing time, the forest fertilization. The Allied Chem- rewarding careers m many dif- 
forester gets a faster turnover of capi- ical-New York University bibliography ferent areas of chemical research 
tal and i ie time the tree is demonstrates that it is technically feas- and development. 
exposed to danger from fires or pests. ible to fertilize our forests. The Allied 

Growth is the most dramatic "indi. Chemical-North Carolina test demon- ALLIED CHEMICAL 
cator of forest fertilization. But there strates that it is economically feasible. 61 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. 

Arcapian and Sotvay are Allied Chemical trademarks 
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— ree ee, “ae ee 

aS ’ a. 

|. sai As my <-> 
— i a +a" Follow the lead of Ralph Posch, 
_. =— a B.M.E., Class of ’51 

- . y @ ees Advance while 
™ % you're youn 

fo s PA Ce >> ma. as a Chance Vought Engineer 
. “ , ae * 

4 ae oo Ralph Posch already is making his mark in the aviation world. 
: Ralph’s only 31, but he’s advanced to lead engineer in 

a career field he’s liked from the start. Ralph’s progress was 
ws y speeded by Chance Vought’s own growth and by keen 

r ’ by company interest in his development. These same career aids 
i = are working today for every young engineer who’s 

PS 7 entered missile and fighter development at Vought. Symposiums 
i g ee Po on creative engineering, for example, encourage the 

q Pe brand of technical free thinking Ralph has displayed. Company- 
Ralph supervises supersonic power system paid tuition for post-graduate study allows any recent 

eign graduate to take immediate steps toward advanced degrees. For 
LN ~ an increasing number of junior engineers, Vought 
a oI a offers a nine-month program of job rotation which prepares 

Cee gel y B ss young men like Ralph for key responsibilities. And in 

ee 3 < : ) every unit of Vought’s engineering sections the young profes- 
ier ' sional is given variety that’s both refreshing and 

a : J broadening. Find out how Chance Vought will do its utmost 
s eee . aed - to help you find and advance in the field that best 
Sennllis6ni SipiMBLaceeRAlly, problets zy suits you. Send a resume of your background and interests to: 

cooeeeee MR. C. A. BESIO, Supervisor, Engineering 

—_—<— Personnel Section, CHANCE VOUGHT AIRCRAFT, 
— © 9 ae INCORPORATED, Dallas, Texas 

Peek wh eel ‘ 

Cog | ° 
ete . ng : a= _ AAS IA eons — | 2 OUGHT AIRCRAFT Tee INCORPORATED: DALLAS, TEXAS 
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et : ; & Naval Research Laboratory. “This system utilizes an 

aa | oscillator of minimum size and weight within the satel- 

a lite to illuminate pairs of antennas at a ground station 

te Russ —— 324 which measures the angular positions of the satellite 

— a me? using phase-comparison techniques.” 
: : vw ec 

on \ Oe "E Ne Ce / The Minitrack transmitter within the satellite will 

\ \N i ESS Jee be a simple minimum weight oscillator with a power 

\\ A\N : ZS Fie _ \__ output at 108.0 megacycles of between ten and fifty 

AN \N / iS milliwatts. Two developments for this application are 

AN S\N be § currently being tested, one using subminiture low- 

1 \ \ <i filament drain vacuum tubes nd the other using tran- 

L\N eS yi) sistors. Although the transistor oscillator is one pound 

L\ A a7. ns lighter, the final choice will depend on the overall op- 

ee Wee oNN A Js eration of the two. 

AA — mere) lies oS This oscillator will be operating from the time the 

on q PO a satellite reaches its orbit until the battery energy is 

‘ NG a i aS “ : depleted, which, since it consumes little energy, will 

NS \ a oh eo be about two weeks. During this time, radio tracking 

ee ANS AX pee ee > satellite’s pa ill be arte 
aes Zee a4 cs of the satellite’s path vel be — —_ 

Bee. X | * le we a _ 7 a Since the process of data transmission from the “bird 

= ao eA SS -. ~ s (telemetering) requires more power, the second prob- 

\ gigas e : — _— lem was to provide enough power for data transmis- 

<a a eX - ee ak < a Q __ sion for an extended period of time. This problem was 

ae ae ee : a solved through a method known as ground command 

Vee Ne = \ tum-on. This is accomplished by means of a ground 

A last minute inspection before launching. transmitter that is energized as the satellite approaches 

a ground station site. 

The satellite will receive the signal by means of a 

Satellite tiny superheterodyne receiver. Upon reception of this 

signal, the tuned audio amplifier-relay circuit is acti- 
(Continued from page 27) vated. This relay circuit applies battery voltage to the 

more, this faint image will traverse the entire United instruments, the telemetering coder, and the one half 

States in ten minutes being observable at any particular watt, code modulated telemetering transmitter, and at 

station not more than a minute. . the same time removes the low power Minitrack oscil- 

lator from the antenna and connects the high power 

To derive reports from these naked-eye sightings modulated Minitrack oscillator to the antenna. After 

would be exceedingly risky if not impossible. Conse- 4 delay of about thirty seconds, controlled by the relay 

quently, groups of observers will band together at des-  Gircuit, the three circuits are de-energized, and the 

ignated spots and watch with wide-angle telescopes. small power oscillator is reconnected to the antenna. 
The time and position of each sighting will be for- 

warded to the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory o : Ranney ae: 

where computers will approximate the next orbit. In a : = — 

this manner photographic and telemetering equipment aT 

can be set up correspondingly for maximum effec- fi 

A host of physical, geophysical, and astronomical Mi —=— 

quantities are expected to be obtained from these ob- UL C0 

servations, and the observations will continue to be WS 8 =. 

made as long as the satellite stays aloft. Se S — 

The next round of problems created by the earth § o — 

satellite after it is placed in its orbit are those asso- : — 

ciated with tracking the satellite by radio techniques | =e ee | 

and with telemetering scientific information to ground one : ~ — 

The solution to the first problem is met in the Min- enone rae —* esl 

itrack System of radio angle tracking developed by the The rocket under first stage power. 
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The second stage power plant takes over as the first stage falls off. 

By this method the low power Minitrack oscillator main forces which contribute to its final destruction are 

and the command turn-on receiver will operate con- gravity, drag, and centrifugal motion. Recent calcula- 

tinually for about two weeks, while the telemetering tions, based on the concept that the first satellite will 
circuits have power capacity for about two turn-ons have the desired elliptical orbit of two hundred mile 

per orbit of about thirty seconds each, or about three apogee and an eight hundred mile perigee, say the first 
and one half hours total for the two week period. man-made moon will have a two hundred day lifetime. 

Because it is independent of essentially all weather This then is an overall picture of what will be man’s 
conditions, visibility conditions, and time of day, radio first step into the conquest of outer space. The first 

tracking is much more advantageous than optical launching is scheduléd to take place at Cape Cana- 
tracking. However, radio tracking is possible for only veral, Florida, in January, 1958. Whether this attempt 

a few weeks due to the energy limits of the power will be a success or a failure is yet to be determined. 

supplies available at the present time, while optical The scientists and engineers responsible for this pro- 

tracking can continue as long as the satellite remains ject are very optimistic, however, and they are already 

in its orbit. planning further developments and applications of sat- 
Methods are being considered employing solar or — ellites that will be based on the information obtained 

atomic energy as the power source for energizing the — from this first launching. 

transmitters of the future satellites, and, therefore, a They foresee satellites equipped with photographic 

longer operating life will result. or television cameras for surface reconnaisance, radio 

No one knows how long the first man-made moon — beam satellites for aids in land, sea, and air navigation, 

will stay aloft. It is evident though that forces will and television relay satellites for use in world-wide tele- 

eventually cause the satellite to lose its required orbital vision broadcasting. The ultimate goal is a permanent, 
velocity and it will spiral toward the earth where it manned artificial satellite, the home base for inter- 
will burn up in the dense, lower atmosphere. The three _ planetary space travel. THE END 
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NOTE the remarkable, exponential-growth We need engineering talent in many fields. . . 

curve of Wisconsin Electric Power Company _ electrical, mechanical, civil, chemical, sales and 

as pictured in the above chart. Not even the statistical. 

a i a j . . . deep depression of the 1930’s changed it much. If you have a strong desire to begin using 

You are invited to begin your engineering your engineering skills from your very first mo- 

career with us. Ride right up to success on an ment on the job—and to keep on learning 

exponential curve like this! An expansion pro- as you grow in engineering stature — success is 

gram which contemplates doubling our business bound to accompany you every step of the way 

and our physical facilities within the next 10 in your Wisconsin Electric Power Company ca- 

years, presents wonderful career opportunities reer. Myriads of interest-gripping problems are 

for young men of skill, vision and initiative. here for you to solve. 

| seers cea Gye iucmoararien) | MMA RAGRTCAUMIGRRMDlOVINGA RAUTRLRAITR Mon, | r. Robert Kuchler, Employment an. ft be WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION | Wisconsin Electric Pog ocemenaee" 1 
WE INVITE YOU to find out more about career : coe lectric ower Company ' 
opportunities at Wisconsin Electric Power Company 1 231 West Michigan Street, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 1 
which serves more than half a million electric custom-  ; Please send me more information about career o ' 

~ 4 S square: miles i si ae P- 
ce in e200 square miles of Wisconsin and upper | portunities at Wisconsin Electric Power Company. i 

2 le 1 t 

Mail the coupon TODAY for more information and ! 
for the interesting booklet, ““You and Your Future” t INGE sires ssszepseeesrapesevscuasssztcse ccc cecesasenconeneonnseenseneserenenceneeerns 1 
which describes job opportunities at Wisconsin Elec- 1 + 
tric Power Company. Check the interview schedule '! — Address..c..cccsssscssssssssssessssessisessssvessiscssssessessssressisesasiseessesesvecses { 
at your Placement Office for dates when our represen- 1 1 
tatives will be on your campus. Feces : 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
231 West Michigan St., Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

College Recruitment Ad No. 3, 7” x 10” 
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AiResearch two stage lightweight gas turbine | > ~ > } ’ | FP. 7 
compressor provides pneumatic power for aircraftmain | yi = 4 um — 

for avariety of ground and in-flight services. | ii 
D The rapid scientific advance of our _us maintain and extend our leader- _ eration systems, pneumatic valves 

modern civilization is the result of ship. If you fall in that category, and controls, temperature controls, 

new ideas from creative minds that you'll find working with us fulfilling cabin air compressors, turbine 

are focused on the future. Our engi- in stimulation, achievement and motors, gas turbine engines, cabin 
neers not only have ideas but have financial rewards. In addition, finan- _ pressure controls, heat transfer, 
the ability to engineer them into cial assistance and encouragement __ electro-mechanical equipment, elec- 
products. will help you continue your educa- tronic computers and controls. 

That’s why The Garrett Corpora- tion in the graduate schools of fine We are seeking engineers in all 
tion has grown in both size and __ neighboring universities. categories to help us advance our 
reputation to leadership in its areas All modern U.S. and many foreign —_ knowledge in these and other fields. 
of operation. That’s why we are seek- aircraft are Garrett equipped. We Send resume of education and expe- 
ing more creative engineers to help _ have pioneered such fields as refrig- _ rience today to: Mr. G. D. Bradley 

THE CoRPORATION 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ¢ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX * AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL ¢ REX * AERO ENGINEERING * AIR CRUISERS * AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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MYROTHECIUM VERRUCARIA FUSARIUM MONILIFORME ASPERGILLUS NIGER 

And, What Do Fungus Tests Have To Do 

with Turbine Aircraft Engines? 

@ It’s like this. Allison engines today are flying in all conditions are maintained during the required test 

parts of the world . . . in sub-zero areas, as well as in period. Following the test, components are subjected 
tropical areas where the climate is hot and sticky... to a functional test; then disassembled; inspected; 

where growth of fungus on electronic parts, for in- decontaminated and returned to the Qualifications 

stance, could cause malperformance. Parts Cabinet. 

So, the fungus test is one of seven environmental Not too glamorous, this test. But, it does point out 

tests conducted on engine components at Allison. the ramifications involved in the production of mod- 
Purpose, of course, is to determine whether or not the ern aircraft engines which must perform perfectly 

constituents of the components—such as insulation, under widely varied conditions. 
or possibly some lubricants—will support fungus. On ° ° ° 

one engine model, some 50 parts are subjected to the Allison—a leader in the design, development and 

fungus test. production of aircraft engines—is looking for young 
Six types, or clean strains of fungi (above)—repre- graduate engineers and technically-trained personnel. 

sentative of those encountered in tropical areas—are Why not arrange for an interview with our representa- 

kept growing in one of the Allison test labs at all tive when he visits your campus. Or, write for in- 

times. Engine components are inoculated with a mix- formation now: Personnel Dept., College Relations, 

ture of fungi spores; then placed in an air tight cham- Allison Division, General Motors Corporation, 

ber for 28 days. Specified humidity and temperature Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
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a a C‘es B. Walker received his B.S. in mechani- 
i ee! ..—CShUCU an a oe cal engineering from North Carolina State 

_ s!/ $j — | = College in June, 1954, and was working to- 

2  —  ___ ___ ward his M.S. in the same field when he was 
CO called for military service. 

Jim Walker asks: 

( h | | | k | l Hl | | fl ? all a Mechanical ENZINcer MaKe Tea POSTESs In a Chemical Tim: 

2 “Pick” Pickering answers: 

oe i You might call that a leading question, Jim, but the 
eo FS answer leads right into my bailiwick. I came to c 4 . : . Aer Du Pont in 1940, after taking a combined mechanical 
i. 2) and electrical engineering course. So I had what you 
L 7 might call a double reason for wondering about my 
(CO future with a chemical firm. 

=. tA\ 2 I soon learned that the success of a large-scale 

chemical process hinges importantly on mechanical ——— 
equipment. And the success of this equipment—especially for a new process 
—depends on (1) Research, (2) Development, (3) Plant Engineering, and BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
(4) Close Supervision. The net result is that a mechanical engineer at Du Pont +++ THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

can progress along any one of these four broad highways to a top-level position. 

” Ow Po’ perience i a 2 ica gineering work i ; My own Du Pont experi includes mechanical engineering work in WATCH "DU PONT THEATER” ON TELEVISION 

fields as varied as atomic energy, fabrics and finishes, and nylon manufacture. 
Every one of these brought with it a new sct of challenging problems in con- WANT To KNOW MORE about working with 
struction, instrumentation and power supply. And every one provided the Du Pont? Send for a free copy of “Mechani- 

sort of opportunities a man gets in a pioneering industry. cal Engineers at Du Pont.” ‘This 24-page 
s . 5 . F ‘ booklet describes in detail the four broad cate- 

So, to answer your question, Jim, a mechanical engineer certainly has gories of jobs mentioned by “Pick” Pickering. 

plenty of chances to get somewhere with a chemical company like Du Pont. Typical pioneering problems in cach of these 
four categories are outlined. This booklet 
briefs a young mechanical engineer on how 

H. M. Pickering, Jr., received a B.S. in M.E. and E.E. from the University of Minnesota in some of the newest and most challenging 
1940. He gained valuable technical experience at Hanford Works, in Richland, Wash., problems in his field were solved. Write to 
and in Du Pont’s Fabrics and Finishes Plant at Parlin, N.J. Today, he is Assistant Plant E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 
Manager at Du Pont’s Seaford, Del., plant, where nylon is made. 2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington, Del. 
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You are invited to join one of these expanding The TI plant is within Dallas, yet away from 

programs at Texas Instruments — where recogni- downtown traffic... within 5 minutes of fine 

tion of individual achievement has contributed residential areas, churches, and public and pri- 

to its fifteenfold growth in the last ten years. . _— : 
a vate schools. Your home will be within 15 min- 

Advanced personnel policies include company- 
sponsored educational assistance, profit sharing, utes of year-around recreational, amusement, and 

insurance and pension plans. cultural facilities. 

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO- 

* Produced in connection with the many investigations AND OTHER COMPONENTS MECHANICAL APPARATUS 
into solid state physics and electrical phenomena transistors @ transistor circuits radar e sonar e infrared 

being carried on by Texas Instruments Incorporated . . . lead- diodes @ rectifiers navigation © magnetics 
ing manufacturer of semiconductor products... 26-year-old transformers © resistors telemetering 

pioneer and leading supplier of geophysical exploration serv- panel meters covniiurtications 

ices... currently engaged in design, development, and man- test equipment computers 

ufacture of electronic components, instruments, optics, and Address Aare 
ili illi SEMICONDUCTOR-COMPONENTS military apparatus — at a $44 million volume. repller a6! APPARATUS replies to: 

Mr. William C. Spaller Mr. Robert E. Houston 

° 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

INCORPORATED 

® 6000 LEMMON AVENUE DALLAS 9, TEXAS 
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‘ a man familiar with the problems | Engine Ears ° fe the diane’ 
involved in the situation. It was 

Tontinue 38, 3 . 
(Continued from page 98) explained that as a result of his 4 -_ 

this program to be a valuable contribution the inventor was cle- — 

source of information. vated rapidly through several in- 

Fee: $20.00. Robert A. Ratner, come tax brackets. 

Institute Coordinator. j 7 
As a means of entering the pat- S$ 

ENGINEERING STATISTICS ent law field other than as an in- 

April 22-26 ventor the engineer usually works 
Th: . * . : 8 “ 

; This is an intensive course in for the U.S. Patent Office while at- 

fundamental ae ee hia tending school to obtain his law T iti R f d Pl 
engineering applications. Emphasis : — ‘ 

8 B. APB pas degree. After this is attained he virion Ketun carn 
will be placed upon tests of signifi- F 1SABT ff J 

. : may enter a patent la se on a - 
cance, design of experiments, and ey a patent aw 2 ; ona | aa aan of rth, meitte FTL : | ‘ laren 1G anenrate wi iy GR. oper 
analysis of variance and regression. 38 uy SOME SU ate Mau fs ee | ours on neat ee enh 
The group size will be limited to — Petience. When his experience in- |  ¥ way ie uehievement pid e. 

rn HOUR WAIN WW BtA- creases to the point where his serv- ; those with previous training in sta cree U faster promotion 
tistics. Test engineers, industrial ices exceed his salary the Patent | “Th 

‘ 5; "1 k 
engineers, and research personnel — Engineer is usually put on a com- Ce ee nee ee faster an 

will be benefited by this training. mission basis and from then on his other profession | L 
. a . ‘ederal Telecommunication Labora- 

Fee: $35.00. Robert A. Ratner, salary is limited only by his am- tories, knowing the value of developing 
aS » Canedin . ope its engineering personnel, provides for 

Institute Coordinator. bition. | reimbursement of two-thirds of tuition 
_ . oo. % 7 costs upon completion of approved 
That the Patent Engineer's life | graduate level Guirses— ple another 

SOCIETIES is not a dull one, Mr. Hubbard ’en- | ee ctor iron upon mile of ales 

larged upon several of the cases he | _ classes. 
had had in tt wet auil the sth | Check FTL’s list of challenging as- 
rad had in the past and the meth- signments and select the field that holds 

ies ods generally applied to win those | the future you want. Let FTL’s tuition 
’ refund plan help you get it — faster! 

cases. It was observed that when a | 

patent infringement suit is to be | EAST COAST ASSIGNMENTS INCLUDE: 

brought against a company, the Radic Commonieatian Systems ALCh.E Ne > Traveling Wave Tubes 
AE. plaintiff can usually select the Electronic Countermeasures 

After pondering the fact that  itdge he desires to preside over the Age Silene 
2 . : ‘ jas * Issile Guidance 

the treasury balance had sunk to case by filing the suit in that Transistors and other Semiconductor Devices 

$628.52 the January business meet- —_judge’s court. This is half the bat- Campulars jneehone and 
: : . ire Transmission Syst. 
ing of the Wisconsin chapter of — tle won as most judges have all _ 
A.L.Ch.E. adjourned to hear the sorts of precedents to aid them in eee for relaxed living and career- 
speaker for the evening, From the a uilding also at FTL’s West Coast Laborato~ 

speake ree &. € — making the decision hoped for by ties: San Fernando, Cal., 15191 Bledsoe St. 
Rockford, Illinois law offices of the plaintiff. —openings in Digital Computers, Inertial 

Carlson, Pitzner, Hubbard and Navigation Systems and Infra Red Systems. 

Wolfe came Mr. H. C. Hubbard to In conclusion Mr, Hubbard nee scanlises san monie aged ; in Carrier Systems. 
speak on “The Chemical Engineer enumerated some of the ways used 

in Patent Law”. If not intent then to get around the testimony of 

curiosity it was that prompted the even those learned enough to have vee cer 
interest in Mr. Hubbard’s talk. As a Ph.D. All in all it was an even- =. aca ld Pb 

an introduction he enlarged upon ing of surprise and enlightenment. ety | TT. Bs 

the premise that the patent system THE END - ' ei 
does not exist for the individual | Federal Telecommunication ef 
but for the benefit of all througt =a SS EST Laboratories ht 
te or the benefit of all through A Division of International Telephone 

the: availabili E ray aeanban tanne and Telegraph Corporation ie avy, uilability of new techniques 500 Washingion Ave, Nutley, N. J. |} 

and equipment. Patents, it was ex- aR (RX \/ CA il 28 minutes via bus from N.Y.C. ff 

plained, are not issued for new . x orn oe ee | 
uses of old devices but must in- Oe | SF ay a seat aia, 

volve a genuine “flash of genius”. q » enc 7 i 
As an exam ple of the latter Mr Q\ 604) —— pe ee | ee. oS ample B RAELEE VE Hhy FASTER SEALS, ? ee eet eae ire 
Hubbard displayed one of his ie ol Y- ic ee eo eee | | ed 
o si ewer Hatentad. devices. 1957 ae can ei heyy Yuen gee simpler, newer patented devices, a HELP CRIPPLED CHILDREN Se fe i ee 

plastic shrimp sheller, invented by East Coast Laboratory and Microwave Tower 
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In the 1 Sth CENTUR 
° 66 ° 99 . ° 

this “condensation pump” was a real innovation 
B 4 

SA everopen by T i i — Tt 1 y Thomas Savery in 1698, this water f bby 

raising engine operated as follows: steam admitted to Loaf 

“A” di i fae i SO esha a 
vessel “A” displaced water in the vessel, forcing it up oS, 3 B 

through check valve “B.” Then a stream of water Re i) 

was poured over the outside of vessel ‘‘A” causing Sa | \) 

the steam within to condense. The resulting ‘“‘vac- See es Ae |S 

uum” drew water up through check valve “D,” again a eS At 
partially filling the vessel. This cycle was repeated =——= Spur er 

alternately in two vessels — resulting in a crude con- — i moc — 

denser-operated pump. eee we —— 

NNN 

e139 

T 0 DA it’s the \-R rectangular condenser 

——errrr————r—es=—=“‘CSSC that’s setting the standards 

._ — oe —— of performance in modern 

—— ts — J steam power plants 

~ 2 tt zz T=FR surface Condensers are a 

oa a a pressure steam turbines. Ingersoll- 

= eS i] : 4 Rand research and engineering 

_ be, ~~ FF. over the years have steadily in- 

> sa creased condenser efficiency per 
-— cubic foot of space, effecting econ- 

> omies in installation cost and sta- 

tion construction. 
The forward looking twin shell 

condenser at the left, integrated 

with a 191,000 KW turbine, marks 

another important advance in con- 

denser design by Ingersoll-Rand. 

Ingersoll-Rand If you’re interested in a profit- 

11 Broadway, New York 4, N.Y. able, progressive career in engi- 

neering look into the job opportu- 

nities available at Ingersoll-Rand. 
COMPRESSORS + BLOWERS + GAS & DIESEL ENGINES - PUMPS - VACUUM EQUIPMENT For further information contact 

AIR & ELECTRIC TOOLS - MINING & CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT : 
your placement office or write to 

12-478 Ingersoll-Rand. 
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Steel that lowered housing costs 26% 

O88 tC CT HIS part is a housing that must 

A SS _ , I accurately position the spindle of 
i ea he LU a grinding machine that operates at 

ee ie | r high speeds. Dimensional stability is 

L - rT... | 4 of prime importance. The manufac- 
rrr t— : 
er | turer machined the part from bar stock. 

_ | gs == a . -_ That meant drilling the hole—a costly 

/ 7. | «=. 7 . step. Other factors raised costs even 

bee So 2 eee, § 4 more. The manufacturer couldn’t main- 
ra 4 <— X\ tain the precise tolerances required 
» i] ; . : oe P. gq 

‘ A é ~~ , and reduce production costs, too. 

r | . : ve , 0 sw After studying the problem, Timken 

2 | , 6 Company metallurgists recommended 
| { yy a switch from the bar stock previously 

oo a. LA used to Timken® seamless steel tubing. 
(@ ak Co Immediate savings resulted. No drill- 

i | i S | i ired—the hol Iread Lo ~< o Dl ing was require e hole was already 

: Tl ens, - ; | there. Scrap loss was reduced. More 

. >~ i ae y | a parts were produced per ton of steel. 
, A L 2 _ One of the annealing operations re- 

CS _ F luck : 8 OP 
- . ‘ A quired with bar stock was eliminated. 

_ i Li : Stress-relieving operations were 
a DA _ | - -. 2 - devised to insure complete stability of 

. ~ Dl " @, — _ the finished part. Tolerances were held. 
_— ” _ a a 2 And final reports showed that the 

>... ] switch to Timken seamless steel tubing 
: cut production cost per housing 26%. 

<—t Want to learn more about steel 

oe or job opportunities? 
oe \ ; 

7 ae N Some of the engineering problems _—_ excellent job opportunities de- 
ae \ ou’ll face after graduation will in- scribed in ‘‘Career Opportunities 

on \ y' & : PP 
’ \ volve steel. “The Story of Timken at the Timken Company”. Drop us 

7 _ = Alloy Steel Quality” will help you a card, ask for one or both book- 
Pet LS learn more about steel. And you lets. The Timken Roller Bearing 

a might be interested, too, in the Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 
Su 

Fine 
O Alloy 

TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING 
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te So Y Think 
° | cf ou re e 

\ 

by Sneedly bs ’61 

whether you worked the problems correctly, send in 

your answers. 
eee 

From what two locations in the world is it possible 

to walk one mile south, orie mile east, and one mile 

north and arrive at the place from which you started? 

One place is easy to find but old Sneedly wagers that 
youll have to think to find the second. 

aoe 

That great ME, Pete P. Robbins, was contracted to 

build a fence around the earth at the equator to sepa- 
rate the northern and southern hemispheres. His em- 

At long last it has happened! Sneedly has received ployer in this venture was the world-famous heat 
a perfect solution to one of his problems appearing in POWer man, Fred Lowe. Fred, it seems, wanted to put 
The Wisconsin Engineer. The problem was the one all the jack rabbits in the world south of the equator 

concerning the young treasure hunter that couldn't and keep them there. (He had been frightened by a 
find the gallows. It appeared in the December issue jack-rabbit as a boy). Pete designed the fence care- 
and the solution was given in the January issue. fully, making sure it was high enough and strong 

The correct solution was sent in by: Robert Mayer, enough to withstand a bounding bunny. 
807 Oregon St., Green Bay, Wis. Robert is attending To do the actual construction work Pete employed 
the University of Wisconsin Extension Center at Green William “Wild Bill” Ziegler. “Wild Bill” had some 

Bay. His solution was very neat and precise and con- trouble with figures and when he had completed the 

tained a geometric proof. Sneedly takes his hat off to herculean task it was found he had the fence ten feet 

Mr. Mayer, and the Green Bay Extension. Apparently too long. Pete gnashed his teeth with disgust and said 

the instruction given up there is first rate. What’s wrong that ten feet would have to be cut off from the fence. 

with the rest of you engineers around the state? Are “Wild Bill”, however, said that 10 feet in 25,000 miles 
you going to let Mr. Mayer and Green Bay show would not make any difference and claimed that the 

you up? fence could be put up as it was. Sneedly was called 

awe in to settle the dispute. The question was this: How 

And now for the answers to the problems in the last high off ite Bround will tlie Rents be afterit isveredtad, 
we . oe . assuming it is an equal distance above the earth all the 
issue... . Say, that’s beginning to be an overworked a P 

phrase in this department. In fact, Sneedly has decided way around sue 

not to give you the answers. He thinks that too many 

of you are getting soft by always having the answers See you next month and don’t forget to send in your 

given to you in the next issue. If you want to know — problems and solutions. THE END 
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ie opportunities in a wide variety of industries. He ma Mining and Metallurgy PP y = 
be employed by a metal producer and concerned with 

(Continued from page 57) the improvement of the properties of the products sold. 
. . . ws On the other hand, he may be associated with a metal- 

of the mining engineer but usually contains less mining 5 od 3 si 
. A 2 consuming industry like the automotive industry, the 

and more metallurgical engineering subjects. . 5 ° = i, § as hte 
; : : : appliance industry, or the aircraft industry, where his 

After the mineral dressing engineer has completed primary job is specification, inspection, and control of 
his work of concentrating the ore, the metallurgical €n- the various metals and alloys that are used. There are 
gineer steps in to reduce the ore to the metallic state. many additional opportunities in the foundry field, 
In this work he may utilize heat, electricity, chemicals welding, and other metal-processing operations. Be- 

or a combination of these factors. Since this treatment  .iqeg being engaged in production work the metallurg- 

usually involves chemical reactions, this metallurgical — jc¢ may specialize in research, teaching, development 

engineering field is called chemical or extractive metal- work or engineering sales. 

lurgy. An example of an extractive metallurgical op- New requirements for metals and alloys and other 
eration is the reduction of iron ore in the blast furnace materials that have arisen as a by-product of atomic 
to produce pig iron, the pig iron being subsequently energy, guided missiles, gas turbines and other high 

refined to steel. The large metal refineries scattered temperature applications have greatly expanded the 
through the country all depend upon metallurgists for gemand for metallurgical engineers. To prepare for 

their design and operation. New processes, increasing these demands, the curriculum includes a good back- 

use of low grade ores, new metal requirements, etc. ground in physics, chemistry, and mathematics, and a 
have all added to the scope and importance of the work) sunhawok eourses tH alloying, heat treating, metal work- 

done by the extractive metallurgists. ing etc. These courses also furnish the necessary train- 
The alchemists of old were constantly striving to ing in the use of the microscope, X-ray equipment, 

change base metals to noble metals. Had their efforts mechanical testing equipment and related testing meth- 
succeeded they probably would be no less spectacular ods, Today many of the men who plan a career in metal- 
than the efforts of the present day physical metallurg-  lurgy are also extending their training by doing gradu- 

ists who have succeeded in greatly improving the me- ate work for M.S. or Ph. D. degrees. This extra time 

chanical and physical properties of metals by alloying gives them a better preparation in the fundamentals for 

and special treatments. The physical metallurgist finds the many positions of responsibility that are available. 

' Here’s Your Opportunity for Long-Term Success 

i in the Fast-Growing Automatic Control Industry 

THE INDUSTRY As the industry's specialists, with 100 fully staffed branch 
Th te “ humidit a ai ditioni offices, we’ve done the control systems for most of the 

e automatic temperature, humidity and air conditioning nation’s better buildings—skyscrapers, schools, industrial 
control field is one of today’s leading growth industries. plants, hotels, hospitals and other large buildings. The 
Continued rapid expansion in the years ahead is inevitable work is diversified, exacting, with plenty of challenge for 
in this age of air conditioned buildings and mounting con- your engineering ability i 
struction activity. That means abundant opportunity for . 
you to grow—and prosper, too! THE REWARDS 

THE WORK At Johnson, you'll be able to realize your full potential as 
F : . . + es an engineer, in the work of your choice. You'll enjoy ready 

or graduates in any branch of engineering, with or without recognition of your accomplishments. Your work will be 
experience, Johnson has Hamnediate ee ree in pales Sdten. sufficiently important for you to retain your identity as an 
Bon acd P pplication engineering. ‘Ail involve assignments of individual always. Salaries, insurance, pension plan and 

responsibility and offer unlimited possibilities for personal other company-paid benefits are attractive. 
development and advancement. | . . . 
Strictl - neer’ deal entirely with in- Our “Job Opportunities Booklet” contains details of our operation and 
EEciy an enguicers company, we Cea! cuuteny Wik & shows where you'd fit in. For your copy, write J. H. Mason, Johnson 

dividually designed control systems. You'll find yourself Service Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
working with the nation’s top architects, consulting engi- Bony: f . 
neers, contractors and building owners. 

THE COMPANY 

Johnson established the automatic temperature control in- 
dustry when we developed the room thermostat over 70 
years ago. Johnson is the only nationwide organization ij 
devoted exclusively to planning, manufacturing and instal- SINCE 1885 
ling automatic temperature and air conditioning control 
systems. PLANNING *© MANUFACTURING * INSTALLING 
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Sneed’s Review ' ! 1 
(Continued from page 62) another example of exciting work at los alamos... i 

deep theoretical understanding of 
pulse and digital circuits is given, BREAKING PROBLEM BARRIERS 
while at the same time the treat- “aaah : 

ment is so practical that the book es ok __ereennesc eT. : 
will be immediately useful in the Bin a i | 

laboratory. eee _ es ! { <a 
MODERN PHYSICS FOR THE Ri ee, ee era 

ENGINEER a ee { NO, fo Der 
Edited by Louis N. Ridenour Oy a LON eer: 23 

V oe fe 
McGraw-Hill, $7.50 | oh ee at TOR. oa 

This volume comprises a collec- \ ae pt) S 3 fy P | ohh ee le 
tion of lectures delivered to an ex- ee I tad 

tension course at the University of to - is) og \ 
California, Los Angeles, during the — ap TT ee | 
year 1952-195: rovides ‘ / ee LE “Islelc i | aoe =e is BE ee ae os “ise Pi EEE ‘fh . 
sade oO has some degree 0: bas ~ a aa Sg comand 

technical knowledge with a_ brief Son if ey if a if cis aa | 
account of some of the more inter- creer : ‘ ae ail 

esting developments in the funda- | Motheimatleal sup: = ¥e I ee) le i a | | 
mental science underlying all engi- | port for many of ; Donn Seated! MS LTR 
neering. the Laboratory's | = = oe eae ie sea | | 

. . programs is given pai } \ | aes | 
The book has been edited by - by the Theoretical es | 5 | Peay _ 

Louis N. Ridenour, Vice President eh MA eae / pope ca i an ad 

of the International Telemeter Cor- own investigations rasan 
poration and Visiting Professor of oe le — oe a , 

Engineering at UCLA. He has col- dynamics, com- [ ies i 

lected the lectures under three Pe Heo ae The linearized Boltzmann equation shown above 

main categories. Part One, The | fields. The vast describes the transport of neutrons in a slab. Its ‘ 

Laws of Nature, covers physics in | Fpation Oh Got mathematical structure was first completely worked | 
its narrow definition—what we has brought about out at Los Alamos. Many fundamental studies in | 

know of matter, of radiation, and phe. creation or disciplines, ranging from pure mathematics through 

the laws of their interaction. The the largest known biology, have been published by scientists at the | 

second part, Man’s Physical En- eee eeciaetoty Laboratory. i 
vironment, discusses the appiica- to scientific work. The Laboratory is entering a new phase of scientific i 

tion of physical laws and_ tech- | endeavor. Pioneering activities in the unexplored { 
niques of investigation to the study | realms of nuclear power, nuclear rocket engines, and i 

of the universe, of the earth, and controlled thermonuclear power have been added to 

of the air. The third sections deals its weapons program; experiments are being planned 

with the application of physics to and carried out at pressures and temperatures far 
that branch of engineering known beyond any previously created by man. These activ- 
as modern electronics. ities exemplify the imaginative approach by which 

Here is a book of considerable | i the Laboratory maintains its pre-eminence in scien- i 

interest to all technical men in the | | tific achievement. | 
scientific or engineering fields. | | i 
Contains articles by Royal Weller, | | | 

H. P. Robertson, Leonard I. Schiff, | | . : 

Frederick Seitz, Charles Kittel, W. | z ‘\ { 

D. Hershberger, Wiliam A. Fowler, | j 0 S o1? 1a, a 0 S i 

R. V. Langmuir, Glenn T. Seaborg, | | \ * / ; Lai ' 

W. K. H. Panofsky, Jesse Green- | scientific laboratory 
stein, David T. Griggs, Roger | i OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
Revelle, Leonard B. Loeb, Walker | b LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO 

Bleakney, Simon Ramo, John Bar- | | 
deen, J. B. Wiesner, and Louis N. i ; 

Ridenour. THE END | | ; . ; __. 
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Af 

The E.E.’s Lament In the dark of night two safe-breakers entered a 
Through the smoke and ozone fumes bank. One approached the safe, sat down on the floor, 

The student slowly rises, took off his shoes and socks and started to turn the dial 

His hair is singed, his face is black, of the safe with his toes. a _. 

His partner he despises. What's the matter with you? . said his pal, “Let’s 

He shakes his head and says to him open this thing and get out of here. . 
With words so softly spoken, ‘Naw, itll take only a minute longer this way, and 

“The last thing that you said to me we'll drive them fingerprint experts nuts. 

‘T’m sure the switch is open’.” oe 8 

a ae Everything has been done that could be done to 

An engineer from the Bronx was wandering on the make the meeting a success. A large hall and a good 

Sahara Desert, clad only in his shorts, when he met speaker had been engaged. When the speaker arrived 

An Arab:astdde A GANT. he seemed to be in a crabby frame of mind. Looking 

“Where,” asked the Arab, “might you be headed?” around he beckoned to the chairman. 

“For a swim.” responded the Bronx engineer. . T would like to have a glass of water on my table, 

“A swim!” was the astonished reply. “Why the ocean if yee please, he said. . i. sas 
# 800 iniles from here” 20 drink? was the chairman's idiotic reply. 

The engineer blinked. “Eight hunnert miles! Wow! Oh, no,” was the sarcastic retort, when Tve been 
Is dis a beach!” speaking for a half-hour I do a high dive. 

* # * * * = 

A politician was campaigning for Indian vote in one Walking with a friend one day, a professor passed 
of our western states. He promised schools for the @ large fish shop where a fine catch of codfish with 
Indians. He promised colleges for the Indians. The ™ouths open and eyes staring were arranged in a row. 
crowd stood up and all yelled “HOYA!” Heartened by The prof suddenly stopped, looked at them, and clutch- 
the response he laid aside his prepared speech and ing his friend by the arm exclaimed: “Heavens! That 

promised better roads, hospitals for each tribe, and low reminds me, I have a class in EE this hour.” 
taxes Ad Nauseum. Again and again the Indians stood ae 

up and shouted “Hoya! Hoya!” Seven-year-old Michael, who had a reputation as a 
When he finished the speech he toured the reserva-  jitt}e terror, had just finished his first summer vacation 

tion. When they were taking a short cut across a pas- 44 his grandfather’s farm, Back in the city, one of the 

ture the guide warned him, “It’s all right, but be care- neighbors asked him about his holiday and especially 
ful, we pasture our cattle and horses here. Don’t step about his grandfather. 

in the hoya.’ “Oh, he’s great,” responded Michael. “We played a 
an swell game every day. Late each afternoon he’d row 

A big buck Indian had just ordered a ham sandwich me out in the middle of Claytor Lake, throw me over 

at a drug counter and was peering between the slices the side of the boat and Jet me swim ashore.” 
of bread when he turned to the waiter, “Ugh, you slice “Claytor Lake?” gasped the neighbor. “That’s a big 

um ham?” lake. Wasn’t that a hard game for such a little fellow 
The waiter replied, “Yes, I sliced the ham.” as you?” 

“Ugh,” grunted the Indian, “You damia near miss “Tll say it was,” said Michael, “But the hardest part 
um.” was getting out of the sack.” 
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IN ENGINEERING THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN AVIATION + IN AVIATION THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCO 
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Growth — in plant facilities, for example, tells the Temco success story. P ry. 

ef a Vi 4 New buildings — like the completely modern 100,000-square-foot engi- 
eS > Y 1 ‘neering center opening this spring at Temco’s Garland plant — clearly oe “ 1 . . . * : . : a = yi tell the Temco story of widening engineering skills, increasing contracts ey oe Op) ry ig eng 8 8 
Oe i ae and significant advances in Temco’s own projects. 
se My a 

> Wl — At the beginning — back in 1945 — 550,000 square feet were sufficient. 
Se 3 Ye i _ __Now, eleven years later, with three integrated Texas plants at Dallas, 
ec om =n ~~ Y i | | Garland and Greenville, Temco has a total of 1,900,000 square feet for 
7 administration, design and production — plus eight runways and an 

SL immense total ramp area. 
NEW ENGINEERING CENTER is being built with growth in 
mind. Initially large enough for a force of 900 engineers, it is Completely modern facilities are only a part of the Temco story of 
designed 10 permit rapid expansion of any functional area © Outstanding engineering opportunities. The challenge of meeting the 
without disturbing work in progress. complex needs of the jet-age aircraft industry, plus advanced work in 

Temco’s own developments in electronics, aircraft and complete weapon 
systems means that rewarding careers are open to you now at Temco. y’ ig P y 

ENGINEERS — Openings in all phases of air- st 
craft design and development. Write to Joe ‘a ao 
Russell, Engineering Personnel, Room 10-C, 
Temco Aircraft Corporation, Dallas, Texas. | y 

(a 7, 

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION e DALLAS 

IN ENGINEERING THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN AVIATION + IN AVIATION THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCO 
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Career Opportunities 
(Continued from page 46) 

EXPAND YOUR them and in most cases visit the companies before 

accepting an offer. Although many seniors must enter 

ENGINEERING LIBRARY military service after graduation, most companies will 

hire them, even for just a few weeks, and then grant 

military leave. Or if the graduate prefers he can use 

Extensive stocks of technical and semi- the placement office after returning from service. At 

: 5 ¢ any time all College of Engineering alumni can use 

technical books, chemistry, physics and iit placement office if they ‘wish to relocate. 

mathematical tables. A new approach is also developing in terms of sum- 

mer employment for engineering students while still 
in college. Even after the freshman year it is possible 
to find summer work in some phase of engineering. 

Paper New & Used The placement office has thus become important io 

Texts students all through their college career, as well as 

Report . during the senior year. Besides just providing a chance 

‘P K&E P&E Dietzgen to earn money the student can gain worthwhile expe- 

. rience in summer work and see how his courses are 

Covers Supplies applied in industry. And he may find a special interest 

in a particular phase of engineering and tailor his selec- 

* tion of courses accordingly. As a result he will be better 

prepared to continue his career after graduation. 

UNIVERSITY CO-OP The Engineering Placement Office can be a very 

important part of the college career of the engineer. 

Lo. Its facilities are always available to the student and 

1925 University Avenue 702; Stale strest he can feel free to take advantage of its services. 
High school students have many questions concern- 

ing requirements and activities of college life. Follow- 
ing are questions and the respective answers pertain- 

a a ooo ing to student life at the University of Wisconsin. 

a | a THE END 

Lie = tt—~—“‘;‘—*CS You Want to Be aan Engineer 
| [iE i ae (Continued from page 47) 

: “Measuring Tools speech, surveying, or shop, as the particular course may 

i ee require, making is posible for a student to change his 

B\ rere cnrs for Engineers” particular branch ke ae ing without loss of credit 

: Mae A Catalog and Handbook cngincedind sorties it is advisable that a student enter- 

( | you'll want in school and — ing his sophomore year should have determined his 

in the field — 32 pages, real engineering interest in order to avoid any loss of ° 

y : fully illustrated. credit in case he transfers. 

es ‘ — ==. When you enter college, organize your time, allow- 

a QO ts SCJ ing approximately thirty hours per week for study out- 
us i LS THE [LEKING side the class room, and remember that a good start 

HE LUN EO _ RULE “COMPANY _ leads to a successful completion. At the University of 

ee "SAGINAW, MICHIGAN Wisconsin you will find yourself one of many students. 

"CASE — FRAME — DRAG TAPES However, your advisers and your instructors are will- 

465 TAPE RULES =| ing to confer with you and to help you, if you but give 
TMA COUPONNODAY 9 them the opportunity. Determined application, syste- 

MAIL COUPON IODA 5 UES | matic study habits, frequent reviews, and the will to 
THE LUFKIN RULE COMPANY @ Saginaw, Michigan do your best will bring you well on your way to your 
Please send me FREE ‘Measuring Tools for Engineers and Contractors. ; im f 

chosen profession of engineering. The life of a success- 

NAME_______________________________-_| fu] engineer offers unlimited opportunity for construc- 

$C 0b tive achievement, and engineers are more and more 

OE tc eee taking an active part in the business and public affairs 

city mere A of the world at large. THE END 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No.11 in a Kodak Series — | 

“Kodak 

Fre. rr iC _ Lo 

Sit a. 3 [. 

Tt a fons UU 

/ 8 & y= eal, “s) a  #+#+=@&=7©7«C~rRTF 

E ll 
Illustration shows test of aircraft compass at United States Gauge, 
division of American Machine and Metals, Inc. A magnetic force, 

developed by the loops, pulls the compass car off its normal developed by the | lls tk d 30° off i 1 
heading. Then the force is released. The instant of release and the 
moment the compass recovers by 5° are both recorded on the film— 
become positive evidence of proper performance. 

: 
\ Vanted 

. e ° 

an Inspector with a sp It-Secon cye 

A difference of 2/10ths of a second means the compass 

passes or fails, So the maker pits it against a stop watch— 
gets definite proof of performance with movies. 

Uncle Sam said this aircraft compass must respond small. It is improving production, saving time, reduc- 
by 5 degrees in not less than 1 second or more than ing error, cutting costs. 
1.2 seconds. That’s only 2/10ths of a second leeway— 
far too little for human hands and eyes to catch the pot es ee eee eee 
action accurately. ; CAREERS WITH KODAK : 

« With photography and photographic processes becom-  , 
So, side-by-side, the stop watch and compass act . ing increasingly important in a bane and fddustey . 

ste narvite hatarethe «amare any indigt e of tomorrow, there are new and challenging opportuni- + 
their parts before the movie camera. Then individual} fie at Kodak in research, engineering, clectronies, dew + 
frames along the film show the precise instant that * sign and production. : 

the 5-degree mark is reached. ° If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity, —* 
. 2 write for information about careers with Kodak. ¢ 

Product testing and quality control are naturals for . Address: Business and Technical Personnel Dept., 
photography. They are typical examples of the many « Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y. ‘ 

ways photography works for businesses, large and SESSHR MS CORE PSH H TESS Ew we ee 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y.
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How General Electric stacks up 

on your job check list 
@ COMPANY REPUTATION—As an engineer, the names of © ADVANCED STUDIES—General Electric offers to technical 

Thomas Edison and Charles Steinmetz should be known to you. graduates the Tuition Refund Program and Honors Program 

These men, who so greatly influenced the industrial surge of our for Graduate Study wherein you may take graduate courses at 

country since the [9th century, are symbolic of General Elec- nearby universities. In addition, G.E. sponsors graduate-level 
tric’s past and present technological leadership. Company courses where top professional men teach in their 

. : 5 . ; respective fields. 
@ SALARY—General Electric’s salary program is planned with I 
a long-range view for your career; a well-considered starting @ TRAINED COLLEAGUES—As a G-E engineer, you may be 

salary and merit increases based on your contributions. Through working with outstanding men who are responsible for the 

regular counseling by your supervisor you know just “how you envisioning, production, and distribution of such new products 

are progressing”. as man-made diamonds, high-speed rocket and jet engines, the 

1 new heat pump, commercial atomic power reactors and elec- 
© OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT—Through the jronicovena. t 
Company’s Personnel Registers, and individual appraisal of 
your qualifications and preferences, you are considered for all @ EMPLOYEE BENEFITS—General Electric’s outstanding bene- 

new or related jobs and promotions throughout the Company. fit program for you and your family includes all the usual life, 
‘ accident and illness insurance and pension plans, plus a Savings 

© TYPE OF JOB—Based on you personal preferences and and Stock Bonus Plan and discounts on G-E home appliances. 
abilities, you will work in various marketing, manufacturing or 

engineering fields. Your technical or managerial experiences @ THE COMPANY’S FUTURE—General Electric’s investment 

may be in any of nearly 100 product departments where you in research can mean much to you. Forty-two major Company 

contribute to the engineering, manufacturing or marketing of laboratories, dedicated to invention and innovation, will play a 

some of the more than 200,000 G-E products. major role in doubling the Company’s sales during the next 
; eight years. Only through research is a company assured of 

a PERSONNEL DE ee a, a future growth. For you, this growth at General Electric means 
eanriece ter strial tra oe proprams: hastensvour J 8 : mi 
AGT G A DONGLE IAM OENS ETAL rainine PEOBraMs; DOSens Oe new and challenging technical and managerial positions. 

professional development through classroom and on-the-job General Electric Company, Section 959-3, Schenectady 5, N. Y 

assignments as a part of the Company’s marketing, manufac- " oe , " a . 

turing and engineering programs. Specific position placement is 
also available if your interests are already formulated. Progress Is Our Most /mportant Product 

@ JOB LOCATION—There are opportunities for you as a G-E 
engineer in 150 cities in 45 states, plus many foreign countries. G E N E R A L E LE CT R | C
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